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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first 
- -~----
chapter begins with a discussion1 of the basic principles of 
' ' ' 
electron spin resonance and concludes with a description of the 
theoreticai interpretation of electron spin res'Oiumce spectra in 
terms of the Spin Hamiltonian·. 
The first part of the second chapter is.a.general discus-
sion of the physical properties of diamond and includes reasons 
for the classification of diamond into various types. The second 
part of the chapter is devoted to a brief historical survey of 
' . . 
the developments in the production of synthetic diamond. The 
final part of the chapter is an outline of the experiments whioh 
have led to th~ identification of nitrog~·a:s.a.major impurity in 
. ' 
natural and synthetic diamond. 
The third chapter combines and describes 's'ome of the experi-
mental stuc1ies which have been made on ~a.··~~ing ~e technique 
. ' 
of electron spin resonance. Particular emph&sis is plaoed on 
theorie~ whlch have been put forward to exph~ the electron spin 
resonan~~ signals associated with substituttonal nitrogen in 
-~ - . . '·-· 
natural diamoad. Electron spin resonance assooiated with synthetic 
diamond is ·discussed under a separate heading ... ,1 
The fourth chapter is devoted entirely t.o ··~ desoription of 
the experiments carried out in this work and is concerned mainly 
' 
with electron spin resonance from five different types. of 
• 
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oommeroially avaUable synthetic diamond. Those resOD&Does, whioh. 
are due to the nitrogen and ferromagnetio impuloities, are shown to 
depend IIBI'kedly on the nature of the diamond as well as its tempera-
ture. Experiments on samples which have been treated either by 
heating. or crushing or by a combination of both, are also described. 
In adai:L tioa, results &re presented which were obtained from visual 
examination ~f samples by optical miorosoop,y and_ which supplement 
the information obtained ~the electron spin resODBDoe Surv6,1. 
Some of the results are discussed as they are. presented. The 
chapter conclude• with a SUIIIIIJIU"1' of the maiD features of interest 
which were observed. 
In the final chapter the results from·a ~~er of the 
experiments -~ discussed and correlated in ari'"';.,ttempt to present 
a more o~lete description• of the aperbuent·~ ~bservations. Some 
of the ways in which the electron resODBDoe'·'~:Peotrum due to nitro-
. ... . - ' .. . 
sen impurity in synthetic diamond is affected by the conditions 
existinl iD' th~ material are established. 
.' ; 
..1 ' ,~.-
~ ' ' > " • .. " , - I : c _, ':~ 
magnetio additive, the oonoentratiOJli of dispersed nitrogen,, the 
formation of free radicals by carbonisation or -~chan:ioal damage. 
l3c, 1~ ~d quadrapole effects ana. accept~'· ~ties suoh as 
, 'I ; i: do!,' • j· .. ·, ,' 
alumlnium or boron are all factors which it is suggested are 
i·l ;..... ,, ' ,, 
illportaut. In adt11 tiODJ, a mechanism is proposed to explain the 
disappearance of the ferromasnetio resonance in heated synthetic 
diamond which is observed in oonjlmotion with a narrowing of the 
-'-
line width f'rOllt the ilitropn. rescmaDoe. Fimally, some praotioal 
applioations of the results are disoussed and future exper~ental 
work is suggested. ' 
Copies ot papers published by the author are boaDd into the 
thesis. An additional paper is iDoluded whioh was published by 
the author and his supervisor immediately preoeding this work 
and whioh· is direotly related t~ it. 
-4--
1. THE PRINCIPLES 01!' ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE 
~ of the results which are to be discussed have been 
obtained by the teohnique of electron. spin resonance. For this 
reason the basic principles of this subject are presented tosether 
with a rather more detailed account of those interactions which 
are of importance iD interpreting the subsequent experimental 
results. More generaliseti and detailed disoussion of the theories 
of electron spin resonance are covered extensively iD the available 
l-8 literature. 
1.1. The Resonance Condition 
If an atomic sYstem, which possesses a resultant spin· angular 
IIIOlllE!Dtum and, therefore, a masnetic 11101118Dt, is placed in a masnetio 
field, the spin degeneracy is lifted and a splitting of the energy 
levels is produced. Transitions between the energy levels created 
' by the JEgDetic field may then be induced by an oscillating masnetic 
field of suitable frequency and symmetr;r. 
The simplest system consists. of a single unpaired electron 
with an angular mmrmtw. of sb/2TT (s =ti) an(a masnetio 11101118Dt 
of 2 .J s(s + l)ll where h is Planok' a constant ~d ll is the Bohr 
magnet on,. The masnetic field produces two lenls ri th an energy 
separation g" H where g is the speotroscopic splitting factor and 
H is the magDitude of the applied steacly masnetio field. The two 
energy lenls correst1ond to the e1 .. ~ preoessing about the 
- 5-
'•· 
positive and negative directions of H. If an osoillat~s masnetio 
.. 
field of f'requenoy 'I is applied iJ,l a plane normal to· the ste~ 
masnetic field, transitions can be induced between the levels when 
h 'J = s p H. For the single electron system the spin of the elec-
tron provides the only contribution to the .. angular momentum; s is 
equal to 2.oo2flmd the resonance condition is satisfied for a 
steacV" masnetic field of 3 ,400 Oe when Y is 9,500 1'4 Hz. Y ocours, 
therefore, in the microwave region of the electromasnetio spectrum 
for masnetic fields above about 1,000· Oe. 
".' .... 
In a sample which contains many unpaired electron systems, 
. . .. 
the thermal equilibrium distributicm of the unpaired electrons 
. . .. ,:,.•I 
between the energy levels created by the applie~·masnetic field is 
' described by the Maxwell-Boltsmann expression. For the sroup of 
single electron systems, the ratio of the number of unpaired elec-
'. 
trons in the higher energy state n 2 to the number in the lower 
. . nv. -(111) " 
energy state n 1 is given by - = e k"r where k is Boltzmann' s con-n, . 
. . : 
stant and T is the absolute temperature. At all but the lowest 
temperatures, h'Y« kT and to a sood approximation .1 n = ~'t where 
~n = n .• - ~·and no = n, + ~· Transitiona .. between the two 
" ' 
energy levels -are induced by the applied radiation and occur with 
equal p~obabUity in either direction. Howev~r; 'as the number 
ohansins state per second is propcrtionai' to the. probability per 
second of a change and to the population of the state, there is a 
net l!d.gration of electron spins f'rom tbe lower to the higher level. 
- 6-
It follows that if a suff'1aiently strong .mechanism is a'V&Uable 
which .will enable eleotrcms in the higher level to lose energ and 
to relax to the lcnrer level, the population difference wUl be main-
tained and a continuous absorption of power from· the oscillating 
magnetic field will take place. A ate~ state rescm.&Dce oan be 
observed in thiS case if the level of the oscUlating field at the 
sample 18 monitored. If the rela.mtion mechanism does not exist 
n, will. beoome equal to na, the system will be saturated and a 
·ateaq state resonance wUl not occur. Partial B&turation will 
occur when the relaxation mechanism is present but is weak. A 
deoreaee in th~ amplitude of the central part of the rescmance will 
then be ·~bservecl together w1 th an increase b···~he recorded line 
Width. 
' 
:' ' 
1.2. Spin+-Lattioe Relaxation 
r' ·· ··r 
InteractiODS between the electron spiDs and the:t.r surround-
inss oazi. o8u.se the spin' orientation to ··Ohan~ ~hUe the energ 
I • .•: ' f 
' . 
dif'tereitoe is transferred to the lattice. They 0811, therefore, 
provide. the relaxation mechanism which · ia ne'o~~sary to maintain the 
. . 
e~brfum· population cl1f'f'erence. Kr~ig9 s~gsested that, for. the 
oaae ot a ~petic ion in pariioular, 'lattice phonons produce 
~ ' • 0 o ~I • 
a vibration of the crystalline electric field at the ion which 0811 
. ' . 
modul&.te the ~rg levels of the icm. Although the phonons caDDot 
·, 
interact. dire~tly wi~ the spim but c:mly with the orbital motion, 
- 7-
the :lnteraotion: oan take place through sp:lD-orbit coupling :lD 
which there is ID8SDetio :lDteractiOD between the sp:lD and its 
orbital motion. 
The sp:lns oa.D e:~:change energy with the phonou via the above 
meoban1 em :lD two ways. In the direct process a whole quantum 
correspond:lDg to the energy lenl difference is cohanged direotly 
with a phonon of the same trequenoy. In the :lDdirect or Raman 
process energy is transferred by the :lnelastic scatter:lng of a 
phonon when the spin changes orientation. Kroidg9 has derived 
•• i 
upressions for the rel.&Dtion times which might be expected f'rom 
these two mechanimu. For s = i his expressions are of the tom: 
Direct Process ·lt d-4 T1 = ~H4 T sec. 
1o•A• Indirect or Raman Process T 1 = 'AiiflTT sec. 
where ~ = separation between the grOUDd state end the nut highest 
orbital level (iD 011·~ ) , A= sp:lD~orbit coupl:lng coefficient, 
T = absolute temperature. T1 i~ the inverse ot the transition 
rate and is a measure of' the time taken far the :lnteraotion to 
restore thei'IE.1 equUibriwa. The broaden:lng of'- the energy levels, 
. , I A 'I , produced by the :lnteraotion is of' the order of' =r; • The equa-
' 
tiau describ:lng both meohanisiiiS show that toD8 'With sllll!ll.l. values 
of'£\ sh~d ha~e wide absorption; lines. .A re~~tion :lD tempera-
ture wUl be necessar,y to :lnorease the relazation time and thus 
recluce the l:lne width. A typical value of' the out-of'f' frequency 
- 8-
for the phonon speotl'WII of a or;ystal is 1015 Hs and at trequen-
oies of 101c Hz (X-Band microwave region•) the intensity of the 
phonons is very weak. Since the higher f'requenoy modes are more 
plentifUl but are only excited at high temperatures it follows that 
the indirect process is mora important than the direct process at 
high temperatures whereas at low temperatures the reverse is true. 
1.3. Spin-8pin Relaxation 
.Additiomal relaxation processes, which ocour through inter-
aotions between the sp:lJII8, have the etf'ect of varying the relative 
energies of the spin levels and oSD produce a line broadening 
(Dipo-lar broadening) • The theory of the etf'ect has been studied 
_,_.. 10 ., ,.. 11 
in detail by Van Vleok and by Pryce and Stevens. 
If "eaoh ion is ~garded as a dipole :Preoessing in the applied 
mapetio. field, (Larmor preoessim) its oomponeht in the direction 
• .. ·' ·:·i'' 
of the applied field will have a steadT value which' will produce SD 
extra ~gnetic field at the neighbouring. par~gnetio icma. The 
total ft~ld value at any one_ ion is alte~ea: aliSbtly and the energy 
levels- ~e · oon~equently shifted. This etf'ect varies with the 
directi~· of the applied magnetio field and the contribution of 
•. ··•}!.)' 
each aighbouring dipole will have SD SDgular dependence of the 
form (1 - 3 oos t 9-) where G- is the angle betneri the line joining 
the dipoles SDd the_ direction of the appliec{field. 
The rotating ~omponent of the preoession oan also cause 
line broadening by inducing transitions between spins of. the same 
- 9 -
.·:·,, 
Larmor :f'requeno:r thereby reducing the lifettme1!'"' of their energy. states. 
L~e-broadening caused by &.relaxation ~ocess which limits 
the lUetimS. of an energy state is an eUmpl'e· of homogeneous 
broadeniug.·· H~ogeneous broadening applies' on1:r to line broadening 
caused b:r interactions within the spin system where a single rel.&xa-
tian process is tavolved, It is possible to. saturate the whole of 
a homogeneouslY' broadened line b:r appl:Ying m- oscUlating field of 
sufficient intensity anywhere within the fre~enc:r range determined 
b:r the line width, When saturatian ooours the effect is to reduce 
the expected power absorptian and to alter the line shape. {Section 1.1) 
Inhomogeneously broadened lines occur either dne to inhomo-
geneiti~s h the IB88Detic field _SUOb as those PrOduced b:Y the steaq 
'I ••, . ' ' ~ ' ' . ' .'.,•• 
field componentrr of the dipolar interaction or b:r interactions which 
var:1 with a· perlod which is long compared with the time of a spin 
tr&DSiti~ The lime shape iD this oase is produced b;y a diatribu-
: . : . ., ~:. 1: ~ 
tian of individual lines each with their own ch&rScteristic relaxa-
. . . 
tion tiiBes. Provided, therefore, that interactlODB involving oross 
relaxatl~ pro~esses (Section 1.5) are rei_attvely weak, any additional 
broadening which occurs due to saturation,- t&kes · place for the indivi-
' dual linea- separately. The line shape and width does not change cm 
sat~aticm but the expected pcnrer absorption falls in the same 
proportion aorosa the whole .of the line shape. 
~10-
Fr0111 the f'oregoia! ctl.soussion' it is clear that dipolar 
broadenilmg results f'rolm two line broadeu!Dg ef'f'ects, one of' which 
is SD iDhomogenews e:f'teot due to the &teacly tield o0111ponents 8Dd 
the, other is a homogemeous ef'f'ect aue to the rot'ating tield compo-
neJl'ts. · For interactiq dipoles which are not identical it is 
.. POSs-~ble that the s;vromasnetic ratios of'. the nuclei invol'Ved: may 
di:f'f'er to such an extent that dipolar broadening is causecl mainly 
by the iDhomogeneous broadening effect. 
.. 
Spin~spin or dipolar illteraction is characterised by a relaxa-
tion tillle T2 in a. IJ1ndlar III!IIID8r to spin lattice' relaxaticm. ID · 
contrast to the spin lattice mteraotion, . h.oirever, .the spin-spill 
!: • ' • l, 
interaction' is not temperature dependent. Moreover, spin-spill 
•;,,._. '• I, 
iDteraotion f'alls off' rapidJ.7 with illloreasing distazl.oe between the 
.. ·' 
iODB. If' on the other hand the spins are brought closer together 
:;. .. •·1::";, 
clipoillar broadening dOes DOt necessarllJ iDDrease as mlght be 
expected. 
., ••• -~ ' j .1":.::. 
1.~. Exchanse Interaction 
t . ' .. ~ .• ~ 
If' the_ ions are suf'ticientlJ close together the wave functions 
1, ....... 
desorlbing the· spin states; rill overlap 8Dd a .simple vector BUIIIIII&-
••• ''- ·'_'i 
tion of' the magnetic fields· of the dipoles at meighbourillg lattice 
.. ,· ~.· 
sites d~es not lead to a satisf'aotor,y desoriptt~of' the behaviour 
of' the SJStem. I.t ~ neoessar;y to consider interacticms between a 
10 large DUIIIber of' strongly interacting ions. Van Vleok studied 
~n-
this problem in 1~48 and showed that the spins are coupled by 
a:cbange f'orces and the ef'f'ect can modify the line width CODBider-
ably. 
. . . . 
When the neigbbouring ions are sim:llar exchange interaction 
. ' ' 
narrows: the obse~d line width at balf'-heigbt and broadens it in 
. . 
the rings-. In theoretical terms this means that the second IIIOllleDt 
.. 10 
ot· the liDe shape remains constant but the f'ourth moment changes. 
For dissim:llar ions two dif'f'erent tl'8D8itions may be brousht 
. ' 
together and cme broader line may be produced. Excbange inter-
aotion is f'ound in IIJ8.DY nnannted paramapetic sa1ta. and the ezpeo-
ted dipolar broadening is of'ten reduced by a large f'a~tor. An 
ef'f'ect ~f' this · k1md is observed in diamond w1 th. the rescmance f'rom 
hish c~centrations of' cHspersed Ditro~. ,. (se~tion 3.3.3) 
1.5. Cross Relaxation 
R~s~i~ tros past experimental studt~s have shown that it is 
not always· possible to interpret mapeti~ r~a~ce spectra satis-
· , · • -:· ,>..'I.T; 
f'actorily with the aid of' the relaxaticm: processes so tar desori'bed. 
Spin-lattice relaxation describes a -~~ .. ":Whereby a. spin system 
remains 'tit thermal equUibriwm with the iattic~: In ·contrast, 
. t· · .. -.~ . . ·: 
dipolar interaction describes how theral equilibrium between the 
spins i~ a~eved. It follows, theref'or~, .that ·if' spin lattice 
relaxation is redUce~ by lowering the temperature of' the system so 
~t '1' 1 > '1'~; the equilibriwm between the spins is obtained through 
-12-
~ ; ~... · ,,~- ·.·-· r .• 
dipalao iateraotiOD> rather than through the lattice and the line 
-'. ~ ' 
width of a resCII!I8Doe is detel'lldDed by the clipolar interaction. For 
',, '• '' '· .: I 
lll8.Dif systeiiiB, in partioular those in whioh adjacent resODSDce lines 
partiall.;y overlap, dipol.ar broadening does not provide a logical 
explanation of experimrmt8l.ly observed line widths. For example, 
the llDe width 4 H due to dipolar broadening is given approximately 
by the expression d H- Nxl0~-19oe where N is the number of UDpaired 
. . l2 
eleotrom spinB per eo. In• III!QV' instances, inoluding the case of 
~-: .-.•p ·_I ~ . • .• ,.·· • '··' 
diamGII!Id, the value of N is not high enough to account for observed 
llJ:De widths. Consequmtly, additicmal relaxaticm meatum1s1118 have 
. 1.3 been proposed and ~estisated. · 
,., 
For equal spacing of the energy levels of a spin system a 
:0,; I o .' ) 
v· • . 
Boltzmazm_ distribution over the different spin levels is established 
:_ • ', --.: I •-i ' •' .,, ~ o • I 
in a time of the order of T1 • For unequal spacing the establish-
ment of' a Bolt~ distributi~ ooours ~elati~~ly slowl;r14' l5 and, 
I 1 '' ') ; i~ ·~~~. 
therefore, the spins come illto equilibrium with the lattice first 
with their respective relaxation times T;. · ' In 'the intermediate 
; . '. . . ' 
·.·.·, ······ ( •. 
region of approximately equal spaoiDg different . parts of the spin 
-.:.. · .. ·: ~, "- . . ', .. 
system may oome into internal equUibrium in an intermediate time 
T2.1 whi~ 18 ~led the cross-relaxation: time."' ·Bloembergen et a113 
have shom tb&t lllllltiple f'lip-flop proo~~se~ 'or neighll:ouring ioDs 
:lnJ whioh the Zeeman energy is almost conserved are responsible for 
this effect and the Slll8ll balance of en~gy 18 taken up by the dipolar 
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mteraotiOD.. It is worth noting here that it is the higher order 
tel'IIIS C, D, E, tmd F of the dipolar Sp:lnl HamiltcmiaD (Sectioms 1. 7 
and 1.11) whioh account for the multiple ·spin flip processes • 
. ·• 16 
Cross relaxation effects have been observed b;y Sorckin et al 
for the nitrogen centre 1D natural cliamond. With the aid of a 
. -
suitably designed microwave circuit they were able to disturb the 
distributiOn of electrons 1D the energy levels.· associated w1 th one 
' ,. 
rescmance line tmd at the same time to measure ohauges 1D the 
intensities of the remaiDing lines as the system returned to equi-
librium via the cross relaxation processes. ID this nrk s1Dd.lar 
effects were observed in one synthetic diamand• They are discussed 
~-·. ,. ~ 
1D more detaU 1D Section· 4-.1}. 3. 
1.6. r:me struoture '---: ··::'·; 
... , ... ~ 
The theory desoribed at the beg:hming of this ~pter referr~ 
to a s~gl.e unpaired= electron with a half hitepl spin. ID a 
system, whioh might b~ for example a paramasn~tlc ion, where the 
~·-· . '• • - :, r ~ 
grOUllld state is an orbitti siDiglet with a spin multiplicity of more 
than tw~ (s ~ l) , the· degeneno;y of the ~pin ie~ls is otten lifted 
. . . . ~ -. 
even in the absence of an applied masnetio field. Such a aero-
. ' ,\'•-
field splitting is illustrated in Fis. 1 for the oase of an ion 
·.· 
with s = lin·a crystal field with an anal component. The anal 
field splits the triplet mto a smglet and doublet. The appl1oa-
t1em of a magnetic field P,BZ'allel to the axis of s;,vmmetry causes the . 
Ms=+ I 
ZERO FIELD 
A= SPLITTING 
Ms= o 
Ms= _, 
_ __f\_---JA~ 
H---. 
ZERO FIELD SPLITTING FOR AN ION WITH S=l 
IN A CRYSTAL FIELD WITH AXIAL SYMMETRY 
FIG.I 
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. ., 
levels to diverge liinea.rl.y with slopes proportional to the values 
. . . , , 'I 
ot Me. Alloweal. tl'81lsiticms between the levels 'are sovemed by the 
seleoti~· rule 6 Ms = ±1 when the osouiatin1t~snetio field is 
perpendioul.ar to the applied masnetio field. Sinoe these transi-
' . 
tians ooour at different field values the speotrum will have a fine 
. ' 
struoture consisting. of 2S linea. In certain situations forbidden 
lines oorrespcmding to d Ms = ± 2 oan be observed. 
When the zero field splitting is large, the applioation of a 
: . 
convenient magnetio field may never bring ~e levels close enough 
tor tnmsitions to be incluoed by an oscillating m&Siletic field in 
the md.orowave region. However, a theorem due to Kramera17 states 
that it there is an odd number of unpaired electrons in the ion, 
. J·t 
then no eleotrio field oan completely remove the degeneracy and 
the bottom level is alw~s at least two-told degenerate in spin. 
;• . ~~ I - ' _.•,-. 
Eleotron spin resonance is, therefore, always theoretically possible 
. -·' .. , 
in suoh oases. 
,. 
l. 7. Hyperfine Structure 
. •'' . . 
It the orbit of an unpaired electron embraoes a nuoleus whioh 
;., . . 
has a spin·. and, therefore, a m&Siletio moment, there is often a 
r. ,., , •·• .. · , ··. 
magpetio interaction between the electron and the nuoleua whioh 
.. . . ··- ... , 
oan split the electron energy levels. In the general oase the 
iDte:raot:i.~ C.iaes BD isotropic part ~an ~sotropiO part. 
Isotropic splitting ooounr when the orbital of the unpaired elec-
tron· possesses s-oharaoter and the probabUity distribution of the 
- 16 -
electron; density at the nucleus is f'iDite. The nucleus is quan-
tiaed in the mag11etio field due to the electron' ·BDd an additional 
• 
magDetio field which will either add to ~-·subtract from the 
~ . l ' . .·-
external field is produced at the eleotron.by the nucleus •. It the 
' . ··' 
nucleus has a magDetic quantullll number M1 in the field of the elec-
tron, the alloweal tranaiticma between the energy levels which are 
I 
split by thie interaction are given by the selection rules A M = ± 1 
and A M1 = O. 
.. 
For an unpaireci eleotron interacting with a single nucleus 
with a api!l DWIIber I, (2I + 1) lines are possible. It the electron 
interaots with m~e than one nucleus the DUIIIber of linea produced · 
" . . ,,._.,-.. 
and their expected intenaitiea.depend OD the apin,uumhers of the 
nuclei,. their relative abun4anoea, and the rei8tive magDitudes of 
'· • ;.· ...... 1--. 
the IJ1perfine interactions. For example, it the electron spin 
1 ',, '.",! 
:lnteraots more strongly with a nucleus with ap:f.Dl number I 1 than it 
does with a ae~<md nucleus with spin number la.~ then (2I1 + 1) 
- . .• ~- _..._. -~ • ·t.-"!J' 
lines appear ,rhioh are each split into (2IL + i)sub-ccmpcmenta. 
Examples of the expeoted transiticma are'· shom :in Fig. 2 tor the 
three cases of an electron spin interacting with one proton, 
( . , .. ,,. ,.,., 
equally with two protOJia, and with a nucleus with a spin nwnber of 1. 
The third .. example is applicable to a subatitutiOnal. Ditropn atom 
in diamond wqen the ~;~teady magDetic field is applied along a. 
<100> direot:i.cm • 
. i 
FIG.2 
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It is necesaar,y iD the case of d1amaud to specif,y the direc-
tion of the s:teady magnetic field as the number of lines produced 
also depends on the symmetr;y of the probabilitY distribution of the 
electron at the nucleus. Isotropic splitting only takes into 
I ·,-' 
accOUDt the effect of an unpaired sp~ probabUity density which 
·.· ... - ·' 
is spbericall;y distributed about a nucleus. For non-spherical 
·, 
symmetry iD which the electron orbital ma:r possess p-oharacter as 
. ' ..... ,. 
well as s-cbaracter, anisotropic splitting can occur and the spac-
~ . . 
iDg between the IJ7perfine lines· depends on the angle between the 
- . .. . -, 
ate~ magn~tio field and the axis of symmetry. B;y measuring the 
magnitude of the spaoiDgs between the h;yperfine linea for various 
known orientation& of a crystal it ia possible . to assess the 
.;·-,. ·. · .. :· 
amount of s and p character associated with an unpaired electron 
. .. ;. .. ~ 
orbital. Aa lll8asurements of ,this type represent an important part 
. : -~- . '~~-· - .:: 
of the work to be described a more detailed theoretical interpret&-
, , .. 
{ '.~·-- 'l 
tion1 of h7Perfine interaction is now presented.; · 
. ' . 
The simple classical iDteraotiOD energ E between two 
magnetic moments e• and ea. is siv~ -~l.f!.E. :::r .J.J.;~- JCA-•· t!) r~r_) 
.~here ~ is the vector joining the two magnetic dipoles. To obtain 
a. quantum meobauical description of the interaction~, and~2 are 
treated as operators and are defined as~, =8,./.I_, and~e =$2 /.I2 
where !• and !z a.re angular JDOmeDtum operators and S, and &2 a.re 
the gyrOIII&gnetiC ratios of the two interacting nucleons. The 
-1.9-
HamiltODian (Ha) for the system then becomes 
Ha = g,Je ( !•. !-&- ;2. <Ii- .tH!C£.v). 
By ex:pNld1ng this expressicm and using the raising and lowering 
OP.erators 1+ = Ix + t I~ and r- = Ix.:.i.~ .the expression ms:y be 
written 
Ha = &, ~!-2 ( A1 + B' + c .... D ~ E .... F) 
where A1oe I1z Iez. 
B' oe: (I,+ rZ .... I,-. l-z.+) 
c..c (I"t' In + I,z le+) 
D ...C: (I,- Izz. + I,z :t2-:) 
Eo( I,+ 1 2+ 
F ot: I,- le-
The aiPlfi.oance of the V8l':loua terms A 1 • ·B ,. • c. D eto. are best 
. '. .. ; 
visualised by considering which states are oODDeoted by them. 
i''··' • ' . ' 
Clearly. term A 1a completely diagomal.. ·on the other hand B1 
sbultaneoual.y flips one spin up and the other one down (A siDgle 
flip-flop process) • The remaiD:lq terms ar~ off diagomal. and 
~ .• -~· 
either flip cm1y one spin or both simultaneously up or down. 
Sliohter ~~ Sb~2 ~t the net effect of the oft d1agcmal. terms 
is to proance veey weil.k absorp,tion peaks at 0 and 2W'0 on either side 
of the resOD&Dt trequenoy~ The relaxation processes iuolved for 
these peaks 08D be described.QDder the general heading of eroas-
relamtiODJ. If an accurate theoretical explanation of observed 
... 
lime wid~h is ~quired it ~ be necessary to consider the oft 
' . ,, 
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cliascmai terms and IIIDltiple flip-flop pro~es&es~ (Seotions 1.5 8Dd 
3.2.2.) 
1 ~ oontrast, the terms A1 8Dd B1 ~ the OD1y two whioh 
. . . . _, ' ~\· 
have to be oonaidered to provide a satistaotori · expla:aation of 
., ' 
anisotropic ~e splitting. 
It ia olear f'r0111 the expression for Ha that &IJ the dist&Doe 
between the two masnetio 1110111ents becomes illoreasinil.Y small the 
interaction energy becomes iDtinite and, therefore, the olassioal 
illteraotion' theory is no longer valid. A term (the Fermi COD!taot 
tSI'IIl) halJ to be illoluded ill the deaoription of the interaction to 
allow for isotropic splitting which results, f'rom the s-oharaoter 
. ·' .. : 
associated with an electron orbital. The t\mdamental derivation 
.. ··. 
of this term is 00111plioated and wUl.not be included here. A 
. .." 2 . 
simpler derivation• bas been sugested b;y Sliohter using olassioal 
·-. ~:, 
~eory. When the :Perm:! oontaot term is included ill the desorip-
tiOD of the interaction the completed h;ypertille interaction 
.. . ' 
operator for an unpaired electron with an effective spill mamber 
l . ~ :.." ':' .. : :'{'! -;_.~~-
s illteraotillg with a nuol~s with spill DUIIIber I is then represented 
b;y the 8xpression . : 
H =·S,lr r._ [.'<E·.~ .. §J(~: • .!)_;.,·{§, • .!)1 · 
& ~ ' J r . r 
+ s,· Iz i'- !!!. ! (!:) ! . ! 
· r 11 3 
where & (!:) is a Dirao - I funotiOJJ.. 
!o express the interaction aa. a t\motion of spill oo-ordillates OD1y 
an integration over the spatial parts of the eleotronio wave 
., 
' 
,J 
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twmticm i~ perlormed and < H > = JJ~'r) / H "a i 
For an &Xiall,y symmetric wave :flmoticm (as. s.D the oase of the 
Di:~rogen centre in diamond) <x2 /r!i> = < y 2 /r'>, while terms such 
as<~) are sero. Therefore, if o(' = < ~y.) aDd f!; = <x 2 /r!i> then 
<~~)=ol- 2f1. 
Collecting· terms, . 
. <H> ='·~l2 {[¥4f2 (o) + 2(o(- 311)] IsSz 
+ (~ ~e(o) -· (o(- ~)]. (IsSs ~ IyBy)} 
tha.t is, <H>= AiaSs + B(I.x:Sz + ~)' · 
where A = 1,6z.(L (0 ~ 2P) 
r 
B = ir a2.t.2. (0 - P) 
r 
(s: character) 
p = 
'' 
'!'he Oaloulaticm shows how values of A and B appearing in the Spin 
Hamiltonian are related to the s md p character of the unpaired 
eleo~ orbital. 
1.8. Qpadrapole Interaction 
MaQy of the processes which ooour in electron spin resODaDoe 
. :lnlvo1ve ma&Detio interaoticms. However, 8111811 :lntensi ty tr8Zlsi-
tiona which are forbi~den by the A M:r = 0 selection rule sometimes 
arise ae the result of m :lnteraoticm between the gradient of an 
electric field at the nucleus and the qu&arapole moment of the 
- 22-
nucleus·. The quadra.pole 1110l118Dt is obaraoterised by a parameter Q 
which is a measure of the charge distributioni of the nucleus. For 
nuclei with a spim number greater tha.D i the . charge cJ.istributiCD 
is nom.-spherioal 8Dd Q is t1Dite. The nualeus1 may be cODSidered to 
be elODge.tect in the direction of the electric field when Q is posi-
tive or tlattenei when Q: is negative. while stW reta1n"ng its 
symzEtry about the a::l.s of spin. If the applied magDetic field is 
pr81l.el to the syimleti'y axle of the electric field. the interaction 
shifts all the lJnlertiDe anerSY levels by an ecpal amount and 
hence produces DO• change iD the observed traDsiticiDs. If, 
howevai", the appliecl m&SDe#o field is not parallel to the electrio 
. . 
field the two types of interaction compete 8Dd try to qwmtise the 
~ .. •' . . . . 
nucleus along their reapective aad.es. It is possible then for the 
·selecti~ l'l1h /j !!r; == o to b.e broltsD md fo:i-~ iD!tenaity 
'forbicl.48DI' tranaiticms to occur. ID additi~ the shift of the 
ener11 levels :i.s not the same for eaCh Jvpft-~e compoment as it 
depencls OD' Kt". ID this work effeotl!l Of_ this lt1ncl were observecl iD 
. ' 
SectiOBJ 4.13.1:. 
. ·:. 
1.9. L:lDe Width 
The possibW ty tha-t the line width of ~ electron res01118Doe 
is determiDecl either by homogeneous -or 'b!' iahomo .. eous broadening 
processes haa been disousaecl iD Seoti= ;.3. 
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The uncertainty relaticmship· A E 1::.. t ...... l suggests a line 
broadening due to s~in-lattioe interaotion of the order of ~.· Inter-
actions between the spins with which the characteristic time T2 is 
associated also contribute to the width of the absorptiODI line. In 
addition, cross relaxation processes characterised by T21 may occur. 
To a f'irst approximation therefore, the total line width is given 
by!+!+!. 
T1 T2 Ta1 . 
Line broadening due to the spin-lattice interaction can be 
reduced by lowering the temperature but clearly Ta is not tempera-
ture dependent. Depending on the presence or absence of spin-lattice 
interaotiODJ withim a cross reliaxaticm:. process, T21 may or may not 
be temperature dependent. 3 
The effect of exchange interaction with respect to line width 
has; been discussed in Section 1.4.. 
If the spin lattice interaction is. weak (!, is lens) partial · 
saturation may ooour. The desree of saturation, depends on the value 
of Tt relative to the level of microwave pGWer iDoident on' the 
sample. To avoid saturatiam brcadenimG,. superheterod1De detection 
systems are emplo,yed in which mdcrowave power levels at the sample 
oan be kept veey low. 
Additicmal line broadening may be 'caused.'by the experimental 
apparatus. Variations of the magnetic tield value over the sample 
volume which are greater than the natural line width, produce :a 
. ' 
, 
ma.Ol'Oscopio distributiom. of looali ma&Uetio field and hence oan 
cause lhe broadenins (iDhomogez~Sous broaden:fns). The desisn 
and OOIIIS'truoticm\ ot the mapet '11JB3' be responsible tazo this etteot. 
In adaitioa, side'bands produced ey A.C. methods ot detectiom, 1D . 
;artioul.a.r by modulatiom of the ate~ m&Siletic field, oan be the 
cause ot 8D obser"VEtd line broadening. Both the :frequenoy and the 
amplitude of the modulatiom shOilld be at least an order ot magai-
tude less. than the uatural line width it accurate line ehape 
mB&surements IU'8 required. This conditiODJ is Partially relaxed it 
1!18rf•un sensitivity is ·the 'criteria:n. 
I 
In the oase ot synthetic diamond it will be shcnm that line 
f"", : 
broadeDinlg is due to a spread ot local . mapetic · field caused by 
terromasnetic illlpuri ties ri thin the sample. Hereafter, this 
I '> - • ~·: 
pbe'"''*JiR is referred to as terromapetic broaaen1ng. 
1.10. Perrcm:ametic Rescmance 
, .. · 
In general, theories applicable to electron spin resODBDCe 
~" . . .. 
pbenomeu in paramapetio systems are well developed and provide a 
;: ·- . ~~ i 
satisfactory ezplauatiom of' experimental observaticms. In direot 
. . . 
oantradistilloticm rescma.uoe from f'erromapetio.'materials is still 
Dot tully ~derstoocl although it was disoo~d ey Gritf'itbal9 iD 
A theory clne to K1 tteu20 is able to aoco1.111t trsr both the 
resonant field position &Dd the sbape ot the absorption lines. 
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Al'though demapetising tields and mapetio anisotropy are taken 
imrto account the theory can ODl.y yield qt.l8Dtitat1ve results if 
samples have at least one dimension less than the skin depth 
(-lt" at X-band frequencies) • It is U!Jual, therefore, to utilise 
samples which are either in the form of tbiD sheets with the mioro-
wa.ve tield applied tangential. to the sheet and the stead;y mapetic 
tield am7lied nomal. to the sheet, or which are in the fonn: of small 
spheres. If & spherioal. specimen with a- diameter less than the skin 
depth is u~ed,. ~e theory is considerably simplitied as it is not 
then neces&ar7 to introduce clemaptising factors. However, isola-
ted spheres with diameters less than the skin depth are particularly 
,. 21 . . . ' 
diftioult to produce. Bagguley has overcome the problem for some 
. . '' ~-
metals by producing colloidal suspensions in paraft1n wax which 
. I 
contain spherical particles leas than lOOA in diameter. The theory 
' ' . . 
of ferromagnetio rescmanoe has also; been studied in detail by 
~· . .n 
Polder • However, there remain two outstsDMng points in which 
the the01"3" and experimental observations are ·.not reccmoiled. These 
are the' 8X}!8rimental.ly observed high g-valaeB 8na. large line widths. 
TheoretioaUy, due to the close proximity of the spins in a 
( . . . 
ferromap.etic material, exchange narrori.ng effeota should be greater 
th&D dip~hr broadening effects and narrower iheff. are expected. 
S 23-25 . . everal authors have poatulated other interactions including 
sp~la:ttice interaction, sldn effeot, an interaction with 
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oanduotiam eleotrons and anisotropio exchange foroes, but with 
little suooess so far. 
. . 
In this work ferromagnetio resODS.Does were obsel"Ved with line 
widths between 500 and 1500 Oe and g-val.ues between 3 and 4,. These 
. . I 
values are typioal of·those obtained iD ferrOm&gnetio resonanoe for 
... 
whioh at the moment there is no satisfaotor;y theory. 
,, 
1.11. The Spin' Hamilltcmian 
In order to distinsuish between the various ef't'eots so far 
' 
discussed and to ease the probllem of interpreting resonauoe speotra, 
it is ocmvenient t~ :f.Ditr~oe ·the ·ocmoept of' ·the Spinl Ham:UtODilaD 
26 
whioh was developed by Abrasam and Pryoe o 
\ 
If a. panma~etio i~ is taken a& an ~le, the wave f'lmo-
tion whioh completely describes an eleotrcmio s:ta.te is an adm1xture 
. ' 
of the spill and orbital wave f'lmotiODS of the· tree iam suitably. 
IIIOdiftecl by the envircmment of' the iODlo The lowest state whioh 
ezper1.1aentally is '118119.1ly the most important, may be oharaoterised 
by a s~e. ~tum number s' , oal.led the ef't'e~tive spill!. s 1 is 
detiDecl by eC~U&tiDg the IWIIIber of' eleotrODio traDaitiODS iD the 
lwest &tate to 2S' • At temperatUres- when··~ the loweet levels 
are a.p:Feoiabli populated, the paramagn~tio i~ oan be treated as 
a magnetl~. M,p~le having (2S1 ·,... 1) all~ed ~~tations iD an applied 
masnetio . field, eaoh energy level being associated with au 
orientation. 
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If, howenr, the energy levels ha~e a-s~ro field splitting 
r ... 
energy terms must be adde~ representing electrostatic interaction 
I '· 
' 
with the crystal field and masnetic interaction with other spina. 
The sum of all terms, written a111 a sum of the eQer§ operators' to,· 
- . 
be applied to the effective spin states is kn~ as the Spin 
HsmUtonhn,. The actual. energies are then. the eigen values E which 
., 
satisty the operator equatiODl H'l' -= E..- .,.·where '11 is the· wave function 
I ' 
I . . 
of the spin state. 
. . .·. 26 ..... . 
Abragam and Peyoe demonstrated that the splittinp between 
-. ·. -· .·--
the mergy levels of a spint system may be cal~ted with a Spin 
;' ·I -.•· ' . ~ J..•'.:. ' ., :.;' 
HamUtoniaD bY first and seccmd order perturbation' theory. The 
.. . ,-,\, 
result. is precisely the same as if one isnorecl the orbital angular 
.-. . . ·: ·~- . 
momentum explicitly and replaced its· effect by &Dl anisotropic 
coup!Ling between the electron spin and the external masnetic field. 
... : ' · · : ~ .- · 'r :''• ·I 
If the. crystall.ine electric field has aXial symmetry, the 
sptn,Hain1Tt~ .. reduoes; to the. form 
H = D(Sa2 - i s(s + :t)) +p(&. HzSa +g. <¥z + y.,.n 
+. AlzS'z + B(IzSz + IySy) + Q1 (Iz2 - i I(I + :t)) 
. . . . 
where S is the effective electronic spin and I is the Dl.lclear spin. 
. . 
D represents: the spUttiDg of the Zeeman levels when H· = 0 (sero 
field splitting) in the absence of Dl.lcl~~- :i.Dt~aotion: and comes 
frOID! the effect of the crystal field, spin-orbit coupling and the 
j 
spin--spin interactiOD. g.1 &Dd gJ. are the g ~ues: when the applied 
. '··, 
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"•;·:.·J .. 
DB&Detic tield 1a respectively parallel, and perpendicular to, the 
C17&t&111n tield azia. The g-values are related to the spim-
orbit c·ouplius which mixeS! the sround end excited states: end intro-
duces: a· contributicm to the electronic IIIOIDent trom· the otherwise 
~enched orbital &Dgular IIICIIIIentwzr. Values of A &Dd B are related 
to the magnetic dipole interactions between electrcms and nuclei 
. I . 
which FOduce the hypertine structure. Q is the parameter which 
measure~ the small changes in the spectrum· produced. by the quadrs-
po-le interacticm. 'l'he Spin Hamiltonian provides: the essential link 
between. theor;y and experiment &Dd leaves the experimentaliat with 
the task of measuring the various parameters A, B, g, D, etc. 
' ' ' ·,, ' , 
Other te1"1118 11111¥ be in"oluded in the Spin Hamiltonian to allow. 
I • . ' • 
for m&jpletic interacticma between electrons and for IIIB.jpletio inter-
' . . 
actions between the applied tield and the nuclear masnetic 11101118Jlts. 
. . -~ 
In electron spill resaaanoe studies enersies- aaS"Ociatect. with these 
interaoticma are usually auff1ciently smal1 to 'be neglected. 
Clear~~ the farm of the Spin Hamiltcmian for· a particular oaae 
), ... , .. ··: ... 
depends larsely cm the symmetry of the surrOUDdinp of the 
' ' o I 
pazoamasnetio icin·. 
i· • ' 
Ezperiments show ~t for substitutiaaal nitrosen dcmora in 
diamoml the g-value is isotropic and D "' O·. 
In adall.tiomlinea: due to quac!rapole interaoticm are vgey 
weak. It· is possible, therefore, because of the axial s)'lilmetry of 
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the s;ystem, to imte;rPret the main speotrulnJ b;y using a Spin 
HamU.tODian of the form 
(sp i.s) + (AI 111S111 + B(IzSZ: + IyS;y)) 
The wa;y in wbioh ~ 8lld B are related to the symmetr,y properties 
of the uapairect eleotrcm orbital bas been demonstrated ill 
SeotiODl lo 7. 
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2. DIAMONDS 
2.1. Gei!IIBral CODSideratiODS 
Diamonds have been the subject ot a oODSiderable amowrrt ot 
scientific illlrnstiptiOJ:Ii as they possen SOilS imrterestiDg p}Q's:lcal 
. . 
properties apart i'rOIDI their well known aesthetic appeal. 
natural diamond n.s the marked specimen dependence ot the p!Q'sioal 
properties. For this reason it is usual, when investigating d.iamorlcla · 
experimental~, to consider a number ct stones &Dd to identif'.Y the 
pb,ysioal properties which are OOIIIIDOD to particular groups ot diamonds. 
Experimental data: ma;y then be correlated with eas~ identifiable 
parameters such as shape, Size &D4 colour. 
Although s:ynthetio d.iamomds were first produced in 1953, it has 
·not been possible as ;yet to produce a or;ystal ot gem-stone quality. 
: ·' 
!he ezaot nature ct the process ot cU.amOIIId. growth, whether natural 
or s:ynthetio, is still not :f'ul~ un.derstooa.. Two theories have been 
proposed tor natural. diamOIIIIIi which is known to have a volc&Dio origla. 
The first theor,y suggests that the aiamon4 is or,ystallised at ifeat 
depths and is released when the voloanio~-eru.p,tis -ooeurs. ·The _ . ·_ 
seocm4 thecr,y sugests;· that or,ystallisation: takes place as the molten 
material cocrls after the eruption. The suocess:f'ul s:ynthesis ot clia-
mcmd at high temperatures and pressures supports the first theor,y. 
However, in order to achieve diamond s:ynthesis in> the laborator,y, 
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~ - ~ 
temperatures of at least 1700°C are neoessar,y to~~er with pressures 
• ·~ I --- ·'. ~- I -. P• . .. . . . . :.t~. '· 0 . :· 
of 50,000 atmospheres iD contrast with temperatures of 1200 C and 
. . .• -... 
pressures of 1,000 atmospheres which are fOUJld: iD voloanio actiOJIII 
. 2 
a.t sreat depths o The cOD41tiODS far the growth of diamond cr;ystal.s 
iD the liaboratorY are 'not, therefore, 8D .ezaot re;~otiOD< of tho~~-, 
which ocour naturall.y. · ID addition to high presaures and temperatures, 
. t ; 
' . -· . . . ; t~~:- . 
the production of synthetic diamond also requires the introduot~an 
of. a metal catalyst illto the reaction: mixture with the result that 
-~~- - . ·. --~~· -~ ~· ~_';. l '.i • : 
relatively larp. ~ts of the metal remain as. an impurity in the 
·' ,, .. 
\·.. • ~ -~-;.,- .... i- • __ ,r , . -
fiDished produot. Some care has, therefore, to be exeroised when 
. . _:: -_.1,•' .. __ .:· •.• -· • 
BDalysing results trom synthetic diamond U the conclusiODS drawn 
I • • ·- ' - ·- ; ·I ~ ' . . . . .·· 
are to be,.appliecl. :f:n ~e general sense to natural stones. Althoush 
it is clearly illlportant to oompare results, for natural and synthetic 
-;- .. -:"•" 
diamamd, most published work refers. specUioally to one type or the 
other. .Azl, important pari of this work is oancerned with a dete~-
. .. ' 
tiODt of some of the differences which enst betweent natural and 
T ; : ~ ; t ~ '·' •:.· '.i: ., ', 
synthetic diamcmd. 
. ·: ' 
It should be pointed out. that the unqmestiomable existence of 
synthetic diamond is fouded on three basic properties which are 
~.011118Cm to both natural and synthetic diamona. These are an identical; 
.... : ' . 
structure as dete1'1111Bed by X-:ray analysis, an equal hardlleu and a 
oomparabile resia:tance to corrosiODJ by ver;r strcmg acid solutiona. 
However, upODt oloser ..,.,..,nation of synthetic diamond, althou~ J118DY ; 
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of the charaoteristioa of natural diamODcls• are retahed, other new 
' features appear. For example, a.mcmgst natural diamonds the most 
OommoD1taoes which appear are usually octahedral or dodeoahedral. 
Cube faces are relatively rare and are always roush 8Dd pitted. ID 
direct OODtradistiDotion cube faces are OOliiiiiOD iD synthetic diamond 
and are otten surpriaiDgl.y smooth and perfect. 
Many of the reaul ts published OD synthetic diamond have been 
presented by soieJLtists: who have had a full knowledge of the method 
. ' 
of specimen preparation and who, iD aciditicm•, were able to produce 
crystals with controlled impurity concentrations. The need for 
industrial security has meant that certain information of this kind 
was not available for this work. 
2.2. The PhYsical Properties of Diammnds 
2.2.J:.S"tru.cture 
A perfect crystal. of diamond contains carbon atoms cinly. Each 
' . . . ·'···· . 
atom lies at the centre of a reSU].ar tetrahedron and is joined to 
four otherS'. which lie at the corners of the tetrahedron:. 
The space lattice is taoe centred cubic with a. bards of two 
atOIDS at 0, 0, 0; !, !, !, associated with each lAttice pint -~s 
shOWJl aia~tioally iD Fig. 3. The diagram: sh.O\VSl .1:lle atODd.o posi-
tions iD the unit 0:91i projected on to· a oube face. ·!Fr&o:ticms denote 
J 
height above the base iDt wdts of a cube edge. The points ezt; o· and !-
are OD a taoe centred cubic lattice and thos·e at ! and ! are on a 
- 3~ -
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s1udlar lattice which is displaced al~ the bo~ diagonal by one 
quarter of its lelllgth. There are eisht atoms in a unit cell a.ud 
each atom has four nearest neighbours. aud twelve next nearest neigh-
bourEt. The edge length of the unit cell is 3.567la.ud the distance 
between nearest neighbours is 1.5444. 'fhe density at diamond is 
-3 3.52 p.om. 
Most natural. diamonds exist either in the fc!'llll of octahedra: 
whose faces are (lll) planes or aa. dodecahedra whose faoes are (110) 
planes. The simple cube with (:liOO) :f'aoes is often found in synthetic 
diamond but rarely occurs in natural stones. In addition·, natural 
d18monda in the fOl'lll of flat triangular plates are f01m4 and are 
oO!I!J!O!Ia;y ref'erred to as 'maoles'. The plates are bounded: by (l.ii) 
' faces with a twin passing through the centre and parallel to the large 
' ' . faces. A large amount of natural a1amond is found to exist as 
agglomerates of small poori;y formed or,ystallf and is, known aB boart. 
2.2.2. Optical Properties and Classification 
Diamond ba~J a high refractive index of 2.417 at 5890Ao which 
IIIBkee illllternal. reflections possible :f'r0m rear facets. It is this 
Jl'opel'ty combined with a high dispersive power that gives: rise to 
the natural brilliBDce. 
The clasait1oation of diamond into two t;ypes; Type I and 
1 ~ II, was tirat proposed by Robertaon et ~ as a result of a 
oo.prehenaive survey an a large DUIIIber of natural atones,. 
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~ta ilhl.strated·marked· differences in.:·a wide' vari&t7 of· phy- · 
• i . 
si~·properties. 'l'ype: I ·diUIODds have··a.n ·absorptionq1eak at '&·-wave 
DWBber of 1290 011t1 in.· the illlif'l'a...red a.nd absorb strongly below 300oA 
in. the ultrs .. violet. They spow little. photooemduotivity BDd are 
-I birefrinsent. In contrast Type II diamonds have no 1290 om absorp-
tion BDd are transparent' dcnm to 2250~ • They are photoconductive 
and optically isotropic. Most diamonds show characteristics tba4; 
lie between these extremes. of classification. However, m .genere,l 
this approximate method of classification is directly related to the 
types of impurities present m the crystals. It can be shO\m that 
Type I diamonds contain. relativel,y large concentrations of nitrogen 
impurity which do not exist m Type II d1amonds3 •. 
A sub-classification of Type II diamonds into Type IIa BDd 
Type IIb was; proposed by Custers~ in 1952. He f~ that some·-,Type II 
' . 
di&IIIIOJlds· exhibited semi-conductms properties a.nd these were ol&ssi-
r~ . . 
tied as .Type IIb. A similar classification. far Type I diamonds was 
proposed by Dyer et al5 in 1965 and was based· on. the c·onfiguration 
a.nd oonsti tution of the nitrogen 1mpur1 ty m Type I apeoilllens. Dia-
r. 
mxmds classified as Type Ib .aoe discussed in more detail m 
Section 3 .2 .5. 
2.2.3. Therel Properties 
Diamonds of gem quality have thermal conductivities at room 
temperature greater than 1m7 other substa.noe. A Type IIa diamond 
,.,,,, 
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has a thermal conductivity which is five times greater than that 
of copper at 0°C increasing to twenty five times at -175°C. 
At high temperatures a diamond will burn or be transformed iDto 
other allotropic fOl'IIIS of oarban. The rate and degree of the trans-
f'Ol'lll&.tian depends ODr the temperature and duration of the heating as 
well as an the enviraament in which the heating is carried out. 6'7 
In the presence of ox;rgen a diamond· will begin to burn at about 
6oo0c.. When the oxygen oantent is reduced to correspond to a partial 
pressure of' 0.4- Torr tliamond Will graphitbe a.t temperatures above 
0 - -) 
700 C. Whe:1111 the 03\Y'sen content is further reduced to 10 Torr, no 
therm.l transformations take place even at 16oo°C. At temperatures 
a . . 
above 1800 C diamand becomes fully grapbi tized even in' a. high vaouum. 
2.2.1,.. Hardness and Strength 
; .. 
Diamond is the hardest material known to exist in the natural 
'"· 
state and, therefore, ~a the highest number (10) an the Mohs' scale 
of haraesa. However, the term haraess when applied to diamond may 
refer to ita resistance to wear when used as the cutting edge of a 
maoh1ne tool, to its resistance to wear when used as a die, or to 
its resistance to grinding and pollahing. In eaoh case the rate of 
wear depends on the particular oiroumstanoes in whio~ the diamond. ;la 
employed. B.egarcU.ess of t11e teobnique used to determiu a hardness 
factor, it ia found that hardness varl.es between different direc-
tions cm the same face, and between different faoes. Although 
....... 
r"-.·,. 
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ccmf'lictiDg explanations have been given, all theories agree that 
the hardness variations must ~bit the same symmetr,y aa the dia-
IIIODd itself. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss 
bardlless effects iD detail.· A paper published recently by 
E. 11. end J. Wilks8 reviewa the situation: and provides J118.DY 
references- OD this topic. 
. ~ ~ .. ,. 
Diamcmd. has a compressive strength of 200 kg rmi2., a. bendius 
--a ,. 
strength of 30 kg mm , SDd a modulus of elasticity' between 72,000 
. . 
and 93,000 kg 111114 • As. the compressive strength and particularly 
the bending strength are comparatively low, diamond is brittle. The 
modulus of elasticity is higher than that of all other materials. 
2.3.; S;mthetic DiamODd 
The physical properties of synthetic diamond are probably more 
varied than those observed iD natural stones as synthetic diamODd O&D 
be gl"CJI9D under fairly well controlled cODdi tions. Only a. l:lmi ted 
variety of synthetic stODes are available c0llllll8roially. In maey 
oases, OD1y specimens· which lend themselves to a particular type of 
~xa,nr!natiOD have been selected for stu~. 'l'bis is partic:uiarJ3. ~~ 
for eyaur!nation by optical transmission spectrosoopy as the diamODds 
are in general coloured and contain many imperfections end 1mpur1 ties. 
The fira.t cODfirmed synthesis of di&I!IOD4 was achieved in 1953 
by A. S.A.E. (Allmans Svenska Elektrisia. Aktiebolaget) ~ Swe~-. 
However, claims bad been made earlier by ~ in 1880 and 
MoisSSDlO,ll in 1896 although these were inoonolusive. The dia-
mcmda produced in Sweden were leas than 1 mm in siae and it na· 
thought that such small stones did not warrant publicity. 
In 194-7, Bridsman12 performed a series· of experiments usillg 
. . 
new high pressure teolmiques. The results, ccmbimed with theore-
tioal considerations of the diamond-poaphite thermoeynamo equi-
librl.WII curve, led to a successful synthesis of diamond at the 
13 . G:eme:ral Electric Campaz!iY in 1955. B1111111' et &1 showed that eRa-
manda could be synthesised somewhere in the pressure region• 
30,000...100,000 Atm at temperatures between 1200°C and 3200°C. At 
this stage little infcl"'iiation on the reaction lll1.xture had been 
released, although it was s:tated that a: metallic oaralyst had to 
be included in the reaction 111xture and also that the pressure ·and 
temperature of the s;ystem had to be controlled to ensure that dia-
mond was; the~~oal]3 stable. In 1959 Bovenkork et a114 ' 
published a full aooow:rt of this research. The actual transforma-
tion f'rom carbon to diamond occurred across a th1D film of oata-
]3tio material app-oximate]3 0.1 mm thick which separated the 
carbon: :f'rom the diamond. The a:ltuation is illustrated in Fig. ~-
It was noted that the or;ystal habit varied with the temperature of 
fOl'DIBtion. At the lowest temperatures used, oubes were predominant, 
whereas at 1Dte1"1118diate temperatures oubes, oubo-ootahedra, or 
dodecahedra. were formed. Onl.;y at the highest temperatures were 
octahedra formed. No tetrahedra were ever observed. 
-AtJ.-
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In 1959 the De Beera sroul5 •16 in South .Af'rioa azmounced a 
successful. synthesis of diamond and by 1963 had opened a synthetic 
diamond pl.&Dt whioh yielded an output provisionally estimated at 
750,000 oan.tS· (1 carat = 200 mp) per annum. Al. though deta.ils 
have aever been released, the process used for the manufacture of 
these stones appears to be very similar to that of the General 
Electric C~. The three most commrinly usecl oatalyats are now 
known to be irom. D1okel, and oobal.t. 
L •. 
Since 1959 a. number of different methods have been employed 
m the synthesis of diamond. They include contributions trom the 
17 . 18 Dutch and the Japanese • However, larse quanti ties of different 
types of synthetic diamond are available only trom De Beers or the 
GeDeral Electric C~. 
It is worth notil!lg that the direct transformation of graphite 
to diamond without the aid of a metallic oatalyst was finally 
achieved by B~9·20 in: 1962. Aa a result of his work it was 
possible to locate. the diemomd-graphite-liquid triple point and, 
therefore, to complete the phase diagram for carbOill. This is shown 
in Fig. 5. 
Although the details of specimen preparation had not been 
made available, the scientific investigation of synthetic diamond 
begau soon after the announcement of successful synthesis. X-rey 
studie·a cm two types of synthetic diamond manufactured by the · 
General Electric CCJD1.P8DY and A. S.A.E., Sweden, were made by 
_,.,._ 
. 21 0 ... 
LCJl111riBJ.e et &;], :l:A· 1959. They fCJUDd. that speo:lmsns supplied by 
the General Electric COIIpUIY always contained single orystal inclu-
sions of nickel or ot a nickel-rich face centred oompoumd. Results 
f'rODB a spectrographic analysis illustrated that lllllll1' metallic 
1mparl.ties• were present in the diamond. Concentrations of nickel 
were as high as o.~~ 
The Swedish apeoimena, which were not ava.ilabl.e oommeroially, 
did not appear to contain nickel but platizmm was: identified. 
However, a private oQDI!I!mTloation f'rCI!IIl the supplier indioatea that 
platiDum was not used intentiomally aa: a oatalyst. 
;. 
22 . . .· In 1961 Charette reportEid the inf'ra.-red spectra of eight 
synthetic diamands made at the Adamant Research Laboratory at 
20 . ,. . 
Jobazmesburg. Optical measurements• were made by Raal iD the ultra 
violet but anly tentative suggestions were made oni the subject of 
their olassif'ioatioa. M a result of observations made on twenty-
six specially seleotea stones by the same laboratory in 1:.962, 
' 
Charette23 stated: de:f'initely that both Type· I and Type II synthetic·. 
d18mCIIIIds ezist. 
In 1959 and l96o Tolans~~·25 stQdied the surtaoe llioro-
~ ' . 
structure of synthetic stones supplied by the General Eleotrio 
COJD!P8ZIY and the De Beers gl"aup. Precise opti~l ai1Cl ~terfero-
. ·, 
metric teolllllliques: revealed features which had not been observed on 
natural diamonds. They were as follows:-
t~.:ir.~·~.::: .. ~···: •,• r.··:;• i • L!!!'. 
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1. OctahecJral faces with a hopper or skeletal oharacter. 
2. Remarkably smooth plane cubic faces. 
3. Denaritic growth characteristics. 
~. Well detinecl growth spirals on the highly perfect 
cube faces. 
A mechanism to clesoribe the srowth of cube f'aoes was proposed by 
. 26 
ltaalcya aucl Lans iD 19~ atter detaUecl X-ray diffraction and absorp-
tion topographic measurements were made on two seleotecl synthetic die.-
monda manuf'acturecl by the General Electric COlJIII&DY. It was: shom 
theoretically that cube faces O&nl form if fluctuations occur iD the 
srOwth rate and nickel is present. 
2o~• Nitrogen iD Diamcmcl 
The first iDdicaticm that nitrosen exists .as: a major impurity iD 
D1!1.D3' aiamonds emerged f'rom a stuay macle by Kaiser and Bonc13 1D 1959. 
Specimans were heatecl to a temperature of' 2000°C 1D a carbon crucible 
and the gases released during graphitisatiaa.were analysed with a mass 
speotrometer. ID some oases concentrations of' nitrogen as Msh. as 0.2-'J' 
.. 
were f'OIUid. Purthermore, a correlation· between the nitrogen content and 
. ~ ~ 
the 1Dtens1 ty at absorption• 1D the iDtra-red at 1290 om was-. observed. 
Pn4tU..X-ray determiDations of lattice parameters and density 
.,. 
measurements OD• specimens with different nitrogen concentrations led 
Kaiser and Bond3 to sugsest that the implirity existed iD· the form of' 
substitutional and not as interstitial atoms. This ocmolusion, was 
., 
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auppCil"tect by the faot that nitrogen is a Groap V element and lies 
next to and above carbon in. the periodic table, ud could possibly 
be present as a aubatitutioaal donor in the diamond lattice. 
. 27 Electron spin rea0D811ce measurements mac!e by Smith et al. in 1959 
demODStratea that this was indeed the case. 
Perhaps one of the moat interesting features of this work 
concerned the ooncentratios and envircmment of the nitrogen impurity. 
'"' I'J I Concentrations in the ruge 10 - 10 cc were measured ud were 
several orders of magnitude leas thBD those reported by Kaiser and 
BCIJII13• As a reault of this work moat of the nitrogen impurity in 
diamond was thought to be present in a non paramagnetic form ud 
hence would not be expected to give rise to an electron resonance 
Sigaal. 
\. -l . 
Subatituticmal pairs of nitrogen atoms were suggested by 
" . 
Smith et a127 as: BD example of non paramagnetic arrangements of the 
nitrogen impurity. Unfortunately, at the time at which they 
27 . 
reported their experiment& Smith et al did not describe in detail 
the type of diamonds which gave rise to the electron spin resonance 
:·· ·.'. 
apeotra. This information has since been shown to be of oonsi5terable 
sigDitiOBDce and ita implication will be discussed later in the 
28 . 
thesis. In 1960 Keiiiiii8Y' ud Mitohell suggested that the aubatitu-
ticmal. nitrogen may· be compensated electronioe:lly by alm•"='wn 
acceptors or al.tel'D8tively ma:r exist in diamond iD.1 an agsrepted fom. 
- lt-7 -
Auamoloua X-ray spikes projecting froiDI the Laue spots for 
certain diamonds observed by R8ma.n and NilaJranton29 led l!'~0 iD . 
1956 to suggest that this phen01118D8 ooul.d 'be explained by the 
. -
presence of platelets of impurity atoms subatitutiaaally placed in 
the oube planes. He ccmsidered silicon to be the relevant illlpurity. 
31 . . However, in 1958 Catioha.-Ellis and CoohraD, although agreeing m 
prmoiple with Frank' a proposal, showed that the oonoentration' of 
silicon found iD diamamd is too small to aocOUDt for the spike 
intenaitiea. 
l!'ollowing the discovery of higb concentrations of nitrogen m 
32 . 
diamomia, Elllot in 1960 propoaea the presence of platelets of 
nitrogen impurity atoms lying :ln the oube planes. 
There waa now sufficient evidenoe . to sugge.st that the abaorp-
-1 
tion at 1290 cm in the intra-red would not arise frOIDiisolated 
substituticmal nitrogen but misht well do so in the preaenoe tit 
nitrogen plateleta.32 ' 33 Clearly, a large amow:ut of intormati~ had 
been acCUIIIUl&ted which iNggeated that the i:dtrogen 1mpuritY in' 
diamond ezists in two difte~nt forms. A direot obaervatioa of the 
nitrogen platelets had yet to be achieved. 
\;, 
In 1961 EV&DS~ and Phaal3lt. enm1ved the kinetics of the 
' diamoud-az:;ygen reaoticm and applied their results in the following 
year35 to produce speo:iJDella •hi.oh were sutficiently thin·, far .mmdna-
ticm by tnnam1.lis1on eleotron m1.oroaoopy. They Showed that 'f.ype I 
-ItS-
d1amoDas do oanta:lD nitrogen platelets an (100) pl8nes and that 
these defeots are absent :lD Type II diamonds. 
In order to compute the total nitrogen content of diamond and 
hence to substantiate the :results of Kaiser and Bona.-' which had 
' 36 been obta:lDed f'rGIIII cml.y f'ive speoimeu, Lightowlers' and Dean 
:lD 1961. used the teobnique of photon activation IIZI&l,ysis. Their 
method depended on> the reaction 1~ ( i , n) 13 N~ Specimens were 
irradiated with high energy samzaa ra.ys obta:lDed as b:remsstrab1•mg 
f'roa an electrom l.iJmesr accelerator. The isotope 1' N whioh is 
pro&!oed by the reatian decays by positron emission; with a half 
life of 10.5 m:lDutes. The re.sults obtained f'rom. the positron-
count ocmfirmed those of Kaiser and Bond-' and also demonstrated the 
non-uniform distribution of the impurity. However, this method 
oDly lends itself to the determination of total .nitrogen content 
and does not provide :lDformation cm the environment of' the nitrogen 
:lD the or,ystal lattice. 
Further evidence tor the non-uniform distribution of' nitrogen 
platelets :lD Type I ;d:l.amands -was provided by the ultra-violet trazaa-
Dd.ss:l.cm topoiz'a.-phs proauoe4. by Takagi and La.n;7 :lD ~96lt.. 
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3. ELECTRON SPIN: RESONANCE m DIAMOND 
3.1. Natural D1anrcmrl 
Electron spin rescmance was: first observed in di&lllona by 
Griffitha·. et a11 in 1.954.. Their measurements were concerned eZolu-
aively with the paramasnetic centres produced in: uatural stones by 
irraaiatiom with fast neutrons. Subsequently, irraaiation: damage 
~ a'amomd has been studied extensivell-4- although in general, the 
spectr& obtd.ned are oomplioated and difficult to interpret. 
3.1.2. nu.mntWII Acceptors 
In 1958 Smith et a15 reported. s weak electron spin rescmance 
speotrua m unirradiated natural di&lllond. A complicated spectrum 
of up to thirty lines' covering a masnetio field range of approxi-
mately 30 Oe was: observed. The spectrwn varied with the orienta.-
tiODI of the steady masnetic field to the or;ystallographio axis and 
the eyperflne structure corresponded to interaction between.. a.D 
. electron spin and a nucleus with a spin of i· The spectrum was 
attributed. to elnndn1um icm8 constituting bound acceptors:. At the 
6 . 
time of this· work spectrographic studies had established that 
ainmfntam waa: eme of the elements most frequently foumd in cliamomd. 
3.2. Substituticmal Nitr.osen 
3.2.1. Htperi'lne Intez:aotion 
Electron spin rescmanC?e tr0111 dispersed substitutiOD&l nitrogen 
1nl diamOIId was; first reported by Smith et al7 .in 1959. .For &;._given 
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D4.trogen donor one of the oarbon-nitrogen bond dirGotions is a 
eyperi'ine axis aDd. gives rise to tour similar t7Pes of equall1' 
abundant donors. Por eaCh primitive cell containing a nitrogen 
don'oz" there is an equal probability that the donor electron will 
be oonf'iDed to any one of the toar bond directions since the jump 
time ot the electron between the tour bond clireotions 18 rela-
tiveq slow for this system' lilllow 930°c.17 For the nitrogen 
. Dl1o1eus I = :t and, therefore, if the Ullllp&ired electron orbital 
on1 the nitrogen atom cmly possesses s-charaoter three liDea (2I + 1) 
wOilld appear iD the speotrwn regardless of the orientation• of the 
magnetic field. However, the orbital alSo possesses p-obaraoter 
•· .·I ···.r 
· aDd. hmoe an &Disotro:pio splitting ooours (Fig. 6) • If the 
magnetic field 1s. awlied along a (lOO> dirGotiODJ so that it makes 
V • 
. IlD equal. angle with all tour bond dirGotions, the eyperf'ine splitting 
will be the same tor each of the donors. IDI contrast, tor the field 
applied iD. a<m> dirGotion (along one of the bcmds) the spacing 
between 'the three lines tor aonors: iD bonds parallel to <ln> 
directions will be pater than that tor eaoh of the three remaiDiDg 
bcmds all ot whiCh make an equal angle with the steady masnetic 
field. Fig. 6 shows how tor this orient&tiOD, five lines are 
produced with iDtensities iD the :ratios l : 3 : ~ : 3 -= 1. 
Fig. 1 ia a. diagl'ammatio representation of the spectrum 
obtained by SiDith et al7. A. l&belled diagram showing the positions. 
-,_ 
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ot the 'i: · atoms in the diamond lattice which are responsible tor 
the groups B and C linea, is given in Fig. 8. 
~---
Donors ot 1~N interacting with 1ic nuclei (nuclear spin I = !; 
C1 in Fig. 8) were shown to exist by the appearance of a weak 
additicmal hyperiine spectrum (B). ID order to make quantitative 
maa1Jurements of the relative intensities of the rescmsnoe limes the 
gailm of the aetecting system ha4 to be reauced as the l.ow field 
satellite (Ar) of the maiD nitrogen triplet was ap}Xl"OSohed. As a 
resul.t of the rec1uction in gain and the overlap at lines due to 
their finite width, it was not possible to observe all the B' lines 
and therefore they are not reproauced in Fig. 7. The intensity at 
this spectrum (4- in Fig• 7) was; correlated quamxtit&tively with. the 
I..l$ natural. abundance of 'i: within the diamond lattice. S1m1Js:r 
results: were obtained tor the group 'c lines: (Intensity 12) whi~ 
were observed in the wings of the main lines and. which we_re attributed 
to the donor electron density on: the basal 'i: nearest neigb.b~-atoms. 
(C2 in Fig. 8). 
The results are best described by the Spin Hamiltonian 
H = 1313 H.S + Aaaia + B(Sxi:z: + Syiy) 
I . I 1 ( I 1\ 
+ A Szia + B ~ + SyiyJ 
where S == i g = 2.0Q~ (isotropic); I = l 
I = i is the nuclear spin' of C • 
' 
" 
Measurect valuelll of the bYperfine oCDBtazlta were as follows: 
A = 40.8 Oe~, B = 29.2 Oe. 
A = 60.8 Oe., B = 25.3 Oe. 
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The results were interpreted by assuming that the unpaired 
electron donated by the nitrogen is in an antibonding orbital 
betwet;ln the carbon and nitrogen atoma. The orbital is of the 
form• 'fr = Ji ( ;,. -'c) (Neglecting overlap) where ~ .. and ~c are 
b;Jbrid cirbit~r. eaoh consisting of 28 and 2p atomic orbitals. Th~s ~ 
is of the fol'llr ~ ~ iJ + l. p. From the E!Xpressiona derived for A and 
B (SectiOD. l. 7) it is possible to cal~late the relative amounts 
of a and p orbit aa·sociated with the antibonding orbital. The 
values of the Ullp&i.red electrOlll probabilitY deJisities (0 and P) 
deducecl f'rolm the experimeDta.l results are shown in Fig. 9. They 
are compared with values computed for a model in which the unpaired 
electron is assumed to be in a regular sp! type antibonding orbital 
between the carbon• and nitrogen atoms and also for a !rlm1J:ar model 
in: which the bond is stretched by lOJ'. The stretched bond model 
o~sponds to A= J7 and therefore the probabilities of finding 
the electron m BD s or a p orbit IU"e ir and i respectively. Th~ 
resu1ta: show that reasonable agreement is obtained in the case of 
the stretched bond model. 
3.2.2 .• Cross-Relaxation 
The shape and width of the nitrogen resonance in diamond are 
not satisf'aotorily explained if only the relaxation processes 
•: ..... · 
chara.~terisect by T1 and ·Tt are considered. Multiple spin flip 
prooesseiJ' and cross relaxation effects which are characterised by 
·. T21 (S"ectiOJll 1.5) also have to be considered. 
- ,a-
EXPERIMENTAL CALCULATED CALCULATED 
sp3 ORBITAL I o•t. ELONGATION 
ON 2 ·41 4·8 2·37 
PN 0 ·28 0·38 0 · 44 
Oc 0 ·78 3 · 1 I · 53 
Pc 0 ·25 0·18 0·21 
FIG.9 
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. 8 
The cross relaxation effects reported by BlOl!mbargen et al 
augge&tecl that, for the nitrogen resonance in diamond, two spins 
of the centre lime oan make a downward transition whUe a spin 
belongl.ng to· each satellite line makes an upward transition 
(Hg. 10). Simple considerations of the rate at which these 
processes could occur were 9a.e by Sorck:Ln et a19 in 196o. They 
showed that if a saturating microwave field is suddenly applied to 
one of the three lines of the nitrosen spectrum, a weak probing 
microwave sisnaJ. at either of the two other lines; should register 
a· ohange in absorption• in a time T£1 • Theoretical arsumentg showed 
that by saturating the centre liD.e, the absorption at either satel-
lite should drop to zero providecl that T21 is IDlloh less than T1 
and T2. Altematively, if _either of the satellite lines are satu-
rate& the intensities of the centre lines and the remaining satel-
lite l.ilres should be reduced by f and i of their thermal equUibrium 
values; ~espeotively. These predictions were verified experimentally. 
In addition, it was shown both theoretically aDd experimentally. that 
for certain oaseS'- the four spin flip mechanism may be used to invert 
the population of one of the satellite limes and to establish oontia-
uous wave maser operation. A similar effect has been observed in 
this work from one synthetic diamond. It is discussed in more 
det&il in Section 4..13.3. 
-do-
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ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM FOR SUBSTITUTIONAL 
NJTROGEN IN DIAMOND H11(100) SHOWING THE 
FOUR SPIN FLIP MECHJ(NISM THROUGH WHICH 
CROSS RELAXATION PROCEEDS 
FIG. IQ 
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3.2.). DiatributiODI of Substituticmal. Nitropn 
The diatributiO!ll of aubatitutional nitrogen danora in diamond was 
investigated in 1964. by Samsenenko~0 He considered lbe shape changes 
in: different speoimens and used the method. of linear superposition•. to 
show that the wings of the lilllle profiles :fitted a Gausaian distribu-
tion. while the central porti011; had a Lorents forun. He conolude'd; that 
the concentrstiOJIIl of paramagnetic centres in a: certain' volume of the 
crystal hact atta:i:lled a. value such that excba.Jmse interaction. was illllpor-
tBDt. Further calculations showed that the regions of elevated 
Di trogen content represented· about 2% of the total crystal volum,. 
He was UD&ble, however, to suggest the exact nature of' the distrlbutiODI. 
3.2.4. The Effect of 1lc and IS'N 
£L ll · In ;t9 ..... Loubser and Du Prees re-e'li'8JIIi nacl the electron< spin 
resOJaBDce spectra of natural diamonds. Carefully seleoted stones, 
which gave rise to marrow spectrum. linea, were used. The spectre-
meter was opera.tect at very low energy densities in the md.crowave 
cavity in order to avoid aaturation1 effects and the sma'llest poss-
ible 100 kHe. mqnetio :field modulation was used to avoid broadening 
the liDea. A typioal spectrwm is shown in Fig •. ll together with a 
diagram· of the diamond lattice to aid explanati0111 of the results. 
Apmrt froiDl the linea which are spaced symmetrically on either aide 
of the 11111.in triplet and which were attributed by Smith et 81127 to 
neanat neighboara (denoted c1), additiOliiBl lines (A) were found 
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H
11
(too) 
E.S.R. SPECTRUM OF N ITR.OGEN DONORS IN DIAMOND, 
GROUP A LINES DUE TO 13c (CENTRES li, m 
1 
AND Til,) j 
GROUP B LINES DUE TO NITROGEN QUADRAPOLE MOMENTj 
GROUP C Ll NE S DUE TO 15N. 
3 
IDENTIFICATION OF l3c CENTRES PRODUCING THE 
LINES OF GROUP A. ( LOU B S ER 1964) 
FIG. II 
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which were close to the maim lines. These were attributed to the 
interaotiOUl of the impai1"~d electron with 130 at other lattice 
sites. (Ceutres I!, III and IV). In ad4iticm, linelt (B) were found 
and were shown to be due to the interaction of the quadrapole 
moment of the nitrogen nuoleus with the electric f'ield-srad!ent at 
the nucleus. Finally, limes (C) due to the isotope. 16N with a 
nuclear spin I c: i were also identified. 
The lines: (A) have sinoe been considered by other author~r~• 13 
in more detail and a more precise theoretical e.pproaoh to the pro-
blem has been developed. Group (A) lines· were attributed by 
Loubser and Du Prees11 to three different types of deteot whi~h 
were designated centres II, III 8D.d IV in deol"Gasins order of :eyper-
fine splittins. As iD the work of Smith et al7, the centre II 
lines were associated with 15c in· one of the three basal l)a'b~ .. ·· 
positions (Ca in Fig. 11). Loubser and Du Prees11 made the assump-
ticml tbat the unpaired: electron spent most of ita• time on the 
nitrogen atom• but the oa:loulations of Bower and Symans12 demon;;, 
strated that this was not so. However, Loubser and Du Prees also 
poiJI!ted out that if the lines of centre. III were a.ttributed to.l'3c 
"', . 
in. one of the carbon positions basal to the oarbcml in the N-C bond 
(C3 in Fig. 11) and if' the antibanding orbital gave a greater den-
' 
sity cm: the Cs oarbOI!ll than Cll1l the nitrogen, the association' of 
the lines of the C2 and Ci! carbons would be reversed. In either 
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o&l!e the centrea II &ld III lines would haw three times the 
intensity of the centre I lines: 'in agreement with experiment. The 
probable paaitiCJDJ of the 111c atoms which gave rise to the lines of 
centre· IV, was given as c.,. The lines due to C-a and C4 were fc\Uid 
to be isotropic end. therefore it was~ assumed that ODiLy the contact 
part of the hyperfine interaction bad a finite value at these more 
distant nuclei. This model suffered. one serious drawback. If it 
was correct, it was ditfioul t to e:~tplain the direction of:. the 
hyperfine axis of the 11c atom of centre II which would have .been 
expeoted.to be along the C2-N, direction. This was not the case. 
The contradioticm· led Bower end SymoD&12 to propose a 
slightly different configuration for the centre. Their model is 
shGWD in :Pis. 12. In this case it was: assumed that the unpaired 
electron' was located preclomiDimftly on the carbon atom. Lines due 
to centres. III and ri were assigned. to Cc end Cb. A f'1ni te 'IIDpairsd 
electr021n density on the carbon atoms Cct was proposed as. the reason 
for the Unes of centre II. In this case the hyperf'ine ais waa 
pS:rallel to the Ca~.-N bond direction and procloced a closer agreement 
with experimeDtal resul.ts. Further theoretical evidence in support 
of Bower' SJ resul.ts. vas published in 1965 by Every and So~:!-cml:and. 1-' 
A molecular orbital treatment was given for the nitrogen centre tn· 
cU.amODd. It aooOUJ!IIted satisfactorily for the quadrapale and m&iJv 
hyperf'.Lne constants: assoeiated w1:th centres I and II. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF 13c CENTRES ( C4,ct:.rc ,AND CJ 
REFERRED TO IN TEXT) PRODUCING THE LINES 
OF GROUP A.(FIG.II) (BOWER 1966) 
FIG.I2 
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3.2.5. Txpa Ib Cl.as&if:loation; 
The interpretation of electron spin resonance spectra. in1 
natural diamonds was: now more fUlly understood and it appeared that 
there was little :t'llrther ilmf'orma tion to be gained trom similar 
~rilll9ntal iavestigations. However, .:ln·-the-same year, Dyer et a114 
studied the combined optical and paramasoetio properties of a large 
number of diamonds and the results (summarised in Fis. 13) .had t&r 
reaching oonsequ~es. The most surprisins observation was: that 
only approximately 0.1% of the total number of natural stones 
exam1neci produced the electron spin resonance spectrs: charaoter-
istic of dispersed substitut10Dal nitrogen donors·. In ~ticm, 
they observed an optical absorption spectrum. whioh had not been 
previously reportea. It was: suggested that diamonds which possessed 
these characteristics should be classified as Type Ib. Althou~ 
natural. stones of this type were found to be extremely rare it was 
shown tbat the synthetic d.iamomds which were also examined in this 
survey, could imrariably be olass11'1ed as Tne Ib. 
3.2.6. Coated. Stones 
I• ' 
The reasm whir Smith et a17 did not p~t out that elec~ 
spiD resOJBIIUXOe could be observed only in a very small DUII!ber of 
aatural di8.1l!onds was probably due to the fact that they bad emnrtm~d 
a: .. 'relatively_ c'ommon form of stone known u 'coated diamond' • Then 
stones consist of a clear diamond core with an opaque oversrowth of 
imperiectly srowu diamond or coat which is often very thick. 
-: .. \ 
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·,;\ 
. ;t·,·. 
' Ch~ct~r~stio Chara.oteristio Characteristic Chare.oteristio Type u1 tra-,.Vi:Ol.et and- · in:f'rao.red: E.S.R. defeot oentres 
visible features- ' tea~s. features 
.. 
.. 
I a Nitrogen Secondaey' A bands Nolite 
in, platelet absorpti,on . (Sutherland .. 
form edp et al~ 1954.) 
(Ell.iott (Clark et al. 
1960) 1956 a:) 
' 
,.,, 
Ib Nitrogeu.in I b ... ~em I b bands'. I b speatrum 
dispersed (Sild.tb et al. 
form (Smith 1959) 
et al. 1959) .. ,. 
-, ,. 
i 
.. ·-· ....... -. 
II a No.--Ditrosen Absorpt1on1 
·-
N op;e, .. onl:r Single 
struotural continuum ; i.Dtrin:S'io isotropic,, 
defects . betwe-en 2. 0 . ev ba:ndfr of line (Duncan 
(C.l.Srk ~t al. and 5.4. ev diamond (Lax 1963) 
1956 b) · (Clark et al. mid Burnstdn; 
1956 b) 1955) 
.. 
' IIb No .~tr~gell!; Absorption II .. b bands< Ncm:e 
S:oceptor Continuum (VIedepchl 
.-
.... cieiitres- - -between 1957) . 
cwaile:Pohi 1.0 .ev and 
1957) . 2o0 ev ., 
(Wedepohi .. 
1957) "· 
Characteristic abs~tion< properties· of the diamm:ri! type~. 
. {After Dyer et ai .• llt.) • 
. ,•' I, 
Fig. 13. 
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Clearly, a compoai te cr,ystal of this type should not be used if the 
ohars.oteristios so detel"llli!led are presented as typical of a single 
orystal. It is likely that the diamonds: e:xaminecl by SamseneDko10 
were also of the coated variety and were not Type I as. speo1f:l.ed. 
These suggestions are supported by the results of expertmaats 
performed by Faulkner15 in' vhioh he demonstrated that the eleotrODI 
spilm resonance spectra' in coated diamonds arises from dispersed 
substitut10Jil!ll nitrogen in the coat. The spectrum was not observed 
in the core which remained after the coat had been removed. 
MOre recent work whioh is connected directly with the Di.trosen 
centre, was reported by Cook and Wh1ff:en16 ~ 19§6. An Ender study 
of a Type Ib uatural diamond enabled m.oJ:"e ao~ate values of the 
~ertine constants A and B to be quoted. These were given as 
A= 40.723 Oe and B: = 29.062 Oe. 
The above review represents work carried out on natural 
dill!liQ1!!!d up to and ·including the period during which the results 
presented here were obtaiJ:Jed. However;. since that time, :further 
experimentsl work has: followed. More. recently Loubser and 
Van ~eveld17 have reported ele~tron spin resonance measurements 
of Type Ib natural diamond in the temperature range troa JJ0°C to 
960°C. It wag. shown that at temperatures of 9J0°C the reorienta-
tion' of the Jahn~~eller distortion of the substitutioaal nitrogen 
centre was; sufficiently rapid to· produce isotropic lines; of equal 
intensity regardless of or,ystal orientation. ·. 
'·' 
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3.3. Synthetic Diamond 
3.3.l!. General Considerations 
Manufacturers of synthetic diamond des-cribe their products 
with the aid of a system of letters and numbers. The letters des-
~. . .. , . :·· 
cribe the suitability of the product for bonding by a resin or a 
meta:l. The relative merits of the various types· in this res-peot 
are not cU.reotly relevant and will not be discussed further. The 
numbers relate to the size in. terms of the dimensions of the sieves 
through whioh the diamond will pass (mesh range). The table in 
Fig. J:4. relates mesh numbers and size. 
Electron, spin resonance in synthe:tia stones was first reported 
18 6 . by Huggins and Canon in 19 2. Onlj' ~e _R.V.G. type _of the·j:~e~, 
whioh they exam:b:l:ed is available C)ommeroially and is prepared with 
a nickel catalyst. The electron spin resonance spectrum f'rom 
R.V.G. diam0111d. is shom in Fig. 15. 'f.he broad band (A) is attribu-
ted to transition me~ impurities (maiDay nickel). The resonance 
. . -
(B) whioh is attributed ~o dispersed substitu:t;icmal! nitrogen atoms 
is superimposed on the broad band and is centred very close to the 
f'ree spin g - value. 
Two other spectra were reported whioh. were_ obtained f'rom 
specially prepared crystals. One specimen was produced with an 
allllld.mbum : 2 nickel cataqst and the other was produced with a 
borODI oats:lyst. The wide band (A) was no lomger present in the 
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MESH DIMENSIONS MESH DIMENSIONS 
NUMBER IN ""'""' NUMBER IN Yr\."''n 
30 0· 59 100 0 ·149 
3 5 0 · 50 12 0 0 · 125 
40 0·42 14 0 0 · lOS 
45 0 ·35 I 7 0 0·088 
50 0·297 200 0 ·074 
60 0·250 230 0·062 
·-
70 0 ·210 270 0 ·053 
80 0 · 177 325 0 ·044 
FIG.I4 
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MAGNETIC F!ELD De 
0 2 3 4 
E.S.R. SPECTRUM OF A BULK S.AMPLE OF R.V.G. 
DIAMOND (HUGGINS 1962) 
r;, .I 
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a]'nmin1um : 2 nickel doped specimen and the detail at g = 2 was 
reduced to the extent that it was impossible to define the struc-
ture. In: the boron. doped specimen no speotrwD occurred at g = 2 
but a broad resomanoe centred about g = 3 was observed. B;ypertble 
structure was not observed when this specimen was cooled to 
-173°C, but the band at g = 3 decreased :iJm intensity and a struc-
ture of unresolved dstaU besan to appeao at g = 2. No explanations 
for these phenomena were offered. 
3.3.2. Limle Width of the Nitrop;en Resonance 
For synthetic diamODd, the eleotrODI spin resonanoe spectrum 
'• trODr the substituti011118.1 nitrogen donors is of'ten ilmoompletely 
resolved as the lines are considerably 1nho1110geneously broadened 
by the spread of local magnetic field produced by the ferromagnetio 
impurities which remaiD in the crystals af'ter manufacture. In 1965 
Dyer et ~Jlt. grew. diamODd crystals with a non-ferromasnetic 
catalyst Brightray - S (78 Ni, 21 Cr, l_Fe)and examined the elec-
tron• spin resonance spectrum. Their resul~s are shown in Fig. 16. 
Although the central isotropic line waw much narrower (3.9 Oe) than 
in the commercially available samples (8.0 Oe), the random orienta-
tion• with respect to the magnetic field of IIIBllY small crystals 
produced broad satellite· lines. Using the~~ type of theory 
developed by Sancls19 the maximwa and m1n1mum values of the spacing 
between eyperfine linea, A and B were deduced. 
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It shoal!d be ellphasisect that a:t this tilE there had been 1110 
reports of electron spin< resonance imrestigations of sinsle crysta:Ls 
ot synthetic ciiamOllld. In addition, the lil!le width of the nitrogen 
resonance in: cr,ystale groom with Brishtra:v - S was still an order 
ot m&tplitude greater than that observed in natural Type Ib diamcmd. 
3.3.3. Previous Work 'bz the Author 
Filrally work which was carried out by the author20 shortly 
before the present survey was undertaken and Which was ccmi'imed 
; 
during it, is now described. Collective samples of three different 
types of synthetic diamond manufactured by the General Eleotrio 
Company were examined. Each sample con1;aine4 ~e SIUIIG mass of 
diamond but differed in the sues .of.~e. ~~yi""ual stones. The 
variations in intensity of the nitrogen reson&n~e between the three 
' 
samples indicated that the distribution of ~be substitutional 
nitrogen doii:Ol'Sl in single stones was non-w.lf.'orm· As in all pre-
Vious reportiJl the conclusions drawn with respeot to a single stone 
were extrapolated trODt resul!ts obtained with bulk samples. 
The line shape of the nitrogen resonance tor specimens consist-
' .• ; .v 
1ng of the smaller stones: WBII' also observei to differ notiOe&bly trom 
·the lime slmpe tor specimens of the larger stones. The narrowing of 
the central peak in the case of smaller stones which contained a 
high o~oentratiOllll of nitrogen ( > l.O ig /oo), was sttribute4 to 
exchange interaction• between the nitrogEm centres. Results subse-:-
. . 
quentl.y pUblished by Loubser et a121 have supported this suggestion. 
: I'~ ',• 
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This section has s\1111111aJ'ised brie~ the published work on 
diamomd which is most relevant to this thesis. In the oase of 
synthetic stones the ma~ority of the specimens desoribed were manu-
factured either by the General Electric COIIIp8oJV' or the De Beers 
group. Althoup some authors-· usect stones which they aesoribed as 
typioal of those avaUable commercially, the ma3ori ty were 
specially selected or srown to a kncnm specification·. Apart trOJill 
the work presented iD this thesis on three types of synthetic 
~cmti Olllly one other publication18 related directly to a t,ype of 
aiamcmd (R. V.G.) which is known to be ~ercially available. 
Althoush aetaUed informa~:\.on l't!l~. the manufacture of 
synthetic diamond is Dot disclosed, it is fel,t ,that investigations 
I ~ ' ; 
O&D nevertheless make a importat oontri,11t!.OJ1 to a more complete 
: ~ '•••·I• • "_,, ~:;::!:,;; 
\DIIIderstandiDg of the properties ~f. ~his ma':te$1. It la inevit-
able that 11'148 variations 1D peynca:l properties will be observed 
1f specimeDs are Pftpared under diftereut conditions ad,therefore, 
in• orier that the reaults obtained iD this work DY be oomparetl 
with those of f'Uture iDvestlgatiODB, partioular attentiOD! has been 
given to synthetic diamcmd 1fbich 1a OOIIIIIIU'oially available. 
I . 
' . 
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z... AN EXPER.IMEN'.l'AL STUDY rJI1 SYNTHETIC DLwOND 
lt-.1. Introduction 
An experimental study was: made of fiv~ ~f:t'erent types of 
sprthetio diamoild all. o~ which ~1:! o~roW,~ avadlabll!l• The 
method of preparat10D1 1s different _f()r _ ~aoh type. and consequently 
variatiODS are observed in their physical. properties. Far a given 
tJpe variations were also observed ~ ~cmds of different 
shape &Z1d sbe. Maey of the experi.meDts _:lmo~vad diamonds- which 
bad bean sub3eotecl to heat treatment. ~e nature of the diamcmds 
was modified by this treatment to the extent that sigllif1oant 
Obanses t& physical properties ~ere detected. Two rea~oe ltaes 
not proeviously reported for synthetic diauiond were observed. One 
was clue to oarbcmisaticm of heated samples· and the other occurred 
' 
only mt liquid nitrogen temperatureS'. The mmerous variations in 
:PhYsical_ propertieS! are clearly reflected in the results: which 
illustrate that in IIIBIIY oases they are typioa1 of all five types of 
s~thatio diamcmd. ID camtrast, certain pr(,perties are character-
istic ~ of a particular speoies. As tile combination of so many 
· variables can lead to confusion the resul.t_s of eaoh set of experi-
-1 
mentB are discussed 1D turn. Di~oussi011 at some points is 11mited 
UDtil resul.ts from fllrther experiments: 1Dvolv1ng different teoh-
Diques have been presented. 
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lt-. 2. E:!!:perimen.tal Apparatus 
Preltmrfnsry electron spm resone.noe :lm'estigations of sam-
plea of synthetic diamond were made with an .X~ban~ apeotrometer · 
whioh was OO!lStru.oted by the author. A s_imple trarulmissicm oavity 
was used with masnetio field m4ulat1on at 50 kH8 prociUoed by a 
coU mounted inside the oavi ty. The masnet system comprised a 
Newport 4-" masnet energised' by BD Ad~ce power supp~. This spec-
trometer gave results whioh provideCf ~e. ~~ila. ot this work but it 
was not aufticiemtly sensitive (approldmat~ly 191! spins Oe-• line 
width) to detect a res0118Doe from a s1ngle synthetic diamcxml. In 
adalition~p the mapetic field pro4ucea by the 4." ma·f,P1et 1rBI8 not 
suffloientq UDd.form over a t~0811 sample volume (approximately 
0.5 cc for a bulk sample of synthetic diamon4) to resol.ve lines 
less than 3 Oe wide. 
The electron spin resOD8Dce apect~ pre!'ented in this thesis 
. ' 
were obtained from a Decoa XI spectr~ter which operates at 9270 MRs 
(X-Band) with ·100 k:Ha masnetio field modulatim. 'l'he modulation 
coUa are mounted m the walls 0~ .a reo~gul.ar cavity (meoe.) which 
..... 
is wied in at retleot10Di. mode. The ltlystrcm .is phase· lacked to a 
bazoamic of & low noise crystel controlled osoillator. In ad.Mtian 
. . 
the eff'eots of cavity ci:rift can be mtnbdse4 by .. lOoking the klyatron 
to the cavity. With 1 m.W. mioronve power at the cavity and for a 
time con&ltmt at :t second, the sensitivity is 4- z lOst spins oa-• l.1De 
width. The sample temperature is continuously vs:riablG from 
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.. -·~ 
Dr. E. F. W. Seymour of the Sohool of Phye~os,_ University of Warwick, 
had flat pole pieces cf 6n diameter and wa~ not a commercial d8sisn. 
The optical mr:Lorographs were obtained with a Zeiss Ultraphot II. 
FKoilities•were available whioh permitted.~bservation either by 
transmission or retlection. The miorogra.phs were recorded on stan-
dard Ilt'ord plates (9 z: 12 om). Obse~tions at elevated temperatures 
were ma4e with a Gri:f'f'in,..Teller hot s~. microscope. The samp-le. 
temperature could be varied f'rODD room· temperature to 1800°C :ln an 
atmosphere of argon. 
Spectrographic analysis was· carried out on a Hilger Large 
Quartz Spectrograph. ' ·i 
. ·., 
S1lmgle crystal faces were srOUDd and polished with a two bear-
. 
:lng saaife :lncorporatins a spindle mounted in blocks of Lisnum Vitae. 
A device was· constructed whose working principles were silll::l.lar to 
those of a:. conventional sand-blasting machine in order to reauce the 
overall climensions of diamonds as und.fOl'IDl.y" as possible. A diagram 
of the machine is shown in Fig. 17. By increasing the rate ot' air 
flaw it was possible to produce air turbulence which in turn caused 
the cU.amonds to collide and so to produce ab~icm. 
The Ve.outm furnace whioh wa:s used for the heat treatment was 
. . 
not a commercial desisn. The heating process was by radio f're-
pency incluctio:aa in a cylindrical tantalUlll susceptor. Specimens 
' 
1-
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were contained in: a thori& oraoible wbiob was suspended inside the 
susoeptor with tsntalUDII vire. The water cooled induction: coil was 
.. 
p01rered by an osoillator at 400 k:H8 with a I'!III.'J11111JJB output of 30 kW. 
The coil. was mounted inside an iDverted water coolei bell-jar in 
.. 
which glas~ ports were situated to enable temperature measurements 
to be made nth an optical pyrometer. 
X-rq microprobe an&lysi.a waar. C811'1"ied out by Dr. D. Burr of 
IntematiODal Nickel Ltd. OD' an electron mioroprobe aual.yser maua-
taot1;u'ed by Cambridse InstZ'IJIII!mts Ltc1,. __ B~tb __ line and spot analysis 
were CSZ'l'ied out with t~e probe operated at 15 _kV. 
Infra.,.;red spectra were recorded by Professor J. J. Cbarette 
of the University' of LovSm.QIII', Con:go, usin! a Perkin-Elmer 112G 
' 
spectrometer with the microscope attachmBDt model 85. 
1,.. 3. S'ample Speoification1 
Of the five different types of synthetic diamcmd used in this 
work three were 1118Dufaotured by the General_Eleotrio Company of the 
u.s·.A. and are described as: tt.B.G. (ltetaJ. B'oml GrindiDg), M.B.S. 
. . . 
(Ketal B'omling S'aw), and R.V.G. (Resinoua_Vitrified Grinding). The 
other two types were produced' by the De-Beera Organisation and are 
deslgnatecl M. D. A. (Metal Diamoml Ab~sive) a:o!} I_t.D.A. (Resin Diamond 
:Abrasive). The seneNl. appearance. of all five types of ciiamond is 
illuStrated in Fig. 18. 
R V.G 40 60 M BG 60/80 
- - - -----·-
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4-.Jt.. EleotrODl Spin ReaOBBDoe Sumy of Bulk S"aaples 
T;ypical elaotrODl apiD; reaoauce spectra associated with ayn-
tbtic itiamoml at ro• temperature are shown in Fis. 1.9. Hereafter, 
that part of the apeotrua (A.) which is attributea to ferrOUJsnetio 
" illpuri ties rill be referred to as the broaa res011&11oe and the triplet 
spectrua (B:) due to aubstituticmal nitrogen atollS as the nitrogen 
reaommoe. Other resonance&' will be referred to explicitly as th&T 
are discussed. 
The innatigation waa started by recording the spectra. trom 
Ool gma Gf each of the tiTe types of diamond. (Hga. 19 and 20). 
Tlae sim.Iarity between the broad rescmancea from• the Dtal bonding 
~onda u . olearly imlioated together w1 th a marbd cli.tterence 
between both the resin bonding types and between the setal and 
redJr. bOIIding typea. It waSJ likely, therefore, that although 
ditf'erent catalyst -.y ha'e been usec! m the preparation of resin 
bona1ng types, a 0011111011 oa.:talyst was involTed in the case of metal 
bondimg d.iamonda. The variation iD liDe width of the nitrogen 
resxmanoe supported this suggestion. 
The widest Tariations in the width and intensity of the 
nitrogen resonance occurred in the rea iD: bcmdiD:g samples. Two 
. 
distillot features were apparent. First of all both the broad reso-
nance and the n1 trogen reaouanoe fro• the R. V. G. diamond appeared to 
be more intense than was the oaae tor the R. D. A. SeoOJidly, the 
three l.iDes of the nitro8'tJl resonance of the R.D.A. sample appeared 
F LD 
MD .. 
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to be broaclenecl to the extent that they appeared as: a siDgle iso-
tropic l:la. Experiments with heated sample!J· which are disoussed ~ 
S'eotiODJ lt,. 7 verified that this wsa s~. _It is also important to note 
that the linea; trom the R. V.G. sample were the narrcnrea;t of all five 
types • 
.As far aa the author is aware, no steps .. were taken by the 
; • • -" 'W• 
IIIBDufacturers to exclude nitrogen f'rom the reaction mixture. in the 
:! - _-.;.:',! 
prepar&ltiODJ of R.D.A. cliamcmd. There wa-s no reason to suppose, 
therefore, th&t the mean concentration of nitrogen impurity in 
these cr,ystal·a shOUld be leas than that in the four other tYPes. 
Hawever, the intensity of the nitrogen resOD&Doea indicated that 
tlda might have been the case. Previous work1 had demonstrated the 
' . 
variation in Slllplitude of eleotrcm spin resonance sipls with size 
. :: - .... 
of speoill!en. In this case, however, the .spectra were representa-
tive of stcmes whose dimensions were within the mesh ra.nps 35/80 
(1T7 ;.t. to 350p.) and; therefore, the appeara:noe of the suppressed 
•. ·r 
rescmanoe clue to this ef'feot was not expected. The_R.D.A. sample 
possd.bly' contained alUIIIluium; or boron which can cause a recluotion 
. ' :· 2.· 
in the intensity of the nitrogen resCJD&Dce. . 
The speotz>a;. also illustrated thlit the mtenaity of the broad 
•• · I• 
rescmanoe could not be correlated with the_ broadening effect on 
the nitrogen lines. For example, the ... broad_resonanoe was very 
intense for the R. V. G. diamond but the nitrogen lines- were sbarp. 
The reverse was true for R.D.A. diamond. These results suggested 
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that it W!iS'. unlikel,y that a defect ooourrec! iD the diamond whioh 
. . .. 
was joi.llltl.y responsible for the broad resonauoe and the broadening 
effect of the nitrogen lines. 
q..s. The Nature of the Ferromaseetic .A:dditives 
Variations iD the broad_resoD&Doe sugge~:teci. :t;hat different 
types ot ferromasnetio catalyst. were_ us~d 1,11 . the manuf'aoture of 
eaoh of the five different types of ~~etio,.diamcmd. However, 
with the exoepticm of R.V.G. diamond w~oh wa~ knovm to ocmta:Ln 
2 
nickel;, the nature of the additives was UDknowil. An attempt was 
made, therefore:. to determiDe the oomposi tion of the diamonds usi.Dg 
. ~ , ... 
the teolmique of X-r&F miorc:m.aalysis. 
~ ~ 
The :Lntensit;; of the broad resOD&Doe suggested that oonoentra-
. . l . . .. j 
tions of :f'erramasnetio impurity might have been as high as 10"'0 
. ~:!1 . .. " 
.atOliiB om • In addition, experiments: Ollft'ied out by Kamiya and 
Lan; iD 196!,. demonstrated the presen~e of ~okel rioh surface films 
and Nl-rioh globules iD some synthetic diamonds. Although the 
equipment required to os.f:7:7· out the X-r&\7' mioroanal;vsiil''was not 
readily available, Dr. Do Burr of Interna.ticmal Nickel Ltc!!, ldlldl;v 
a~F9ed to assist. A cop;y of his report on the .. work is 1Dclude4 
. •_, 
overleaf where it can be seen that neither.. iron nor nickel could be 
identified. UnsuccessfUl attempts wei-e made to. identifY other 
metallic substances which may have been. present. After fUrther 
discussion with Dr. Burr and his colleagues it was clear that the 
' 
results oou1d not lead to any positive conclusions. 
HISTORY 
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL LIMITED 
Development and Research Department 
D. 5024 REPORT NO. 1 
MICROANALYSIS: OF SYNTHETIC DIAMOND 
ElectroD spin resonance studies of the structure of synthetic 
diamondS at the UniversitY of Wai-wick have l~ci to the suggestion that 
the surface layer my oontain nickel, which is present in the catalyst 
used in the manufacturing process. 
SAMPLES: 
Synthetic diamond particles were supplied and mioroanalysis was 
requested for nickel and iron at the surface. 
EXPERIMENTAL PB.OCEDURE 
Particles were inserted in aluminium: di~cs by pressing onto 
clean glass or tantalum sheet, and exanrlned in the microprobe analyser 
at 15 kV. Line and spot analyses· were performed. 
RESULTS 
No indication of the presence cf_nickel.could be obtained. 
Several records. showed very small inten~ity '!"'rh!!!!. at the wavelength 
appropriate to iron·, but the effect was· not reproducible· and could 
not be definitely distinguished from background radiation. 
CONCLUSIONS ...... , 
· No nickel or iron was: detectable ui the samples. The limit of 
detection in a relatively large volume "is~.Ol wt.%, but if' the 
elements are present only in a volume small compared ~ th probe 
dimensions, the limit is oorrespondiugl.y higher. · 
DJE/PMMo 
August, 1966. 
- I 
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~6·. Visible InolusioDs 
The coloured photogr&phs (Pig. 18 .Pase. Bl+) show that ~ dark 
·. - ·,. -··· 
inclusions are visible in synthetic diamcmd. As the majority ot 
the synthetic diamcmds examned in thiii .. WOJ:"k were ferromasnetio it 
was thought tbat the inolusiODS comprise~ ~ssresates .. of,_'ferroasne-
tio impurity. The results of ~e.l~Nl lllif.oroaD&lysis did not 
. . 
support this sugsestion. In ad4iticm 81m1lazo imllusicma which were 
. " 
not ferromasnetio were readily viaibltt in na:tural diamcmd. The 
true nature of dark inclusions in synthe1;~o _diamond was not there-
. . . 
fore obvious. A simple but ocmviDoing experiment demcmstrated 
~ . 
beyond reasonable doubt that the visible inolusicms were ferro-
magnetic. 
To provide a means of enm1n1ng the iDolusions a diamond 
containing a dark incluSion which was clearly visible, was ground 
.. 
cm a soad.fe to expose p&I"S'Uel dodeoaheclral taoes. To produce such 
a apeoimim the S'O&ife was obargecl with natural diamcmd powder of 
dimensions less than l.M- • Although a single polished faoe proved 
to be extremely diftiou1t to obtain, the problem was partly eased 
arr, a result of advice kindly given b::r_expe;i~. at Culver Diamonds Ltd., 
Liohtield. Hcnrever, no infCJI'IIItiLticm was:. avai~ble on methods of 
Producing the seocmd pardlel face cm. sugh ~1 atcmes (,... 420;M). 
·. . 
The first taoe was ground using a oonventicmal soldered dop to hold 
the diamcmd. It was: not possible using this device to reverse the 
- 92 -· 
OZO;rsta1 and so to preserve the oorreot orientation. As an alterna-
tiVe method, the or;ysta1 n.s cemented w1 th the sround taoe ad,jaoent 
to the f'l.at end of a brass rod which was then lowered OD to the 
scaife so that the principle az:ls of the_ diamcmd was perpendioular 
.. '·.' 
to the faoe of the scai.fe. Great oare_had_to_be exercised to 
ensure that srinding waa allowed to oimtinue at short intervals 
so that the heat produced did not ora.ok the stone. 
Pig. 21 shows an optical llliorograph -~ ~th traDsmitted 
llsht. The sketch illustrates the ezper~zrtal arrangement. The 
dark iaolusion is visible and ~ds into the cr;rstal as shown by 
the bOUJiliairy AB. During the SZ'iDdJng_ process, the crystal broke 
aroUI!Id the illlclusion in a clirection parallel' to tJ18 Srlnding liDes: CD 
- r 
which aocOWIIlts for the extensicm of the illolusion above the cr;ystal 
' •. y 
surface. The strcmg attraction of the illolusiOJl! to a pair of 
f•, 
masoetised tweezers EP :l.Ddioated that it 1r&B ferroasoetio. As can 
be seen f'r01111 the sketch, the attraction' was_ iniff'ioientl;y strcmg to 
. . 
allGir the specimen to be held iBc a hariilon~ plane without further 
support. Apart f'rom the illolusion, no oth&r ngion of the or;ys:tal 
w8s1 attracted to the tweezers:. . !lle ~k ~#meter OD- the mioro-
--p~ was caused by the edges of the or,Y~tal'. __ 
_I 
The :llmlusiODi was dissolved ill o~~~i~ted eydrooblorio 
aoid but due to the small ocmoentration_ of mt;~ta-lUo ions in the 
:. . :. . . 
solution, it waS'. not possible to identify'_ the icms by chemical 
·-·-
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aaalysis. There was no longer any doubt that the dark inclusions 
were aggregates of ferromapetio impurity although their oomposi-
tion was: unknown. 
~. 7. The Effect of Heat Treatment 
Lonsdale et al.4- in 1959 showed that the a.uomalous X-ray 
spikes whioh ocour on·_ the Laue spots from syn~etio diamond oan be 
removed by heating the diamond at 1500°C in vaouo. They suggested 
that the metallic 1Dolusions melte~ and were di~persed. It was 
possible, therefore, that silll:llar treatment might give rise to 
sipificant ohanges iD' the electron spin resonance spectra; and at 
the same time could possibly provide a means of identifYing the 
ohemical composition of the evaporated metallic 1mpurit1es by 
allowing them to recondense in a more concentrated form. With the 
aid of a vaotlam! furnace samples were heated for a few minutes at a 
te.rature of approximately 1500°C and_ a pressure of 5 x 10-s Torr. 
' 
The effect on the electron spin resonance spectra was very promouJ~~Ced 
and. is shown in Fig. 22 for a bulk sampl,~ of .. M.B.S. 35/40 diamond. 
Two distincrt features are apparent. ~e broad resonance 
.. 
was removed and the nitrogen lines appeared :!;o be muoh charper. 
81 m1Jar results were obtained ri th all ~ye i:YP.es. of synthetic 
diamond. The effect of heat treatment was, therefore, to either 
re110va the ferrOIIIapetic 'additive from the crystals or to reduce 
it to a form which no longer produced a broad resonmoe. The 
A 
\ 
8 
0 
FIG.22 
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first alternative seemed more likely as a significant loss in 
weight occurred atter beating. In addition·, discolouraticns 
which were characteristic of the type of diamond appeared cm the 
oruoibleS'. For R. V.G •. and the three M-type diamonds the colour 
observed was green but far R.D.A. it waif a very Cle.rk blue. The 
resicl.ue cm the crucibles was dissolved in concentrated hydro-
cblorio acid and the resUlting solutions .~ere subjected to 
chemical analysis~ Although the concsentr~ticns of meta:l ions 
were 81118.11. positive results were obtain~.d~ The residue from: 
R.D.A. samples: was found to ccntadn cobalt ~e the residue from: 
R.V.G. diamond which, as expected, contained nickel. The metal 
trODI\ all three ~type diamonds was identified as a mixture· of iron 
and nickel. No other elements were detected. 
A.t this point the mvestigaticm bad es~lished that the 
effect of heat treatment at 1500°C was to remove either part or 
all of the ferromagnetio additive • .Howeve,-, neither the mecba-
nisms iavolved in the process nor·t.be efreot of temperatures less 
than 1500°C were known. · This be~g so, crys~s which bad been 
heated at various temperatures ~e~en 800°C .and 1500°C were 
epm1necf with an optical miaros(lope. 
Although it was not poss~b~e to make d~tsiled observations 
of specimens as they were being heated, the results of an exm1na-
ticn of a crystal atter its temperature bad been raised to 
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appooximately 1200°0 for a few minutes:, were found to be particu-
larly significant. The optical micrographs in Fig. 23 which were 
all recorded with reflected light, show the main features of 
imrterest. The first photograph is one of a typical. (lll) face 
prior to e.rJ:3 heat· treatment. The den~ti(l nature of the surface 
is clearly visible. The same. face, after the crystal bad been 
heated in the manner described, is Shown in the second micrograph. 
The appearance of dark regions ~.be s~e~ .superimposed en two 
linea which __ are parallel to the ,edpa of the ()rystal taoe and 
which were caused by cracks at the_orys~l face. The remaining 
dark regions were of particular m.terest and therefore were studied 
in more deta-il. The results are best described by referring to 
micrographs 3 and 4- which were recorded with inoreased magnitioa-. ~ 
ticm. By focussing the microscope alternately on the crystal sur-
faoe and the top surface of the dark regions the majority of them 
'' 
were found to be hillocks which extended at least 75JJ- f'rom the 
crystal face. Although the tops of the hillocks showed a definite 
pattern it could not be identified with a known crystal symmetry. 
A series of experiment~ were osrried out. to investigate 
the nature of the hillocks and their associated patterns. The 
experimelmts showed .that the hillocks adhered to magnetised 
tweezers in• a manner s1m1lar to that preyiously described for 
imolusiODB inside the diamcmd. In addition, it was found tbat 
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the hillocks could be dissolved in boil.1J:II6 aqua-regia. The sur-
face whioh remained (micropph No~ 5) appe~d rough and pitted. 
It was concluded, therefore, that the hillocks comprised ferro-
masnetio material which prior to the heating process existed 
. ·.) 
inside the diamond probably as dark_ visible __ imlolusions. 
~e electron spin resonance liaelf of the nitrogen resonance 
remained broadened after this treatm~t and the broad resonance 
.. ... . . ,. 0 
was present. Only when the diamond w~s heated to 1500 C in vacuo 
did the width of the nitrogen resonance decrease and the broad 
rescmanoe disappear. 
It was-- possd.ble with the aid of a hot ·stage microscope to 
control the temperature more accurately and to observe the extru-
sion of the metal as the temperature of the specimen was increased. 
The diamond was contained in an atmosphere of argon' for the 
examination aS' the windows of the cell, in '!'l'hiQh the diamond was 
situated were not sufficiently rigid to withstand the excess 
pressure caused by evaouatiODJ. The desisn of tile optical system 
restricted the thickness of the $dows. This technique had the 
' - ' 
advantage that more than one orys1;&1 face cou1d be observed at 
. . . -
the same time. Conclusive evidence _was cbta:l,ned to show that in 
the majority of oases the diamonds cracked to ~xpcse (111) faces. 
In addition the extrustion process took place in two distinct 
stages. 
' . . . . . 
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0 At temperatures of approximately 800 C migration] of material 
through the crystal occurred and it became l;)p&que. As natural 
diamond remains transparent under the same conditions the observa-
tion is attributed to gra.pldtisation and th~. formation and migra-
tion of ferromagnetic globules. At this s1;age no metal appeared at 
the surface. A :further increase in temperature was required to 
release the metal to the surface. Tbe_produoti~ of a crack which 
immediately preceded the release of metal in some cases produced 
sufficient disturbance to make mow.ment of the whole diamond 
·' 
clearly visible. The release of strain energy stored in the stone 
as' a result of the growth of the metallic inclusions provides an 
acceptable explanation•. Both processes occurred very rapidly and 
it was not possible to study the mechanisms involved in:more 
detail. ' 
As it was suspected that the sudden cleavage of a diamond 
due to expansion· of the metallic i.D.olusioua produced small f'rag-
menta of diamond which md.ght be responsible for the observed 
patterns on the hill.ocks, mixtures of diamond and metal were 
' 0 . 
heated in vacuo at a temperature of 1209 c. It was found that 
for either iron or nickel or for a mixture of_ both, the metals 
melted to form a globule and the diamoncis floated to the surface 
where they remained approximately ~lf immersed. The result was 
to produce a piece of metal which tended to be hemispherical in 
. '' '~ 
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shape with the majority of the curved surface encrusted witJ:l 
diamonds. (Fig. 24-) The process of heating the metals alone, 
... 
produced very smooth surfaces and pattern~ on. the hillocks could 
. ,.,·. 
not be reproduced. The patterns were most probably due to small 
:.:. ' -~ 
fragments. of diamond which had floated t() the surface of the mol-
tm metal.. The fraginents probably re~ulted trom the heating 
process which caused cleavage of the crystal. Additional 
evidence for this oonolusiOll!l was obtained by_ performing scratch 
tests on plate glass. The metal tailed to make any impression 
on the glass but an inverted hillock produced a scratch with 
comparative ease. 
4-.8. Experiments with oxidised samples 
An alternative and somewhat more qaanti~tive investigation 
of the composition of the ferromagnetic additives was carried out 
by oxidising known· weights of each type of diamond. Larger 
,quantities of residue were obtained by this_ method and conse-
. . 
quently a more detailed chemical analysi~ was possible. 
The weights of the residues obtaine_cl frollll complete oxidation 
of equal weights of two samples wer~ oompariJd! One of the samples 
consisted of stones as supplied by the manufacturer and the other 
of stones- which had received the h~at tre~tment. It was found 
that approximately 7C1/o of the ferromasnetio additive in a bulk 
sample of synthetic diamond could be remove~ by beating the stones 
in vacuo at 1500°C for 15 minutes. 
; ... ,• 
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With the exoeptiOD> of the R.V.G, residue, the electron spin 
rescmanoe speotrwm associated with the .rerldues obtained after oom"" 
plete oxidatiOJIII was found to be ident:l,oal with the appropriate broad 
spectrum f'rom UDheated stones. No signal, was obtained from: 
the R. V.G. residue. A negative res:t~lt was __ also obtained f'rom a 
powdered sample of nickel azide. _In the process of ozidaticm., the dia-
IIIICIDd residue had probably been azidised to form. a similar compound. 
Although no fUrther informa~on· _oonceming the nature of the 
additives was obtailled by oxid1s:llig diamgnd.IJ llllUlUfactured by the 
General Electric Compa.IIY a si~oant~ reiJUlt was obtained f'rom the 
··' R.D.A. and MoD.A, diamond. A small number of white orystallites 
appeared in both the residues. The largest quantity was obtailled 
f'l'oiDl the R.D.A. sample. At first the orystallites were thousht to 
have come f'rom the roof of the furnace. in which the diamond bad been 
.. ~ .. ;• 
heated or possibly from the alumiaa boats which were used as 
ocnmtaiDers. By repeated trial both thes~. possibillties were eHnrlna-
teci. It should be pointed out that ~lativ~ly ~se quantities of 
'·•. . . 
cU.Smond bad to be destroyed! ill order __ t~ obtain !)olorespondingl.y 
! .•. :. . . : . ·- : 
small amounts of residue. For_ this re.as!)D ~t_ was not possible to 
., 
obtain a sufficient quantity _o:t' crystal,litelr fCI!' chemical analysis. 
A more detailed quali tativ~ ana:J.ysb. Wll,ll' · oarrled out by spectro-
graphic. analysis on all five types of di~d before and after 
' . ; 
azidation. 
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~.9. Speotrosraphio A!!lysis 
A Bllser quartz speotrosraph wa~_used in the ana~is. The 
Spectral region f'rom 26001 to 50ool W&S CCJY&red and Wa&' selected 
be08Use it iDcluded the •.1or pc~ion of thEI_ sensitive lines of 
the eleme:nta which prel1ni1nJU7 U'!'m1nation had shown were present. 
·Eaoh sample was ignited at a ourren.t of 7 amps- with an electrode 
separation of 3mm. 
For the •.1arity of samples, copper electrodes were used 1nl 
preference to carbon• electrodes as the latter would have given 
. . 
rise to strong oyanogen bands and would have tended to obscure 
the principal lines, associated with some of the expected trace 
elements. Sep81"8te tests were made with carbon electrodes to 
determiJIIIe if copper was present. The aro method was used as the 
exitation process was suffioieutly energetic to giVe detectable 
spectra for most elements. 
- .. 
The method also had the advantage th&t the sample did not 
need to be treated ohemioa:l.ly with the associated risk of 
ocmtt.am1natiom. .b attempt ~s madf3 to dete!lt_ the thirty elements 
' listed in Fig. 25. The most sensitiv:e lines and the appropriate 
oheoking l:lnes for eaoJ1 element are al,so given :In Fig. 25. A spa~ 
trua ·of each elemat wall' r~o-orded on a. septll'ate plate cd compared 
with the speotr&i obtained f'r01111 eaoh type of diamond cd its 
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' 
MOst Check Element Sensitive Liile (1) Line (I) 
' 
A]n!!dnil u m 3961.53 3944.03 
Antimony 3267.48 3232.52 
Arsenic 2860.46 2898.73 
· Barl'WDI 4-554-.()4. 
BeryUium 3130.42 3131.06 
Bis11111th 3067.73 2897.98 
CaloiWIII 4226.7, 2899.78. 
Chromium 4254-.,4- 4274..80 
Cobal.t 34-53.51 3405.12 
Copper 324.7.55 - 3273.96 
Germa.nium 3039.08 3269.50 
Gold 3122.8 
Iran 371.9.94- 3 734-. J:.4. 
Lead 4057.83 3683.4-7 
Lithium 4602.99 
-
3232.67 
Magnesium 2852.13 3096.92 
Manganese 4030.76 4033.07 
Naokel 3414..77 3524..54-
Potaasium' 404.7.22 40Jt.,4..16 
Rubidium 4215.58 4201.81 
SO&Ddium 4246.85 3613.8 
Silicon 2881.59 3905.52 
Silver 3280.67 3382.89 
Sodium 3302.94- 3302.34-
Strontium 4607.34- 4077. 7l 
Tint 3262.33 3034..12 
Titanium 334.9.4J. 3371..46 
'l'ui::Lpten lt00&.76 4294..62 
ZiJmo 33~5.51 3302.56 
Zirocmd.um 3391.98 ... 34-.38.23 
Fig. 25. 
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associated read.due 0111 &. Hil6er. comparator. The analysis wa.s semi-
~tit&tive and no attempt was ~~~ to d~te~ the absolute 
~tities of the impurities ~s~t in ~he ~amples. · P&rt of a 
typical. spectrum- shcnring preclominat~ly. Ircm ~d Nickel lines is 
shown in Fig. 26 together with ~e ~-s~I~S": ot the analysis. The 
resul.t5 were the same both tor the cli&monds aocl their associa.ted 
residlles. 
The iJaltensities of '!;he spectral lines suggest that those 
el.emenJts cl&ssitiecl as major ~onsti tuents- _were introduced i:Dten-
tionally by the manufacturer iD.to the ~a~ion !Jiixture. It has 
been 118!ltioned previou.sly that R.D.A. _sampl~s pr()bably ooutedned 
aJnmlnbm or boron•. (Psge 88). The 8111B:lyais established the 
existence ot aluminium but in adtition suggested that silicOn was 
present. It is likely tba.t silicon misht have &risen trom the 
pyrophilite uaecli in the diamond pres~es. It. this is so·. it is 
dittioult to Wllderstand wh,y it 1Jhould ~ot have been present in the 
samples manufactured by the Genera1 Electric Comp!Ul1. A logie&l 
explan&tiOJll is clearly not possible withou.t more detailS of the 
IIIIU1Ui'aoturing process. 
I 
The results also sugge_st that_ chrcmdum is the. onil.y ac14i tion 
to iron and nickel required as a maj~ consti:~u~t to produce the 
larger M.B.S". aia!!IO!I!"d rather than the M.B.G. di&mcmd. 
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4,.10. Si"'!le Crystal Studies 
4-.l.O.l.The correlation~ between electron spin resonance phen01118D& 
and crxstal habit .. _ , :; . 
The intensity of~the ni~rogen ~d theJn•ol!f.d resonance& from, 
bulk samples indicated the possibili~y of observing these rescmances 
in siD1gle diamonds. Spectra were easily de:t!ec1;ed in almost all of 
the M..BoS. 35/40 dismmds, althoush for these st~es the spectra 
showed marked variatiOD:S. Each _o.rystal without exception gave rirse 
to a broad rescmimoe, but in some cases no nitrogen rescmance could 
be detected and some correlation between electron spin resonaaoe 
phuao.a:aa and genera:t appearance wa~ anti~ipated. Only a very small 
number of the. four relllldning types of OJ,uand .. ~ detectable 
resonanoes and therefore the M..B.S. diamond. was selected for 
special consideration. 
.. 
With the aid of a small magnif'ying glass (xlO) it was possibl.e 
to divide a bulk sample into four main groups A, B, C, and D. The 
stones in group A had a pale greenish-yellQ\l colour and only a few 
clark 1nclusions were visible. Group B . contained stones w1 th a 
large number of aolusions and appeared either bla~ or very dark 
. . 
green·. Group C was imrte~ediate bet.w!ileJ1 gr.o~ps .A and B. ~e stones 
in group D were a sub-section of _C but .with ... an_,.almost perfect oot&-
hedr&l habit. They were comparatively rare .. and. only 20 were obtained. 
The stcmes of all groups were attracted_ to a permanent magnet. 
Spectra were recorded imlividual.ly for samples of 50 stoneS' from 
! 
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each of the gttoups A, B and C and for the 20 stonea of group D. 
All. samples pve a broad res~ce with an apparently aniso-
tropic g-value and a variable intensity. No correlations were 
detected between the samples. 
Each stone from groups A, B:, and C pve a nitrogen resonance 
with BD isotropic g-value, a line width of .8 .Oe, !llld a shape which 
was more nearly GaussiBD than Lorent&iBD. The __ intensity varied 
between stones by a factor of appr~tely 5 but a direct correla-
tion with the group to which it belonged aid not appear to exist. 
' . 
For the octaheara. no trace of a nitrogen resmrance could be 
found. Furthermore, s. bulk samp-le comprising the whole group t'ail.ed 
to produce a resonance in the regiOD.i of g = 2. These crystals: were, 
therefore, the only type in which any noticeable· correlation existed 
between an electron spin resonance and the general appearance. 
The absence of an electron resonance :f'rom the octabeara 
suggested that the number of substi~tiaaal.nitrogen atoms in 
these stcmes was at least 2 orders of maptude smaller than the 
number in the CODIIIIOD. cubo-ootabedrlt. _As tar as the authOZ' is aware 
s. COIIIIIIGDi oatal3st is used in the manufacture of M.B.S. diamond and 
. - . 
therefore it. seems UDlikely ~t ~e oc~eara ccm'!;ained sufficiently 
large amounts of boron or aluminium- to ccmip~etel.y suppress the 
nitrogen resonance. (Section 3.3) •. Alternatively, these diamonds 
may have been formed at temperatures which were· sufficie~ high to 
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allow the formation of non .. paramapetic nitrogen platelets by 
diffusion. .If this were the case it should be po-ssible to identify 
the_ nitrogenJ.mpurity by an &bsorptiOD< peak iD the infra red at 
1280 cm~1 as this technique would respond to the total number of 
nitrogen a'\;oms. _Due to the small sbe of the crystals, the 
specialised equi~nt required to take advantage of this method 
ws:s no:t readily available. In this respect the author is grateful 
to Professo~ J. J. Charette of the Universil.ty of Iiovanium, Congo, 
who made infra•rad measurements on the octahedre;. He found that 
onl,y twc;~ __ diamonds were sufficiently transparent to be investigated. 
Th~ spectra: '!9'8re c011Ep&red with a reference spectrwm f'rom & oubo-
octahedron which had previously been examined by electron spin 
resonance and W&S' lmown to contain deteot&ble amoun.ts- of substitu-
tional nitrogeiDI. The results of the investiption &re shown in: 
Fig. 27. 
. . 6 
Earlier experiments had led Dyer et al to suggest that 
peaks- at 1129 om-1 and 13~5 om-• together with a broad saddle between 
the .. peaks .. were probably produced by isolated nitrogen donors. In 
s:ddition .. they.showed that s: peak at.l280 om-:"1 within ·the-broad 
saddle is. assooia ted. with a non-pars:mapetio .form;. of .nitrogen •.. 
Izl, the case of .. the octahedra'., but. not. for the oubo-ootahedrlr, the 
pesks: at 1129. om~1 and 13~5 om-• were libly to be absent. Fig. 27 
shows. that the expected behaviour is observed. In neither case 
was a peak at 1280 om-1 detected. It seeiiiS, therefore, that only 
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substitutioue.l nitrogen is present in the oubo-ootahedr&> as the 
electron s~in resonance measurements suggest and that no signifi-
cant amount of nitrogen in an,y form is _present in the octahedra. 
These results provide strong_addit~omal evidence_for 
assigning the absorption; peaks in the intra--red at 1129 om-1 and 
131+5 om-• to isolated substituticma.l nitrogen doncn"s. In addi-
tion, they suggest that for substituti~l nitrogen in M.B.S. 
diamonds there is a direQt correlation ~!)tween __ electron spin 
resonance and intra-red spectra;~ Perhaps _ th!)_ most interesting 
result is: the definite correlation which seems to ~at between 
the nitrogen content and the ceystal habit. A c0111p8rison of the 
amounts of nitrogen in the octahe~ and cubo~octahedra suggests 
that nitrogen impurity in diamond probably encourages the growth 
.. 
of cube faces. The source of nitrogen and it~ distribution in 
the reactiomlllixture remains unknown. ~·'explanation for prod.Uo-
tiODl of ootahe~ may be that they are formed in regions of the 
reaoticm mixture where the concentration of nitrogen is relatively 
low. ·A non: uniform diiltribution1 cf nitrogen might oocur if the 
temperature is sufficiently _high in: soma regions of the mixture 
to enable nitrogen to diff'ilse cut of the diamond at a highE!r rate 
., .· 
than the growth process is 'taldng place •. _In ... or~r to clarify the 
problem experiments; would have to be performed: .. with crysta-ls 
grCJWD in a controlled environment. 
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~.10.2. Orientation Effects 
The ability to detect an ele()tran resonance from a single 
synthetic diamond leacls directly to an investigation•. of the varla-
tiOD: of the spectra;. with ori~mtation in _the steady magnetic fie1d. 
Experiments: of this 1d.llzd have been performed by LQUbser and Du Preez5 
an the nitrogen centre in· large nattU"al T;rye Ib diamond but not on 
6 
a single synthetic diamond. Dyer et a1 quoted values of the hyper-
fine constants for synthetic diamond QY exam1n1ng bulk samples and 
applying the theory developed by S'ands_7 to evaluate the constants 
for a large nWIIlier of crystals in random .. orientation·. The resu1ts 
were obtained from crysta-ls 'V!'hioh .had .been _.produced with a nan-
ferromagnetio additive Brightray-S ( 78 Ni, 21 C:r, 1 F~) • The 
resu1ting reduction in liDe width provided greater resolution and 
enabled more accurate quantitative measurements to be made. In 
this work single diamonds were usea: and a larger reduction in 
line width was obtained., 
It is clearly important to determine- ~f the angular varia.-
tion of the nitrogen resonance is .the same_- for synthetic and 
natural diamond and also if any angular correlations are associa-
ted with the addi ticma1 resan&nCEIS in . synthe-tic diamond. The 
- . . ~ ' 
main difficu1ties involyed in dEitermining these propertie~ arise 
due to the small size of available specimens. The largest syn-
thetic diamond available for this work (Jt.B.S. 35/40) in which 
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the average concentration of nitro~ donors is approximately 
Cll -'3 lit 
10 om oontad.na only 10 unpaired spins. As the nitrogen lines 
are broadened by the .ferromasnet~c .. impuz:i~ the resonance lies 
within a masnetic field spread of 1!-PF.oximately_lOO Oe, the 
sensitivity of the spectrometer must be, ~herefore, at least 
12 -· . lO spins Oe line width in order to detect a resonance. Difficul-
ties are also encountered in the controlled manipulation of small 
diamcmds. 
To study orientation effects: in a single diamond the most 
convenient axis of rotation is a line passing ~ough the centre 
of a diamond perpendicular to (llO)_plan~s. It is then possible 
to rotate the orystai about this axis and tC) align the magnetic 
field parallel to the three "Princi~l planes (100, 110, 111) in 
turn. The diamond should be mounted with a (llO) face adjacent 
- .•\ 
to the flat base of a sample ~be. However, this was not possible 
with the M.B.S. diamonds unless they_ were ground .. to expose a 
(UO) taoe.· A diagram which illustrat~~ the form of the oubo-
.. 
octahedra is given in Fig. 28. It can .be seen that the (llO) faces 
are not visible. The (100) faoe~r ~ bounded by edges which are 
in <U<l> directions and the (111) faces are bounded by six edges. 
If the diamonds are ground to provide. a convenient axis of rota-
tion they are rec1uced in volume to the extent that the total 
number of spins becomes too small to detect. As an alternative 
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'0 the base of a sample tube was ground at 4-5 and a di.amand was 
cemented with a cube face in contact with ~e ground surface. 
Although controlled manipulation of such 8111&ll specimens 
(""' 0.5 1111m diameter) proved ~remely di.fficul t, electron spin 
resonance spectra.were recorded for a lars& number of diamonds at 
known orientatioms. 
In seneral Type Ib natura-l diamonds have no preferred shape 
and it is necessary to orientatj! specimens by X-ray methods• For 
the regularly shaped M.B.S. diamcn;d oorre()t orientation: was poss-
ible by visual exam1natiqn. The. broad rtt&onance was investigated. 
by alignin·g a diamond with the magnetic .field parallel to a (100] 
direction and by recordi.ng the electron rescm.ance . spectra: for 
10° rotations trom this orientation,: The intensity, shape and 
apparent g-value varied with the rotation but it ws~ not possible 
to associate the variation with crysta-l symmetry. AdtitiODal 
tests an a number of single orystds established that wide varia-
tions occur but that coinoi~ence is not neoessarily obtained at 
.. , 
the same orientation. Extremes in the variations of the spectrum 
for a single diamond are _illu~c~trated in Fig •... 29. It 89emed unlikely 
that the aentres respansibl43, for the .bJ:"o&d .resonance had a 
,. ' 
preferential shape and lay in any: parti()ul.IJ.r .. p:J,ane. 
The nitrogen resonance waS' recorded. f'o.~ j;hree orientation& 
corresponding to the steady magnetic field aligned parallel to the 
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three princil!&l crystal planes• Although the expected anisotropic 
splitting occurred the lines were broadened by ferromasnetio 
i.=olusions to such an extent that they we1"8 not clearly resolved 
and, therefore, it was not possible to measure the hyperfine con-
stants accurately. This problem was overcome by using heat 
treated· samples. (Section! 4. 7) 
After heating at 1500°C in vacuo .. :t;he stones of groups 
A, B·, and C (Section· 4..10.1) were reclassified! into two groups. 
Group 1 contained stones whioh were still attMCted to a permanent 
magnet whereas those in group 2 were not so attrai)ted. In all 
oases the intensity of the nitrogen ~esonance remained unchanged 
but the liDe width from gr~up 2 ha~ been reduced from 8.0 ± 0.5 Oe 
to 3.0 ± 0.5 Oe. Group 1 gave a width which was slightly less at 
6.0 ± 0.4. Oe. 
Having rec1uced the width of' the nitrogen liDes it was now 
possible to measure the hyperfine constants: m9re accurately with 
a. st~e from group 2. Figs. 30, 31, and 32 show nitrogen spectra 
obtained frOIDI three crystals. One _of the~e had not received the 
heat treatment whilst the other two were frol!l __ groups 1 and 2. The 
g-val.ue 1111 eaoh case was 2.0024..± 0.0005 (i!l_otropio) and the 
hyper:tine constants wer~ A.= lt,I.O .±_0.4-_Qe .. and B = 28.9;! 0.4. Oe. 
These values are consistent with those obtained from natur&a 
l ' '· 
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E.S.R. SPECTRA OF THE SUBSTITUTIONAL NITROGEN 
IN A SINGLE M.B.S. 35/40 DIAMOND OF GROUP 2, 
AT FIXED ORIENTATIONS TO THE APPLIED MAGNETIC 
FIELD, BEFORE HEAT TREATMENT 
FIG.30 
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E.S.R. SPECTRA OF THE SUBSTITUTIONAL NITROGEN 
IN A SINGLE M 85 35/40 DIAMOND OF GROUP I~AT 
FIXED ORIENTATIONS TO THE APPLIED MAGNETIC 
FIELD ~AFTER HEAT TREATMENT IN VACUO AT 
1500°C 
FIG.31 
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E.S.R. SPECTRA or: THE SUBSTITLITIONAL NITROGEN 
IN /l SINGLE M.B.S.35/40 DIAMOND OF GROUP 2.~ 
,.~T FIXED ORIENTATIONS 10 THE APPLIED MAGNETIC 
FIELD 1 AFTER HEAT TREATMENT IN VACUO AT 1soo"c 
FIG.32 
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4-.ll. Sur#!l.ge Carbonts&tiODt 
6 Dyer et al ban augsested that the nitro&'8Jl ~peotrwa troJil 
&! bulk ISIIlple of synthetic diamcmd whioh does not contain ferro-
•snetio additin has the shape which is expected tromt a J.arse 
J1UIIber of oryatala in rand0111 orientatiou,. It is i.Dt:eresting and 
possible to Teri:f';y that this is the case by using the heated 
stOD8s trom group 2. 
The nitrogen resonance trom a single atone was recorded and 
by suooesaiTe ad.ditiODI of further stones it wa.Sl established that 
the shape of the satellite l.iDea in • bulk .apeo~ was due to 
their re.ndoa orientation. During this experlmbt a diatortica 
was noticed CID the high field aide of the oentrll'l peak of the 
nitrosen triplet (Pig. 33) whioh oan be attributed to a aeoond 
resonance ooourrin·g at a g-T&lue slightly' greater than that of 
the nitrogen resonance. The ef'teot was aall and not easily 
detectable in single or,yatals but arose ae a direot result of 
the heating prooesa. 
In order to in'Yeatigate the etf'eot in more detail, five 
stones whioh were slightly imperfect octahe.dr~with a.all visible 
aube faoes were examined before and after heat treatment. The 
distortion trOD perfect octahedral habit re~ulted in only a small 
nitrogen resonance whioh was used as a oonTenient reference. 
After heat treatment the additiOD&l liDe was clearly' visible and 
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\DISTORTION 
E.S.R. SPECTRUM OF A BULK SAMPLE OF M.B.S. 
35/40 DIAMOND AFTER HEAT TREATMENT IN 
VACUO AT 1500°C 
FIG.33 
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had approximately the same intensity as the nitrogen resOJl8DOe. 
It ocourred·at a g-value of 2.qo23 ~d bad a width of 5.8 ± 0.5 Oe. 
COD8ideratiom of the heating oonditicma and Qf the previous work 
on the subjeot8 •9 suggested that the resODBD~e could be attributed 
to the usual f'l:'ee radical produced by carbonisation. Prolonged 
boiling iD·~regia did not.remove the resonance but it did 
disappear when a small amount 9f the surta!)e was- removed by unifol'llt 
abrasion: with natural diamond powder contained in an air blast. 
Spectra to illustrate- the effl!ot ~ given .in P'ig. 3lt.. The origin. 
of the carbon whioh provi,ded ~~ f'l:'ee. _;t"aa,ical wau. most probably 
the diamond itself. AD alternative explsna,ion would require 
carbon enriched aggreptes of additive. 
lt-.12. setial Variation of concentration of substitutiOJIIBl nitroem 
. . . . . . 1 
Immediately preceding this work the author predicted that the 
concentration of substitutioDal nitl"o~ in synthetic diamond varies 
inversely with the mean radius of thE! sample. In or(!.er to verity this 
prediction by more precise mBtholls . than M.d been previous~ employed 
an attempt was·. made to reduce unif_ormly tl:le S'ize_of a bulk sample. 
The machine previously as.~ozi,'tJed WBfJ:_Us,!J. {S"e!)tion 4.2) 
A pre11m1nary inves-tiga'!;iou 'lia~r di~appoiir.ting. The stones 
became coated very quickly with mBtal trom the waUs of the 
enclosure and a prolonged air blast produ~eci no :t'urther grinding 
acticm. It was necessary to remove. the di~cmds after intervals 
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19 =2·0023 
E.S.R. SPECTRA OF A SAMPLE OF M . B. S. 35/4 0 
DIAMOND CONSISTING OF FIVE SLIGHTLY 
IMPERFECT OCTAHEDRA 
I. BEFORE HEAT TREATMENT 
2.AFTER 
3.AFTER 
LAYERS 
HEAT TREATMENT IN VACUO AT ISOo•c 
HEAT TREATMENT BUT WITH SURFACE 
~EMOVEO 
FIG.34 
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of a few minute& and to dissolve the meta-l coating in aqua-regia. 
After repeated trials the atones 'J:)eoame ~at spherical (Fig. 35). 
However, the reductiODI izm. _mem diameter. wa~ too small to produce 
a. sisnifioant change in the in:t;_ensity of_ the nitre~ resonance. 
The resistance of spheriod. diamonds> . to 11brasicm seemed to increase 
markedly and further reduoti~ ~ size was not possible. 
Visual examination of the heated S&lllpl,s- frOIII' sroup 2 
revealed that some of the stones had become friable in their outer 
regions and these were, therefore, .subjected to the gt>inding tech-
nicuw. 3 IIJ8IID of diamond with a mean ·diamett!l' of 90.,u waa obtained 
from approximat~J.y.l_gm_of M.._B.S •• 35/40 diBID.CIJld (mean diameter 
4boJ.A). The intenaitiea of the nitrogen re~onance from the two 
·,; 
samples of gt>ound and unground diamond of equal mass were expected 
to vai:y by a.t least a; factor of 3 if the distribution of the donors 
1 ~ '' previously proposed by the author ~s c~ct. The resultS', 
shown in Fig. 36 confirmed the ~c'l;ed be~'91.our. _The l.1J:De width 
was reducel.to 2.0 ± 0.3 Oe and the shape of the satellite resc-
nanoea was• more peaked which suggea.tltil narrower 00111ponent lines. 
It is also of interest to n~t~ that t~e c~tnt~ peak was sjmme-
trical due to the remgval of the crysbl. surface and therefore of 
the free radioal mentioned in the _precedi;lg .aecti~ The narrow-
ing of the oentrsl peak was expected due to exchange imrteraotion. 
(Secticm 1.4.). 
REFLECTION OPTICAL MICROGRAPH OF A SAMPLE 
OF M 8 S 35/40 DIAMOND WHICH HAS BEEN 
GROUND TO PRODUCE ALMOST COMPLETELY 
SPHERICAL STONES 
FIG.35 
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t-J3·0 Oe 
u2·0 0« 
E.S.R. SPECTRA OF EQUAL WEIGHTS OF M.B.S.3s.'40 
DIAMOND, I . BEFORE GRINDING (MEAN DIAMETER 
4 6 0 _..«) 2 . AFTER GRJ ND IN G (MEAN DIAMETER 90~) 
FIG. 36 
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J,..l,3. Electron Spin Resonance at LOll' Temperatures 
J,..13.1. Quadrapole E:fteots 
Although the nitrosen lin.es were eas;tly saturated at liquid 
nitrogen temperatures; it was possi~le uncier these conditions to 
observe byperfine lines mid-way between the outer lines and the 
central isotropic line. (Fig. 37) Tb,ese were .. very weBik: and could 
OJIIIly be observed when a diamond :w~S' alisned with th~ magnetic field 
p&Z'&llel to (100) planeJJ. S1mtl~r lin~s have .been .observed in 
natural diamona? and have been a-ttributed to ~ole interaction. 
UDsuooessfUl attempts we~e made to.obse~ additional lines 
due to l5N which also have been .. 4eteotecl .in,.natursl. diamondS. Two 
additicmal e:ffeots which had not 't!ee~ reporte~_&Dd which are of 
particular tmterest, were also observed at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures. 
lt.o13.2. A New Resommoe Line 
,An, additicmal resonance wa~r oJ;»served ~ all types of syn-
thetic diamond with the exoep~i~ of the o.ota!ledra·, of group D. 
Below -53°C a single isotropic 1~ ~1:4 a. wi4tl1 of 6 Oe appeared 
at g = 2.0310. At this time th~re, had l:leen .. no reports of suob a 
reacmanoe and, therefore, the electron s~ resomanoe spectra. of 
all four types of na~a:J, cl.i.al!lond we~ re-:-exam1necl. In order 
to increase the probabUity of deteoting tbl:! new li.De bulk saaplea 
were used wherever possible. It W&'lr established that aJJ. the 
- 13,-
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E.S.R. SPECT~UM OF SUBSTITUTIONAL NITROGEN 
IN A M.B.S. DIAMOND AT -175°C . LINES OF THE 
MAIN TRIPLET ARE PARTIALLY SATURATED,; LINES 
MID-WAY BETWEEN THE MAl N TRIPLET ARE DUE 
TO THE QUADRAPOLE MOMENT OF 14N. 
FIG.37 
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resamanoe could only be observed in synthetio 81ld not natural 
diamond it was associated with the ferromasn~ti·c additive. The 
ohange in intensity of the resODallce ~ particularly rapid in 
the region of -7?J°C but &lpPl"~ted to the usll&l ~ dependence 
at lower temperatures. In hested samples the intensity remained 
unohanged but the line width was reduced by . the 88111e amount as 
~e nitrogen lines and suggestiJ t~t the broadsning_lllecbanism is 
the same for both resODa,Dces. _A di~tr:l.Jlution of loo&'l masnetic 
field by aggregates of adaitive which are _remoyed by the beating 
process provides a logical mechanism. A typical rescmance is 
shown in Fig. 38. 
l.O . Loubser and van RJDeveld observed the same res0lii8Dce 
iDiependently &t approximately the same timB and reported their 
. ;_ 
work. As a resul.t of measurements OD diamond grcnm with and 
without nickel additive they attributed _the line to the presence 
of dispersed nickel althoush its form was not oertain. If these 
res~ts are combined with the work reported.here a number of 
mtere8'ting problems arise. In diamonds which were grown with 
sdtitives other than Diokel the intensity of. the resonance would 
be expected to be relatively small or even.non existent. For 
example, the R.D.A. diamond was ... found to contain.large amounts of 
co'ba-I.t but no nickel.. IJJ,. contrast, the R •. V:. !):. diamond contained 
nickel ~. However, the in.tensity of the resonance was approld.-
mately the same for both types of diamazid. . Clearly, it nickel is 
- 1, -
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, 30·0 Oe, 
E.S.R. SPECTRUM OF A BULK SAMPLE OF M .B . S. 
35/40 DIAMOND (As SUPPLIED) AT -17s•c 
FIG . 38 
presen.rt, the amount which gives rise to the rescmance is in all 
oases very small and therefore may cml.y be s part of the total 
niCkel content. 
The rescmance could no:t be observed from the octahedra of 
group D (M.B.,S'. diamond con~ing iron.~ ~ckel). Furthermore, 
the absence ot a nitrogen res~ce .in :th111se .. stones sugsested that 
in·, order to procluce the isotropic resODB.nce both .ni~ogen donors and 
dispersed:. nickel may ~eed to coexist. ~e possi~ility that the con-
oentrs:tions of both impurities in the octahedra lld.ght have been 
sufficiently lcnr to prevent_ detection• .by. ~leoj;ron spin rescinaDce 
should be noted. Clearly, f'urther .experiments to resolve these pro-
blems sa.tisi'sctoril.y would require diamonds with known impurity con-
centrations and a~r. these were not available no turther progresa: .was 
made. 
.. 
4-.13.3. Cross Rel.a.atilml Etfeots-: .InversiOn 
It hair. been mentionecLin SectiOD 3.2.2 •. that in special oases 
it is possible to imvert .. the population. of ... one .. of. the satellite· 
lines of the nitrogen .rescmance· and .. to .!!ltablish continuous wave 
maser operaticm. Soroldn et.al~1 .in:_I960.ahowed that the etteot 
oan cml.y be observed in diamonds ... whioh..gi.V~kti.Gditicmal rescmance 
lilms due to irapurities. For thea.e_diamnnds ... :ll\version\ of the low 
field satellite was obtained with a specially . designed microwave 
oircuit ~ whioh it 'ii'8S possible to saturate only the central line 
and at the same time observe either of the satellite lines. In 
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this work using a oonventioual eleotron_spin resouanoe speo-
trometer in wJ:doh each res~OI:!_limle i~ ~vidnally recorded 
as the maSiletio field is swept tbro~gh. the resonant value it was 
not possible to observe the three ~trosen.lines simultaneously 
.. 
and at the same time to saturate arq cme_line. Nevertheless an 
inversion effect was: observed, _The speot~ is shown in Fig. 39. 
Unl:1Jm Sorokin·'s- results: in which the low_ fi.eld satellite imlVerted 
whilst the high field sSitellite remaine~ UDl)hanged, the central 
line appeared to invert whils~ the -~ow field .. s&telli te remained 
unchanged. . In aclti tion the high field satellite sppazoed to be 
satura.ted. Unfortunately, the effect was .not .. reproducible Uld 
attar ma.ny repeated trials it was observed only three times _in 
one synthetic di•mcmd which had bee~ heat~d at 1500°C in vaauo. 
Consequently, the effect could not bfil .. E!T8!!!'!ned in detail. 
4..].4.. ErperiBrenb with Crushed Samples 
Line widths narroWer than aey previ011sly __ reported iDI 
' . 
s)'J:Lthetic diamond were observed in.heated.samples .of group 2. 
·'-· 6 
Al.though line widths of 3.9.0e. were reported.--by. Dyer et al. in 
,. . 
samples of synthetic dialllond grown. ri th a .. ncm~ferromaSiletio 
catalyst Brightray-s this VK'lue is _at .leaat, ~- .. order of maSili-
tude greater _than the lower llmit ... of .0.3 Oe\,~ch .is observed in 
natural diamond •. It should be noted .. that-.. te.dl&te no satisfactory 
explanation has- been offered to explain• line . width variations in 
natural coated stones. · No details of spin concentrations were 
-1 
Is= 2·oo24 
15·0 Oe 
AN INVERSION EFFECT IN THE E .S.R. . SPECTRUM 
OF SUB STITUTIONAL NITROGEN IN A M.B. S. 35/40 
DIAMOND (PREVIOUSLY HEATED IN VACUO AT 
1500°C) AT -175•c. THE CENTRAL LINE IS 
INVERTED WHILE THE HIGH FIELD SATELLITE 
LINE IS ALMOST COMPLETELY SATURATED. 
FIG.39 
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6 given by Dyer et a1 but it is •m\I1k!'ly that_ in the oa.ae of cl1a.l!1onds 
- - a 
srcnrn with the Brisbtray-8, the oonoentr&tion' exceeded 10 spins om'3• 
- a ~ For spilll ocmcentre.tion:s less ~ apprQXimately ~0 om dipolar 
broadening would not be sisnif'ioant and 1 t is diffioul t to see why 
the l.iDes should not have been n&l'Z'!JWer. 
E:z:periments oarried out in the present _inveatig&tiODJ on samples 
' . 
of synthetic diamond of mean diameter 4.601-4 whioh had been OZ'Ilshed 
past a·. 240 mesh sieve (66#) and he~ted .. in .w011o at s. tellllparsture of 
0 - -1600 C have shown that line widths oan b~ reduced to 0.5 Oe. In 
samples whioh had been o~ahed, oleanecl __ in aqua-regia, but not heated, 
line widths of 1 Oe were observed. I~ is .reasonable to suppose that 
if the sample is oruahecl to smaller dimensioma, the width m&¥ be 
reduced even further. 
These results suggest that if aynthetio diamond is orushed 
in additionc to being heated, the aggregates of ferr011111gnetio 
additive whioh would otherwise melt and remain in the diamond, rill 
be able to gain access to _a surfaoe and so be able to evaporate. 
Tie larger amount of additive extracted would produce a reduction in 
the spread of local magnetic field within,.t}le .diamond with a. oalll-
sequent reducticm in the observecl.ridth .of.SZJ::f inherently DSZ'Z'OW 
reaODDOe. It seems reasonable .. to .. suggest, .therefore; that in 
samples• grcmr. with BrlsJltray-8" ferromagnatic ... co~~~powada were fol'lllllld 
whioh oauaecl the linea to. be broadened. The_ .. same rrsa:y be true for 
same natura1 coated atones. 
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As the broadening efiect of the ferromapetic additive was 
not confined to the nitrogen res~ce but eztended.to the reso-
Dallce associated with dispersed metallic ioa, the variation of 
the line width of this resonance. wi~ temperature could be 
investigated more precisely b;y ~~ing the orushe~ sBIIIples. The 
width varled from 5. 7 ± 0.4- Oe. to 1.2 ± 0.1 Oe QVer the range 
-6o0c to -mo0c and ap~ared to be. a .. linear_._f'unc1;ionl of :llmverse 
r. 0 
temperature over this range. Bel,ow ~100 C .aud as the temperature 
approaah~d -l77°C, the l1lae width . tended ,.towards a constant value 
determined b;y the small amount of additive still present in the 
diamCD!Id. 
4-.15. SW!!!!!!£t 
All aftd.lable t;ypes of syntheti~· diaznond were terromasnetic. 
The char.acteristics of the broad electron spin· resOD&DOe spectrum 
and the width of the nitrogen ~scmance seemed to be determiued 
large~ b;y the nature of the t.err~petic additives. 
The effect of heat treatment m vacuo waS' to remove the 
broad resonance completely_ and to narrow the Di~ogen l~es• to 
va:r;y1ng extentS'. ~ere wasr_however, n~ Cc:n'.l'elation between the 
extent of the narrcnring and the retenti,ODJ.ot .. ferromapetio pro-
.. 
perties. B;y he~ting ~lone, .. liDe ~dths .. we~~ .. reducecl to 3.0 Oe. 
Althoush this value n.s greater tJum. that .observed in natural Ib 
diamcmd, it was possible to III!Lke fairl;y acOUI'ate measurements on 
~-· ·.'" 
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a simlgle crystai and so to .obtain Vll'l.ue8' for the hyperf'ine 
constants which were in qreement with those previously obtad.ned 
• 
for natural diauumd. 
Lime widths approaobing ~e sme;llest values observed :1nl 
·natural diamCIIId were ob~d by cr11sbing and hEiating synthetic 
diamcmcl. However, further measurements _on single crystals w1 th 
. . . 
the illllproved resolutio: of lines· we~ not possible due to the 
recmced size of the stones. 
Aa well as removing the broad resonanc~ the beat treatment . · 
also gave rise to f'ree radioals on or neazo the surface of the 
diamcmda. ID additiODI, some stones beoame more friable and 
consequently their size could be r.eduoed and the variation' of 
conoentratiom of substitutiODal nitrOgen with mean radius of 
sample could be studied in a most direct way. 
A. resonance not previously reported was: observed at liquid 
nitrogen temperatures·• 
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5. FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1. Dis·oussion' and Conclusicma ___ _ _ _ __ . 
. ' ...... ' 
UDiWce natural diaJ!l~~' wi_!.ioh .. '11Jf13. o~ 'flllq' 11.0t contain: nitrogen 
impurity in detectable _quanti't;,.es, f!.~ type_ of synthetic diamond 
contained detectable amounts of._ ni t~osen _ ~ th the exception of the 
octahedra.. The oJ,"igin of the .. nj.trogen ~ity re!D&ins Undetermined 
and it is not possible to expl$. .. the a~t;y of diamond far 
nitrogen:. As the Ditrosen .. is substituticmal 8:!1d not interstitial 
inl form it is mml1bl;y ~ it diftilse~_:into. the diamonds; after they 
have been formed. In this reapeot an j,nvestigaticm into the possi-
bility of forcing Dii;ro~ .. illlto natural Type .Ib diamonds at high 
pressure would be mteres:t~. 
In order to investigate the eXistence of nitrogen in .the octa-
hedra., experiments are being developed to determine the total 
nitrogen content of synthetic diamond sample~. Unlike natural 
stones: which may oontadn lOO times as ·much. nitrogen in platelet 
f01"111 compared with the substituticmal. Ditropn. content, synthetic 
diamond appears to either contdD, very !Jmall.undeteotable amounts 
of nitrogen (as in :the case of the oot&lled.ra) or fairly ~se oon-
~entrations (aa high as 0~01%) most of whi.;m,.,is in the. subatitu-
tioDal fonm. Present methods of ,synthesiS' do, therefore, almost 
certaimly dif'f'er from the natural processes in at least some 
' ' 
respects. 
- J.4lt. -
The nitrogen resODBDoe has. been shcnm to be 1llllf"luenoed by 
the nature of t~e ferromasnetic additive, the concentration of the 
n1 trogen 1mpur1 ty, tree radicals produced by carbonisation or 
~ ~ . . ~~oal cla:l!lage, th~ presence of C and N, q!.~Bdrapole in'l;er-
action·, ad acceptor ~ties suoh as almmtn1um. The most notice-
able dif't"e~noes in spectra. trom the different types of a;vnthetio 
diamond arise as a result of the various types of ferromagnetio 
ad41tive ~sed in' IIIBDufacture. As well as producing a oharaoter-
istio broad. resonanoe the effect of the additivell is to broaden the 
nitrogen ~~ to. varying extents. The results show that in the 
oase of a ld,ckel .. additive the line widths are shrtlar to those 
obtainecl .. tr9Jif natural coated stones. The effect of iron and ohro-
Dd.um is. to increase the line widths considerably. Diamouu 
oontsining al~UIB ad cobalt were found to exhibit spectra whose 
Unee were broadened to suoh 1111 extent that they could no lcmser be 
resolved. .~ order to provide a satisfactory explanation of the 
ferromago,tio broadening effects a detailed knowledge of t~e ferro-
magoetio complexes .~thin the crystals is necessary. As tar as: the 
author .is llware, little or no information-, is available whioh 
describes the possible formations of metallic compounds at the. 
pressures. and temperatures used in the diamond reaotiou •. Further-
more, it has not been possible to determiDe the nature of dispersed 
metallic iOns iD: the diamond· lattice. It is hoped that future 
- l.Jt.S -
investigations rill olarit,y the situation. However, the present 
work has. ~uggel!ted. that relatively small amo~mta of ferrCIIII&snetic 
blpuritiea- might eaa~. give rise to sisnifioant broadening of 
t~' ~tro~ lin~~. The variation in line width observed in ooated 
natural ~cmd is probably clue in part to the preaenoe of very 
small quantities of met&llio impurities whose nature remains 
undeterJI!illed. 
The ~owest line I! so tar observed ooour in natural Type . Ib 
diamond. It w~d be interestimg, therefore, to use the teolmique 
of ~eotl"ograpbt.o aualyriac to determiu.e the relative impurity 
ooncentrati~ :l,n: natura;]. Type Ib aDd coated atones. As natural 
Type Ib stones are rare, it was. not possible to carry out auoh an 
experi.IDe=t in th:t.& work. 
When: the nitrogen lines; become broadened to auoh an extent 
.. 
that _they tend to merge, a:ay adaitiOD&l resonance whioh ocoura iD1 
the .. 1"f:!g1cm of g = 2 ~l,.l elearly affect the shape of the ap~otrum. 
aa a 1!~~1~ •... The effect TJBY be saiall but c01Ud liDd. t the aoouraoy 
with which the hyperf'ine oonatants of the nitrogen reaODSDCe are 
ciat81'1111ad • 
.. The pl"OcluC)tion• of a tree ~oal. whioh g&T& rise to ~ 
resonan~e at_ s. = 2.0023 is of particular interest. _Its: eld,ateuce 
can be identifie4 by the assymetry it procluoea iD the oent~ peak 
ot the nitrogen resouanoe. However, the concentration of the tree 
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radicail.s may be just suffl.cient to produce an apparent s-shif't of 
the Ditrosen res0D81lce without necessarily sivins rise to a notice-
able dis.tortion• 
The resOJUIDce ass:ooiatecl with the free re.cl.ical is almos~ 
iclenti~l, to. that observecl in. D&tural Type IIa diamoncl for which no 
~lallaticn ~@" ~If ~t been of'terecl. Natural ~ IIa. d.ialoncls; may, 
therefore, contain s1udlar centres:. The results' of a spectrosra.phio 
81118lysis of ~ .uatursl. Type IIa diamond are not inoonsis:tent rl th 
this sussest~OD in that impurities were not detected apart from 
those .t~d m the majarity of synthetic diamonds. Nevertheless, 
the possibility of an alteruative centre beins responsible for a 
tdmnar res~ce cannot be excluded:. The enhancement of the cen-
tral peak obtainecl with crushed s~cimena clearly indicates an 
alt~ruative meohanisa far the production of a free radical. However, 
1= the 083~ ~f crushed specimens the tree radicals deaa.y and it is 
. ,,.,11 kely ~t . th~ surface ef'tects in Type IIa diamcmda are respim.s-
iiil.e far the isotl,"opio .. liDe at s = 2 (Fig. 13). 
S"e~CIIIIIdary effects due to exohanse inte~tion· azoe .. mare notice-
able in small stones. AMi ticmal eviclence bas- b~en obtaiDed in this 
work .tc:! support the. ~sses-ti~. that the o~oentration' of ~bs-t~­
tuti,cmal nitrosen varies inver8ely with the mean radius .of a st~e 
althoush .the aveJ!'&'se concentration• over a ssmple remaius apprazi-
mately constant for all siaes-. For smaller stones- the contribution 
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to exohanp interaction· inoreaus ana. produces a detectable narrow-
ing of the oentrsl peak. It shoula. be pointed out that in general 
the sms.lle~ s)'Jlthetio diamon4s supplied by manufacturers comprise 
lld.xtures of .. orushed stones. The di~4s used in: this work had not 
bean. subjec1;ed to any treatment by the manufacturers; apart t'rODII the 
usual cleaning processes. 
Previous. electron spin resonance investigations have shown that 
meoh&tdsms·. other than those so tar mentioned give rise to adtiticmal 
]j,neS' in :the .r:Litropn spectrum. Isotopic variation· of carbon: ana. 
nitrogen provides an aample1 al. though IDIIlless the lines are nsrr01r 
and the oonoentr&tion of substituticmsl. nitrogen is high, the lines· 
O&miiOt be ~solved on account of the l01r natural abundanceS'. A 
f'urther example is illustrated by the spectrum in l!'ig. 37 which shcnrs 
q_u.sdrapale .linelf. obtained trom a synthetic dismmd. In this oa8e a 
high liior~e power level is used so that the main: lilms are recJUoecl 
by saturation, and tile qu&arapole lines are more easil.y detected. 
It ~s n~:t b_l!en possibl~ to ~solve lines trom C15 - ~ pa:i.r1t in S)'Jl-
. . 
thet~~ d18li!Q!Td, The intensities of the lines are small and azoe 
E!Xpi!Ot~d to ... occur very close to the main lines. The lme width ·in 
S;yJlthetio cJ.iamcmd is larpr than the expeated splitting and the 
effect ~t.be d~tected. 
Jor samp-les in which al"Wid.Dif.um is present a. spectrum due to 
bOUDd &'l.UIIIinium aoceptara is expected in the region· g = 2. Previous 
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work has shcnm that in D&tural diamond the spectrum comprises 
betw.een l4 and 30 lines in a total magnetic field spread of approzi-
JI!B.tely 30 Oe~. The number of lilies· depends on the orientation of 
the diamon~ t!) ~e steady magnetic field. It a speotrum of this 
type is .superimposed~ the nitrogen spectrum and_ is of a lower 
intensity than the nitrogen resonance the shape of the central. peak 
. . 
would be altered to a greater extent than that of the satellite 
lilieS". Purthermore, the g-value of the a}nmfnium resonance would 
be sl1shtl3 shifted relative to that of the nitrogen resonance 
(AI.. g = 2.00231 !.If, g.= 2.0024). A combination of the two spectra 
could easily leaa: to a base l1ne shift on either side of the 
central peak of the nitrogen triplet. An etteot of this kind 1a 
noticeable when bulk samples: are used. In adclition a c11splaoement 
of the. base line of the nitrogen spectrum oan be produced by the 
taU .. ot .. the broad.rescmance. The degree of shi1't is determined by 
the t;ype .. of aclditive. used. For example, in the case of R.V.G. 
diamond the- base l1ne. of the nitrogen spectrum is situated on a 
tsir]3 .horisontal_ portion• of the bro~ res011118Dce _and therefore ODl3 
small .shiftlf, are .. observeCii (Fig. 20) •. In contrast, all If-type 
diamonds g1 ve __ rise to _significant shifts (Pig. 19) • . . 
. The most .. il!llteresting and significant resulte have probaltly. 
bee1L obtained .. from_ hea.'l;ed _ samp-les. .. . Az3T .meohanism which .is._ proposed 
as an .explanation .. ot the observed ettecta of heiR tre~ent must 
aocount tar the variable extent of the urrcnring of the ni trogeu. 
lines and also tar the disappearance of the broad resonance together 
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with a reduction• or loss of the gross ferromasnetio property. 
The follCJidng m~ohanism_aocounts for the experimental observaticma. 
. . X-:ray ms~Str~,"E~ments by Kamiya and Lan; provide evidence that 
synthetic. di,alll011ds whioh have been produced with a nickel catalyst, 
ccm.tain Di~ke~ r.t,.oh suri'ace t1lms with pariiole diameters less thSD ~· 
With the ~oeptiOJI. of the gl"Oss inclusions previously discussed, the 
~st was- f~d to exist primarily iD the form of aggt"egates of 
vsrying ·"ises which are l.ooated preferentially iD the outer regi011118 
of the 4J,amcml. . If the broad resonance is sttributed to aggregates 
or pariioles which have a.t least one dimension of the order of or 
less than the microwave skin depth (l,u ) , the contribution from the 
larser &ggl"Sgates- and ilmolU:Sions is expected to be 11111&11 as ODl.y 
their cuter regiQDS are c·sffeotive. In contrast, it has been shown 
that the attre;oticm of diamonds to a permanent masnet is detel'llli.Ded 
ma~ ~Y grcs' imclusions. 
' . 
. 0 . . 
After h_f!ating iD vacuo at 1200 C the larger qgl"Ggates: are 
' ablti~ t~ msl,t aud exert pressure on the diamond so that a dis.tribution 
of ora.cb is prociu0ecl a.l~g {n::t} ol.eavage pl.anes through wMOh the 
aclditi~ f11AY es-oape. The formation of spherioally shaped globul~!f 
of mol.ten Qfita;cy'S"t is most probably due to suri'ace tension effects. 
The iD&bili :tY to wet cU.amonds with a:ny type of material is a well 
known hiDderance ~- the diamond tool industry. Al. though the msl ting 
0 points-. of Ni, Co, and P'e meta:ls lie iD the range fl'oa l455 C· to 
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l535°C, the required depression of the melting poiBt oan be obtaiDed 
if the asgrepteS". are enriohed with carbon:. At this stap the broad 
rescman~e would_ not be ezpeotecl to change siFifioantly. 
Two pl'OOes~e~ OO(N1" if th~ temperature is raised to l600°C • 
·ID the firS"t pro~eas, sgreptes of molten additive whioh _hsve 
reaohed :the surface of_ th' orystsl, evaporate. The results indicate 
that an ·aversse ap:Foximately 7r:Jfo of the total amount of additive is 
remoVecl by this Pl_'OI)esS".. In the second process it is augseS"tecl that 
the smaller particles oosleS"Ce locally but remain trapped within the 
diamomd. . There is no lonser a sufficient DUIDber of partiolea present 
. . 
whose dimensiona are small enough to prodUce an observable broad 
' . . 
rescmanoe. Diamonds which still contain auresatea of ostalyst 
.remain .sttrsoted to a permanent maFet and the Ditrosen resonance· 
'IIIB:1 still be. B'iFificantly broadened although leas so than in the 
unheated. or;y~talfi. The experiments involving crushed specimens have 
ill'liatr&'tecl quite clearly that the majority of brosdening is due to 
gross inclusiODB. which 08D be removed by heating. For the stoneS' of 
Group ~ which_ are not notioellbl;y attrsoted to a· permanent maFet, 
IIOSt Of :the aggrepted oatal;yat probably p1ns aooess to the surface 
b;y tm;r_of &~ .. number of extensions of the proposed meohanisa. The 
I. 
maptude of the broadening and the gross ferromaFetio etf'eotll' are, 
therefore, oorrespondi.Dgl;y leas. 
l!'or reaS"CDs given previously (Section 4..13.2) it is not 
possible to explaim in, detail the existence of the llldditional 
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electron resonance whioh appears at lower temperatures. However, 
it is olear that some- of' the additive also exists in the diamond 
both bef'ore.~d after heat treatment in a more dispersed f'orm which 
has ~te_dif'f'~~t pr~perties from the assresated additive~ 
Attempts wer~ made _to anneal this type of' def'eot but even when the 
temper~ ~If raised to apprazimately 2000°C md the diamond 
began to graphiti!le very rapidly no change was obaervecL 
5.2. Practical Applications 
~e. n.sult~;~_ Qf' this work might easily lead to so11111 praotioal 
sppU~iOD!I in the diamond III!IDuf'aoturing md tool industry. Past 
reports4-•5 .. have 1mlioated that diamonds OSD be produoed which are 
free of' n1 trogen impurity. Unf'ortunate1y, no details of' the catalyst 
or of' the cU.amODd..were given~ It would seem' from' the work reported 
here. ~t. in the esse of' H.B.S. diamond the absence of' nitrogen\ 
i'avo1Jr8' ~e tp,"owth_ of octahedral orystals. Clearly, it is advanta-
geous to ~.e .. ab+.e.1!o __ oontrol "!;he shape of' synthetic diamcmd. 
IDt J!IO&:t praotioa>;t applications of' diamond in: gM,ncling tools, 
the stones ha~ 11~ ~ . seourely tized wi thi.nl the host. meciium. Por 
this- reasCJ!II,_ ~l,lf'aotur&rs- provide dif'f'erent types- of' synthetic 
diamcmd .. whioh bec!L'Ilse of' their shspe and meohanit:Jal properties- lend 
themselv~:~~r. to different types of' bODd.ing qstems ~ _ The ef'fio~enoy 
o~ a particular. ban~ is determined primarily by the nat~ of' the 
diamond surf'aoe. It has been shcnm that metal may be displaoea: 
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trom synthetio Biamonds and '11/lq exist iD the formation of an 
improvecl bcmd to the host medimm. The experiments in.volviDg heat 
treatmeut ot lld.xt1lres of metal. and diamond (Fig. 24) illustrate 
the feasibility of this suggestiOJII. 
A·. seoond method of treating the surfa1)es of a diamcmd in: 
order to make them more ohemic~ sui ta;ble for bonding might well 
be aohievecl. w1 th orushed specimenB. In this· case, imlllecliately 
after crushiJmg, the surfaces1 are Ukely to conted.n tree· radicals 
d.ue to brokf!n bomda and are consequently chemically very active. 
Before the tree radicals decay they may be used to form a strong 
band to 1t material which in turn· would lend itself to bonding to the 
host m:sdi'llllt 1m a way which is superior to normal direot bonding 
between the c11amaDd ana. the host mediWII. 
The de~e of friability of a synthetic diamond sample is 
determined by ~he m:sthod of IIIBDUfaoture. This property is desir-
able for industrial use end samples are available which have a 
range of triab,lity iDdiceS'. Beat treatment similar to that 
desoribecl iD thia work misht easily lead to a convenient m:sthod 
of producing diamonds· with these characteristics •.. 
. The gross iuolusione which have been shown• to contain ferro-
masnetio material tend to weaken the orysteols and iD this reapect 
they .a~sis:t .. in producing a more triable type of diamoncl •. ~s 
oharaoteristio Dd.sht however be more clireotly and usef'ully employed. 
I. 
I 
I' 
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1'he va:riation iD the hardness of diamcmd with oeystal direotion,is 
well kDOWD and an appropri&te oeysta1 allplll8llt within a diamond 
griDU,ng wheel would ltJ&d to sreater etticnaoy. As a result of 
tlJ.e lJD-ge number of diamonda ~layed and their small siae, no 
attempts'. to orienta.te the oeysta1s have bean made. However, if 
c\iamoJtds oould be produaecl whioh ocmtained a-gsresates ~ ferra-
ma:snetio mte~ a:rranseci ss lam1 nae in preferred planes' the 
spplioaticm: .. of' .. a masnetio field lld.sht well provide !I means of 
oOilltroll:lllllg thei,l! orientatiOD! within the grin41Dg wheel. 
5. 3. l!'uture work 
.The .. resuits. presented }lere sugsest ~t metalliC! illlpurities 
iD synthetic diamond osn exist either as larsa visible iaolusiome 
or u dispezosea: metallic iOIIIS. In both oaes, however, knowleqe 
of the physical properties of the impurity is· l:imited ana: ezperi-
ments. to iJmves:tipte the defeots 1nl more deta11 would therefore be 
illportmt. Prel1ndn837 experiments. with oleavecl oeystllls have 
demonstrsted that gross iJmolusiODS osn· be extracted for closer 
Tl1e ~spersed ~talllo icms present a more challenging pro-
blem 'b()th. ~ODD ~ experimsntal and the ~eoretioal viewpoiDts. 
The inten.sity. of the resOD&Doe whioh ooolli'S' at liquid nitrogen 
temperature~r anCl whioh has been attributecl to the dispersea. ions, 
iDdiO&te~r that the ocmoentratia may be as· law &If one pa-t per 
; ' 
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lllllicm. Ccmseq)181ltly experimental 11Stho4a ot cletectim are lial:lted. 
In this respect, it is hoped that fUrther electron spin reacmanoe 
~atipti,~-- ()om])imled with aclditicmal non-destructive teolud.quea 
such !LIJ X-:re:Y .. tll,lo:reacenoe aialysilt, will provide a clearer umder-
sf;mrrd1n:g (lf_the pbyai~a. ot synthetic diamond • 
. Lucbrig ~~ Woocibur,-6 reported an electron reao;aanoe_ f'rom 
dispersed nickel ions in· ~Wit which is: a1mU~ to that observed 
. 0 
b synthetic cliamond but whi~ shows ~e struotare at -271 C. 
Provisian i!J bebg made to examhre heated synthetic diamonds at 
a1ndlar temperatures. 
In, ()l'der to establish that the amount ot subatituticmal 
nitrogen in natural diamcmda is otten several orders ot ·mapitucle 
leas than' the total ni trogan oonten:t, the total nitrogen content 
na cletemmed b;r SSS'· tuaion ualyais. 7 S1ndlfQ" measurements ·0u. 
synthetic ~ODd would be of interest particularly OD the ootahecll"& 
whiolt would seem to be Type IIa. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF SUBSTITUTIONAL 
NITROGEN DONORS IN SYNTHETIC 
DIAMONDS 
By Inst. Lt. M. J. A. SMITH*, R.N., B. R. ANGEL* 
and Inst . Lt. Cdr. R. G. EMMONS, R.N. 
Royal Naval Engineering College, Manadon, Plymouth, Devon 
CONSIDERABLE attention has boon devoted to t he study of nitrogen impurity in natural diamonds 
using the technique of electron spin resonance'-3 • The 
spectrum obtained is due to the unpaired electron provided 
by the substitutional nitrogen atom and the main feature 
is a Lriplet at (J = 2·0024 caused by int motion with the 
nitrogen nucleus which has a spin of unity. The distribu-
tion of nitrogen is variabl tmd would soom to depend on 
the method by which the diamond was formed. 
In the mft.jority of natural diamonds nitrogen exists 
substitutionA.lly in the form of non-paramagnetic platolcts 
and such diamonds have recently boon classified as 
Type l a (rof. 4). 
Type Ib diamonds contain nitrogen atoms whlch are 
not linked in platelet form. The elecLron spin t·esona.nce 
spectrum is usually narrow (0·3 oersted) tl.nd depends on 
the orientation of the static magnetic field to t he diamond 
lattice. It has hyperfine constants A = 40·8 oersteds 
and B = 29·2 oersteds and typical concentrations lie in 
tho range 10~<-1017 atoms om-3 • A theory of tho interaction 
for the nitrogen contra has been developed'·"· 
amsonenko• observed electron spin resonance from 
nitrogen in natural diamonds and obtained L·wo sets of 
superimposed I ines of different widths. Line shape 
measm·ements indicated that the broad resonance was 
probably caused by dipolar int<'raction between nitrogen 
cenLres in regions of elevated concentration. H o con-
cluded that pairing of spins takes place and platolets are 
formed at concentrations of the order of 1020 atoms cm-•. 
Exchange interaction should pr<'Code such pairing and 
evidence for this iR provid<'d by the Lorontz form of tho 
central peak. 
Huggins and Cannon~ studied 'RVG'-type ('resinous 
v it rifted grinding'-Lype) synthetic diamond and obtained 
Lhe nitrogen spectrum sup<>rimposcd on u. broad resonance 
• Present address: School of Physics, University of 'Varwlck, Coventry, 
Warwickshire. 
due to the transition metal catalyst used during prepara-
tion. The nitrogen resonance is considerably broad or than 
is observed with n.at.ural diamonds and the three lines 
overlap considerably. More recent results by Dyer et al.• 
using samples of mean diameter 400{-l strongly suggest 
that the major contribution to the line.,\;dth is produced 
by a spread in the local field due to forromagnetic inclu-
sions. For the nitrogen concontra.t.ions present, tho 
satellite lines are broadened owing to tho angular varia-
tion of tho hyperfine coupling and the random distribu-
tion of tho diamonds which form tho sample. Evidence 
that nitrogen exists in platelet form is not obtained and 
synthetic diamond is thought to bo wholly Type lb. 
Tho nitrogen content can bo controlled during formation 
and can have a value up to about 1020 atoms cm-•. 
In tho work presented here tho el<'ctron spin resonance 
spootra have boon recorded for a range of 'MBG'-type 
('metal bonding grinding' -type) synthetic diamonds of 
different sizes. The diamonds are passed through sieves 
of lmown mesh and groups of the same mean diameter 
are isolated. Each diamond is o.sstm1od to be spherical 
and the diameter of a group is quoted as the m ean mesh 
sizo of Lwo consecutive sieves. A sampl of constant 
weight, equal to 48 mg. is taken from the appropriate 
group and consists of betwoon 6,000 and 130,000 single 
diamonds depending on tho group diMlete>r . 
A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. l. F or tho samples 
investigated, the concentration of paramagnetic t ransi-
tion metal impurity remains constant at o.pproximaLely 
1021 spins crn-3 . This is also (,rue for specimens of 'MBS'-
('meta.l bonding saw') and 'RVG' -type synthetic diamonds 
which wore studied, although g-value variations suggest 
a different catalyst. F erromagn.etic inclusions can clearly 
be expected. 
Table 1 stmm1arizos the results obtained for tho nitro-
gen resonance. The spoctrometor was calibrated against 
diphenyl picryl hydrazyl to obtain the con.contro.tion of 
paramagnetic centres and against methyl methacrylate 
monomer treated with nitric oxide6 to dofino the mt\gnetic 
field axis. The g-value of the central nitrogen re onance 
is 2·0024 ± 0·0007 and is in agreement with othor published 
results. The splitting betwoon the satellite lines (a) is 
Table 1 
r4 N.u dll (N~h·] (p) Spins cm ... x 10" Oersteds Ndw·7p 
Cnfculnted 
81·5 2·43 14·0 63 
68·5 3·00 12·4 36 
48·5 3·68 12·1 18 
40·5 4·35 7·8 12 
29·0 6·55 G·2 5 
2 
60 ± 2 oersteds and the width of oach satollito (2b) is 
20- ± 2 oersteds mea.surod as shown in Fig. I . These 
three parameters remain constnnt within the deviations 
quoted. 
Tho concentration of paro.mngnetic nitrogen, N,cc, 
in th 1mmple is givon in the second column of Table 1 
and is obtained by dividing tho observed inteusity by the 
total volume of diamond. It is clear that the concentro.-
tion is not t ho am fo r diamonds of all sizes takon from 
the same batch and increases as t.bey become smaller. 
One way in which t ho variation may be expressed is by 
plotting lho conc('lnt.mtions in 'l'o.ble 1 against 1/t·a, whoro 
.,.., i tho mNm radius of the diamonds in a given sample. 
The graph obtained is linear (Fig. 2) a.nd suggests thnt 
over the range invoRtigalerl tho number of paramagnetic 
nitrogen centres per cm-• at a. radius .,. cm within a.n 
ind.ividunl diamond can b<' represented by tho equation: 
I 
g= Z 
' <1H : 
~
856 oersteds 
g 3 
I I 
I b I 
~I 
18 oersteJs 
I 
g=oo 
Fig. 1. Electron spin resonance spcclrun1 for 'MBG'·type Bl'Dihcllc 
diamonds 
3 
K, = 1·2 X 10° 
K, = 1·8 X 1018 
A similar r lationship is obtained for 'MBS'- but not for 
'RVG' -typed iamonds. The latter inconsistency is believed 
to be caused by tho irregular tmd elongated shape of 
'RVG'· type di"amonds for which t he present exper imental 
method is not suited. 
AJthough the curvo of Fig . 2 can qm•lly well be fitted 
by an exprossion for N,, involving e2o."}Jonentia ls, the 
foregoing expression is preferred since it provides at least 
as good an agreement with experiment, and is moro con-
venient mathematically. 
The ob erved sp ectra are made up of contributions 
from continuously varying concentrations of paramag-
netic nitrogen, each element of which will havo an associ-
ated line width. The surface values of N ee are approxim-'" 
ately equal to 0·7 N acc· Using th foregoing expression 
for Nee it i now possible to calculate the position within a. 
diamond at which the paramagnetic nitrogen concentra-
tion has reached 1020 atoms cm -3 • Tho value obtained is 
ll·7fL. Exchange intt>raction and possible pairing of 
spins should bo obsorvod in this region. 
The rednetion of width of the cen tral resonance (6.E. 
in Fig. 1) may be explained if it is assumed that an 
exchange narrowed resonance is obtained from nitrogen 
in t he inner regions of a diamond at a radius less t han 
11·7fL. There are approximately 1012 paramagnetic cent res 
per cm3 within the 11·7!L r adius sphere, and the mean 
concentration is 1·5 x 1020 cm- 3 • The expression for 
N ee used to fit the 02>.1JOrimental results cannot be assumed 
to hold below 11·7!L but it is assumed to be valid down to 
this value. The fourth column in T able 1 lists calculated 
va.l ues of the ratio of the number of paramagnetic n itrogen 
centres contained within t he inner sphere of radius 
§ 
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Fig. 2. Graph of N occ against 1/r4 for 'MBG'-tYliC synthetic diamonds 
4 
11·71-'- to the number of such centres contained within the 
shell defined by the inner sphere and the surface: 
N l"" J"" N 'd 4 11·71-'- = 471' ll·71J. ccT r 
and: N 111·71-'- 471' " I"" 4 0 = 3 rdN•cc - Nct !1·711-
1
11·71-'-Nct 0 is constant for all samples and is of the order 
1011• These ratios indicate, as observed, that the con-
tribution of an exchange narrowed signal to the total 
resonance is small for diamonds of r4 = 8 1·51J. but has 
become important for r4 = 29·011-. 
For the concentrations present, the line-widths aro 
too large to be accOLmtod for by dipolar interactions 
betwoon nitrogen contros distribuLod randomly throughout 
the lattice, using tho relationship t:;.H "' Nee x 10-18 
oerstods7 • Fert•oma.gnotic inclusions appear to offer a 
proven oxphmn.tion•. 
Random orientation of a largo numbor of diamonds 
will pt·oduco an asymmetrical broadening of tho satellite 
rcsonances but not of the central poak. The effect, 
although present, is not very markod in those experiments 
owing to the broadening produced by the ferromagnetic 
inclusions which affoot.s all three lines. 
Further experiments are in progress to reduc the size 
of synthetic diamonds by otching and pr liminary results 
are in agreement with the foregoing conclusions. It 
should be of interest to investigate small synthetic 
diamonds. 
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Correlation between the Nitrogen 
Impurity Content and the Crystal 
Habit of Synthetic Diamond 
THE presence of nitrogen in diamond has provided an 
explanation for some of the ,·ariut ions which are observed 
in the physical properties of this materiuJl-•. The nitrogen 
impuri ty can exist e ither as dispersed substitutional 
donors, in which caso electron spin resonan ce is observed2, 
or us non-paramagnetic aggregates of atoms3 • Absorption 
peaks in t he infrared can be obtain ed from n.itrogen in 
either form' . Pe-aks at 1,1 29 cm- 1 and 1,345 cm-1, coupled 
by a broad saddl which is peaked at. 1,290 cm-•, a re 
characteristic of the paramagnetic centres. In contrast, 
aggregates of nitrogen give a single peak at 1,2 0 cm- •. 
Dyer et al.' have shown that the t,wo forms of nitrogen can 
be distinguished e,·en if they co-exist in a particular speci-
men. In most cases, however, t he nitrogen exists p r·e-
dominantly in ono form and t he diamond is classified either 
as type l a or as type l b. In type l a diamond, the aggregates 
of nitrogen are in a majority a nd in type 1b diamond the 
<'oncentration of dispersed nitrogen is the larger. 
In a. re>cent survey of JIBS 35/40 synthetic diamond 
(mean size 4 011-) (manufactu red by the General Electt·ic 
Company) by electron spin resonance, we• found t hat, 
unlike most stones which exhibited the electron resonance 
associated with dispersed substi tu tiona l nitrogen (type 1b), 
a small number of stones gave no detectable resonance. 
Diamonds of this type were invariably a lmost perfect 
octahedra whereas the usual habit for MBS 35/40 diamond 
i cubo-octahcdra l. The octahedra have now been exam-
ined both by electron spin resonance and by infrared 
spcctr oseopy. 
Of the small number of octahedra which were available, 
only two were sufficiently fi-<•e from inclusions to be 
investigated. The stones ga"e no observable electron re-
son a.nce signal characteristic of dispersed nitrogen, while 
the infrared peaks associated with either the dispersed 
or aggregated nitrogen were scarcely detectable. 
Cubo-octahedra.l diamonds which had previously been 
examined by electron spin resonance and were known to 
contain approximately 1017 nitrogen donorsfcm3 gave 
infrared peaks at 1,129 cm-• and 1,345 cm- 1 , the amplitudes 
of which were several times greater than the noise level. 
For MBS 35/40 diamond at least, there seems to be a 
correlation between the nitrogen impurity content and the 
crystal habit. The correlation suggests that the presence of 
nitrogen probably encourages the growth of cube faces. 
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ABSTRACT 
Three distinct. nnd known E.S.H.. spect-l'll, which nre obtained from fh·o 
commcrcinlly nnlilablc t.ypes of synthetic dinmond, arc discussed. 'l'hc 
resonnnces m-e duo to dispersed substitut.ionnl nitrogen, smull nggregntcs nnd 
dispersionS of ferromng:netic additi\"C. 
Heat treat.rncnt in -vacuo at l200°G causes the migration of a significant 
amount. of the udditive from the interior to the surfnco but does not mtLrkodly 
nffect t.hc E.S.R. properties. 
Hcnt t.rcnt.mont. -in racno nt 1500°C removes turgor qunnt.itics of the additive 
und nlso t.hnt, resonnncc which mn..v reasonably be ntt.ributud to t.ho Alnnll 
ngg_1·ognt.cs of udditivo. An adrlitiOnnl line i~ oiJRen·od at. t.he free-spin 
!1·\"ttluc. Inn 'ccrtnin selection of heated stones t.he lino width of the niti'Ogcn 
l"csommce is muTowod t.o 3 oe nnd the symmct.t·y propcd.ics of t.he resomtncu 
mtly bo studied more precisely. 
The behaviour of perfect octohedrnl stones does not. nppcnr to correRpond 
in all l'cspccts to t.hnt of the common CIJbo-octnhedml diamond. The 
npponrnnce nnrl mechanicttl properties of hented stones n1·o also di:;;cusscd. 
§ 1. INTRODUCTION 
THE parainagnetism of unirradiated natural and synthetic diamond has 
been studied extensively using the technique of electron spin resonance. 
A particularly fruitful aspect of the work has been the identification and 
investigation of dispersed substitutional nitrogen donors in natural stones 
which are classified as Type lb. The paramagnetism arises from the 
unpaired electron provided by the nitrogen atom which can be considered 
as localized predominantly in an anti -bonding orbital along one of the 
four C-N bond directions (Smith et al. I !l5!l). The main feature of the 
spectrum is a hyperfine triplet due to interaction with the nitrogen nucleus 
which has a spin of unity. The g-value for the central line is 2·0024 and 
the interaction is partly anisotropic with hypcrfine constants A= 40·8 oe 
and B=29·2oe (Smith et al. l!l59). The separation between the central 
peak and each satellite line varies as (A 2 cos2 0 + B2 sin2 0)112 oc, where 
0 is the angle between the C-N bond direction and the applied static 
magnetic field. The spectrum for a single stone containing many such 
donors can be deduced if it is accepted that each bond direction is occupied 
t Present address: Department of Physics, Plymouth College of Technology, 
Plymouth. 
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with equal probability. Only when the applied field is parallel to a [lOO) 
direction and every bond in the diamond is at the same angle to the field, 
are three symmetrical lines of equal intensity and separation observed. 
The line width for homogeneous Type Ib natural diamond can be as 
small as 0·3 oc. These stones arc rare compared with coated diamonds 
in which the substitutionalnitrogen exists only in the coat and line widths 
vary from 2 to 6 oe. The narrowness of the lines combined with a 
sufficiently high concentration of nitrogen has enabled the above model 
for the donor to be further tested by permitting measurements in the 
regions between the main triplet. Resonances attributed to interactions 
with the nuclei of 15N(I = }) and nearby 13C(I = ·k) in their natural 
abundances have been detected and discussed by Loubser and dn Prcez 
( 1965). The existence of quadrupole interaction (Loubser and du Preez 
I !l65), dipolar (Samsonenko 1 !!65) and exchange effects (Loubser et d. I !)65, 
Smith et el. I !J6(j) has also been demonstrated. The basic model for the 
dispersed substitutional nitrogen donor seems to rest on a firm 
experimental basis although the complete distribution of the unpaired 
spin density over the nearby carbon atoms is the subject of further 
discussion at the present time (Every and Sehonland 1 !J65, Bower and 
Symons I !)(j(j). It is now realized that the spin density is greater on the 
carbon atom of the C-N bond than on the nitrogen atoin. 
In the case of synthetic diamond, such detailed and direct measurements 
IHwe not, to our knowledge, been made, although most commercially 
available stones are Type Ib with averaged concentrations of paramagnetic 
nitrogen which can be as high as 1020 per cm3 • One important reason 
for this is the generally greater line width which may obscure both 
variations in the hypcrfinc interaction and any intermediate lines. 
Although the small size of the stones is a factor, it is not as important as 
might be supposed owing to the apparent linear variation of nitrogen 
concentration with the reciprocal of the radius which has been reported 
by Smith et al. (I !!66). For vei·y small stones (usually less than I 00 p. 
diameter for commercially available specimens) exchange effects will 
begin to affect the shape of the recorded spectrum. 
The increased width has been attributed to variations of local magnetic 
field. produced by the presence of fermmagnetic additive used in the 
manufacturing process. Direct evidence for the effect was presented by 
Dyer et al. (I !!6.~) who recorded the nitrogen resonance from a bulk sample 
of diamond gmwn with the non-ferromagnetic additive Brightray-S, 
which cont<tins Ni, Cr and Fe in the proportions 78 : 21 : 1. They found 
a width approximately the same as that obtained from natural coated 
stones (3·9 oe). The shape oft he satellite resonances and the enhancement 
of the central isotropic line agreed with the theoretical predictions of 
Sands ( 19.~5) which apply to a large number of randomly orientated stones. 
We shall show that it is possible to obtain reduced line widths of 3 oe by 
suitable heat treatment and selection of commercially available samples. 
The symmetry properties of the nitrogen resonance may then be studied 
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directly in the larger single stones where the signal to noise ratio is a 
maximum. A further reduction in width to 2 oe can be achieved by 
grinding the heated stones. 
Perfect octahedral MBS 35/40 stones do not appear to contain detectable 
paramagnetic nitrogen nor do they give the isotropic resonance at low' 
temperatures reported by Loubser and Ryncveld (1966). 
In addition to the nitrogen resonance, a broad resonance is observed in 
synthetic diamond at room temperature which can extend from zero 
field to below the free spin g·value. The effect has been reported 
previously for bulk samples by Huggins and Cannon (1962). They 
showed that the characteristics of the spectrum depend on the nature 
of the ferromagnetic additive used. It is of interest to study a single 
stone to establish if a relationship exists between this resonance and a 
particular crystallogmphic axis. 
The heat treatment referred to above has the effect of removing the 
broad resonance for each of the five types of commercially available 
diamond which we have investigated. The resonance may reasonably 
be attributed to additive in the surfttce and near surface regions where it 
exists in high concentration and from which a majority is extracted by 
the heat treatment. As the width of the nitrogen resonance is reduced 
significantly in only a limited number of stones, it appears that the form 
of the ferromagnctic additive which produces the broad resonance is 
either not the major wuse of the broadening or, if it is, only a proportion 
is effective. 
A further effect of the heat treatment, certainly in the largest MBS 
stones, is to produce a single isotropic line at g = 2·0023. 
§ 2. EXPERD[EXTAL APPARATUS 
A Decca X l spcctromcter operating at 9270 Mc/s with lOO kc/s field 
modulation was used to record the electron resomtnce spectra. The 
sample temperature could be varied continuo.usly down to 87°K. The 
magnet had flat pole faces of 6 in. diameter and was not a commercial 
design. 
The optical micrographs were obtained with a Zeiss Ultraphot II. 
§ 3. 0BSEHVATIOXS 
3.1 . .Ferromagnetic Additive 
Figures 1 and 2 show typical electron resonance spectra of bulk samples 
of the same weight of MBS, MBG, J\iDA, I:,VQ and RDA type synthetic 
diamond as supplied. The MBS, J\iBG and RVG is manufactured by the 
General Electric Company and the MDA and RDA by the De Beers 
Organization. The numbers after the type letters refer to the size range 
in terms of mesh number and in microns. The largest stones of each type 
were used in order that any contribution to the nitrogen resonance from 
exchange effects in the central cores was kept to a minimum (Smith et dl. 
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1966). In each case a sufficient number of stones were present to ensure 
that the spectra did not change when the sample was rotated. 
The characteristics of the broad resonance and the intensity and width 
of the nitrogen lines are simihtr for MBS, MBG and MDA diamond (fig. I). 
The ferrornagnetic additives are, therefore, expected to be similar for each 
type. 
Fig. 1 
M BG 60/80 250/177 
MBS 35/40 500/420 
MDA 40/fiJ 420/250 
MAGNETIC AELD Oe 
14 15 
Typical E.S.R spectra of bulk svnples of MBG, MBS and J\n)A S)'nthctic 
diamond as supplied. 
\ 
A qualitative indication of the identity of the additive was obtained by 
heating the samples in vawo at I 500°C for a few minutes. A sufficient 
amount of the additive was extracted from the diamond in this way and 
was analysed. An alternative and somewhat more quantitative indication 
was obtained by oxidizing known weights of each type in air and analysing 
the residue. 
The results of these tests suggest, as expected, that nickel and iron are 
pt'esent in MBS, MBG and l\IDA diamond. In addition a very small 
number of white crystallitcs appeared in the residue from the MDA sample. 
A spectrographic analysis indicated that they contained aluminium and 
silicon as the major constituents. 
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The characteristics of the spectra from R VG and H,])A diamond (fig. 2) 
are clearly different from each other and from the :i\'IBS-MBG-1\fl)A group. 
The RVG stones arc known to contain predominantly nickel additive 
(Huggins and Cannon 1962) in similar concentrations and as the nitrogen 
lines at g = 2 are narrow, it seems that the 8 oc width of the l.\'IBS-1\'IBG-
l\f:OA group is not due to nickel. 
Fig. 2 
RVG 40/60 420/250 
MAGNETIC FIELD Oe 
14 15 
Typical E.S.H. spcctm of bulk samples of RVG and HDA synthetic diamond 
as supplied. 
The residue from the RDA diamond contained a relatively high 
concentration of cobalt. A larger number of the same white crystallites 
were also obtained. 'Ve at.tribute the single line at g= 2 to a resonance 
from dispersed substitutional nitrogen which is broadened by the additive 
to the extent that the component lines arc not visible. Evidence for the 
identification was obtained from observations on smaller RDA specimens 
and also from the effect on the larger specimens of heat treatment in vacuo 
at 1500°C. In the latter case a proportion of the additi\7 e was removed 
and three lines appeared. The intensity of the resonance at g=2 was less 
than for the other samples which contained between 1018 and 1019 nitrogen 
atoms per cc averaged over the sample volume. The aluminium probably 
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causes tt suppression of the nitrogen resonance. In the case of l\fDA 
diamond the concentration of aluminium is not so large that the nitrogen 
resonance is affected in a significant way. 
For single l\IBS 35/40 stones it is possible to obsen'c both the nitrogen 
and the broad resonances. These diamonds have well-developed faces 
and permit unambiguous orientation by visual examination. A single 
cubo-octahedral stone was aligned with a [100] direction parallel to the 
applied magnetic field and the broad resonance was recorded for 10° 
rotations from this orientation. The intensity, shape and apparent 
g-value varied wit'h the rotation. It has not been possible to associate 
the variation with the crystal symmetry. Additional tests on a number 
of single stones established that wide variations occur but that coincidence 
is not necessarily obtained at the same orientation. It seems unlikely 
that the centres responsible for the broad resonance have a preferential 
shape and lie in any particular plane. 
:3.2. 81tbstitutionttl Nitrogen in Single Stones 
The nitrogen resonance was recorded individually for ] iO l\IBS :~5/40 
stones which had been divided into four groups according to their 
appearance. The stones in Group A had a pale greenish yellow colour 
and only a few dark inclusions were visible. Group B were very dark, 
being either black or very deep green, and contained a large number of 
inclusions. Group C were intermediate between Group A and Group B. 
Group D were a sub-selection of C but with an almost perfect octahedral 
habit ({Ill} faces visible). There were 50 stones in Groups A, Band C 
but only 20 in Group D as these arc comparat.i\'ely rare. The stones of 
all groups were attmcted to a permanent magnet. 
Each stone in Groups A, Band C gave tt three line resonance having an 
isotropic g-value, a line width of 8 oe and a shape which was more nearly 
Gaussian than Lorentzian. These pammcters do not, therefore, depend 
on the criteria adopted for the classification of the stones. The effect of 
variations in orientation is not easy to measure directly with a width of 
this order. The intensity varied between samples by a factor of 
approximately 5, but a direct correlation with the group to which it 
belonged did not appear to exist. The broad resonance was present in 
each stone but again no correlations between the groups were detected. 
For Group D the broad resonance appeared on each occasion but no 
trace of a nitrogen resonance could be found. A sample of the 20 
octahedm also failed to produce a resonance in the region of g = 2. The 
number of dispersed substitutional nitrogen atoms which are paramagnetic 
is, therefore, at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the number 
in the common cubo-octahedml diamonds taken from the same batch, 
assuming a line width of 8 oe. 
An additional resonance, which has none of the characteristics of the 
broad resonance, can be obtained from most synthetic but not natural 
diamond. A single isotropic line with a width of 6 oe appears at g = 2 at 
.. 
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temperatures below about 220°K. The resonance was observed recently 
by Loubser and l'tyneveld (1966) and independently by ourselves. The 
change in intensity is particularly rapid in the region of 200°K but 
ttpproximates to the ustml 1fT dependence near liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture. As a result of their measurements on stones grown with and without 
nickel additive, Loubser and l'tyneveld ( l 966) attributed the line to the 
presence of dispersed nickel, although its form is not certain. We find 
that the line is present in each of the five types of commercially available 
diamond used in this work, with the exception of the octahedra of Group D. 
Although the measured width is 6 oe, the line has probably been broadened 
by the same mechanism which broadens the nitroge!l lines, and the 
inherent width is less. Smaller widths have been observed in stones 
which have received the heat treatment referred to below. 
It is possible that both nitrogen donors and dispersed nickel must 
co-exist to produce the isotropic resonance. Alternative speculation 
would be that these stones contain nitrogen in either platelet form or 
bound to an acceptor-like impurity, which may be dispersed nickel, or 
that the nitrogen concentration, as well as the concentration of dispersed 
nickel, is so low that they are Type Ha. At the present time we are not 
able to make significant measurements on the octahedra other than by 
electron spin resonance. 
3.3. Some Effects of Hwt Trwtment 
Approximtttely 70% of the ferromagnetic additive in synthetic diamond 
may be removed by heating the stones in vacuo (.5 x 10-5 torr) at 1500°0 
for 15rnin. The percentage estimate was made by comparing the weights 
of the residues obtained from complete oxidation of equal weights of two 
samples. One sample consisted of stones as supplied and the other of 
stones which had received the heat treatment. 
The broad resonance was removed by the heat treatment for each of the 
five types of commercially available diamond. The effect is illustrated 
for a bulk sample of i\fBS 35/40 in fig. 3. 
After the heat treatment the stones of Groups A, B and C were 
reclassified into Group I and Group 2. Group l contained stones which 
were still attracted to a permanent magnet whereas those in Group 2 
were not so attracted. In all cases the intensity of the nitrogen resonance 
had not changed but the line width from Group 2 had been reduced from 
8·0 ± 0·5 oe to 3·0 ± 0·3 oc. Group l gave a width which was slightly 
less at 6·0 ± 0·4 oe. Prolonged hm1t treatment in vawo at 1500°0 did not 
reduce the width of either group further nor did it affect the beluwiour 
of the stones towards a permanent magnet. 
Clearly any mechanism which is proposed to explain the effects of heat 
tt-eatment should account for the difference in the width of the nitrogen 
resonance and in the attraction to a permanent magnet, between the 
stones of Group l and Group 2. At the same time it should explain the 
absence of the broad resonance in all heated stones. 
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Fig. 3 
MAGNETIC FIELD Oe 
? ,3 
The effect of heat treatment in vacuo at 1500°C on the E.S.R. spcctmm of a 
bulk sample of l\1BS :15/40 diamond, (u) before heat treatment and 
(b) after heat treatment. 
Figure 4 shows a typical spectrum from a stone of Group 2 for three 
orientations with respect to the applied magnetic field. The g-value is 
2·0024 ± 0·0005 and the hyperfine constants are A= 41·0 ± 0·4 oc and 
B = 28·9 ± 0·4 oe. These parameters are consistent with those obtained 
for natural Ib diamond. 
A bulk sample of stones of Group 2 was ground by diamond powder 
contained in an air blast. Approximately I% of the stones were uniformly 
reduced in size such that their mean diameter lay between 80 fL and 100 fL· 
:Figure .5 shows the nitrogen resonance obtained from 3 mg of the sample 
before and after grinding. The width is reduced .to 2·0 ± 0·3 Oe and the 
shape of the satellite resonances is more peaked which suggests mtrrower 
component lines. The intensity is increased after grinding owing to the 
increase in concentration which occurs towards the centres of the stones. 
The concentration of nitrogen is not sufficiei1tly large that exchange effects 
arc expected to modify the spectmm in a significant way. Detailed 
orientation checks have not been possible with these stones. 
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Fig. 4 
L.- 28·9 Oe _. 
'---- 41-0 Oe ____, 
w3·0 Oe 
E.S.R spectra of the substitutional nitrogen in a single crystal of MBS 35/40 
diamond of Group ~. at fixed oricntations to the applied magnetic 
field, after heat treatment in vacuo 'tt 1500°0. 
Fig. 5 
Q 
b 
~ 20 Oe 
E.S.R. spectra of equal weights of heated MBS 3ii/40 diamond (a) before 
grinding (size range 420 fL to 500 I') and (b) after grinding (size range 
SOl' to 150,). 
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Careful examination of the nitrogen resonance in stones of Group 2 
revealed a distortion on the high field side of the central peak. In order 
to provide better separation, five stones, which were imperfect octahedra 
with visible cube faces, were examined before and after heat treatment. 
The departure from perfect octahedral habit resulted in only a small 
nitrogen resonance which was used as a convenient reference. The 
results of the measurements show an additional line of approximately 
the same intensity as the rritrogen resonance. It occurs at a g-value 
which is the same as that for a standard carbon sample and has a width 
of 5·8 ± 0·5 oe. It is likely that this width is close to the true width as it 
is greater than that of the rritrogenlines, and therefore, exceeds any gross 
broadening effects which exist. Prolonged boiling in aqua regia did not 
remove the resonance but it did disappear when a small amount of the 
surface was removed by uniform abrasion with natural diamond powder 
contail1ed in an air blast. We conclude, after paying due regard to the 
conditions of temperature and pressure under which the effect appeared 
and to the previous work on the subject (for example, Evans and Sauter 
1961, Seal1963, Evans and James 1964), that the line is a surface or near 
surface effect and is probably due to the usual free radical produced by 
carbonization. The origin of the carbon is not certain as two sources are 
possible. They are the diamond itself and any carbon -emiched aggregates 
of additive. The resonance exhibited none of the features which would 
be expected from graphite. 
Fig. 6 
Transmission optical micrograph of l\ffiS 35/40 diamond as supplied, with 
ground opposite dodecahedra! faces. 
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3.4. Optical Micrographs 
I t is interesting to observe the appearance of the MBS 35/40 stones. 
F igure 6 shows a transmission optical micrograph of a typical stone which 
had been ground to produce two opposite dodecahedra! faces. A dark 
inclusion is visible which extends into t he crystal as shown by the boundary 
AB. During the grinding process the crystal broke around t he inclusion 
in a direction parallel to the grinding lines CD which accounts for the 
extension of the inclusion above the crystal surface. The micrograph 
also shows the adhesion of a pair of magnetized tweezers EF to the inclusion 
and indicates that it is ferromagnetic. There is no noticeable strong 
attraction between the tweezers and the inner regions of the crystal. The 
dark perimeter on the micrograph is shadow. 
A number of similar stones, which had not been ground, were observed 
by reflected light. Figure 7 is an optical micrograph of a (Ill) face and is 
typical of all the stones observed. The dendritic structure characteristic 
of the solidification of t he surrounding additive during manufactw·e, is 
visible. Trigons, both negatively and positively orientated, could be 
observed on ome {lll} faces. Their significance has been discussed by 
Tolansky ( 1955), Frank et al. ( 1958), Lang ( 1964) and others. F igure 8 
shows the same face as fig. 7 after the specimen had been heated in vacuo 
at 1200°0 fot• a few minutes. Under these conditions some of the 
ferromagnetic additive i. able to arrive at the surface but does not 
evaporate. 
Fig. 7 
Reflection optical micrograph of a (111) face of a typicall\IIB 35/40 diamond 
as supplied. 
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The dark lines (£b, cd and ef in fig. 8 are con i tent with the suggestion 
that the extracted material appear where {lll} octahedral faces meet 
the (lll) face. The line ef is at an angle of 60° to ab. Ob ervations with 
a hot-stage micro cope on a number of stones ·how tha t the diamond 
cracks to expose {Ill} faces in nearly every case. We conclude that when 
Fig. 
Reflection optical micrograph of the same (111) face as fig. 7 but after heat 
treatment in vacuo (5 x 10- 5 torr) at 1200°C 
additive melts, the internal stresses can cause the diamond to cmck along 
the preferred {lll} planes and in this way the additive is able to gain 
access to the surface. It is unlikely that diffusion through the lattice 
can explain the observed facts. The top of the hillock g, which is 75f-1-
above the crystal surface, shows a pattern which we are not able to identify. 
When the stone was boiled in aqua regia, the ferromagnetic additive wa · 
removed from the surface which appeared rough and pitted. The electron 
resonance spectrum from the dispersed substitutional nitrogen remained 
broadened up to this point and the broad resonance was present. Further 
heating in vacuo at 1500 °C was necessary to reduce the line width to the 
minimum ob erved in similar stones and to remove the broad re onance. 
Heated stones are difficult to grind on a scaife a they break easily. 
They can, however , be ground uniformly by diamond powder contained 
in an a ir blast, in contrast ·with stones which have not received the heat 
treatment. They are clearer than before and in many ways they have the 
appearance of natural grit. Such behaviour is consistent with the 
existence of many cracks and the products of carbonization . 
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§ 4. DISCUSSION 
The behaviour of the broad resonance, and the variation in width of the 
nitrogen resonance after heat treatment, in synthetic diamond which 
contains fcrromagnetic additive, may be accounted for in the following 
wa.,y. 
The additive would seem to exist primarily in the form of aggregates' of 
varying size which, with the exception of a number of gross inclusions, are 
located preferentially in the mlter regions of the diamond. If the broad 
resonance is attributed to those aggregates or particles which have at least 
one dimension of the order of or less than the inicrowave skin depth (1 JL), 
the contribution from the larger particles and inclusions is expected to be 
small, as only their outer regions are effective. The attraction of the 
diamond to tt permanent magnet and the near random distribution of the 
local field over all the nitrogen centres contributing to the resonance, is, 
therefore, tlnecessary consequence. Thex-ray topographic measurements 
of Kam iya and Lang ( 1961)) on synthetic diamond containing nickel 
provide evidence that the surface metal is in the form of particles less 
than approximately I /I 00 fL di>lmeter. 
In addition it is interesting to note that the width of the nitrogen 
resonance is greater for those diamonds which show a high effective g-valuc 
for the broad resonance. The variation in magnitude of the effects under 
discussion amongst the five types of commercially available synthetic 
diamond may be explained to a large extent if the concentration and 
identity of the ferromagnctic additive which they C0!1tain is considered 
in conjunction with any previous heat treatment. 
After heating i.n vacuo at 1200°C, the larger aggregates are able to melt 
and to exert pressure on the diamond so that a distribution of cracks 
is produced along { 11 I} cleavage planes through which the additive may 
escape. It is important to note that ~tlthough the melting points of Ni, 
Co and li'e metals lie in the range 1455°C to l5a5°C, the required depression 
of melting point c~tn be obtained if the aggregates are enriched with carbon. 
The broad resonance from the small particles would not be expected to 
change significantly with the treatment, nor by the subsequent removal 
of additive from the surface. Heat treatment at l.500°C may be supposed 
to extend the above process in a restricted form to the small particles, 
which probably coalesce locally and produce microcracks containing 
additive. It is clearly not possible to suggest a detailed mechanism on 
the basis of the present results. 
The broad resonance would not be expected to occur ~tfter heat treatment 
at the higher temperature due to the increased dimensions or possibly the 
different sh~tpe of the aggregates, but the stones m~ty still be attracted to a 
permanent magnet and the nitrogen resonance may still be broadened. 
Such behaviour is pronounced for the majority of stones (Group l ). For 
the stones of Group 2 we lH'csume that most of the aggregated additive 
has been able to gain access to the surface by any of a number of 
straightforward extensions of the proposed mechanism. The magnitude 
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of the broadening of the nitrogen resonance, or indeed any other resonance, · 
is; therefore, correspondingly less and the stones are not noticeably 
attracted to a permanent magnet. Some of the additive also exists 
in the diamond in a more dispersed form which has quite different 
properties. 
The apparently anomalous behaviour of perfect octahedral MBS :35/40 
diamond would seem to warrant further investigation particularly as a 
large number of these rare stones was not available for this work. 
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The reduction of electron-spin-resonance linewidths 
in synthetic diamond 
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Abstract. An improved method for the removal of aggregates of ferromagnetic 
additive from synthetic diamond is presented. Electron-spin-resonance linewidths 
are reduced as a consequence and may approach 0·5 Oe. 
Electron spin resonance from substitutional nitrogen in diamond (type Ib) has been 
extensively reported (see, for example, Smith et al. 1959, Loubser and du Preez 1965). The 
principal feature of the resonance is a three-line spectrum due to a hyperfine interaction 
between the unpaired electron donated by the nitrogen atom and the nitrogen nucleus 
(/= 1). The linewidth varies from specimen to specimen and has a lower limit of about 
0· 3 Oe in the case of natural diamond which does not contain regions with unusually high 
concentrations of nitrogen donors. 
Synthetic diamond, in contrast to the natural material, is invariably type lb. Metallic· 
inclusions are present and arise from the additives (iron, cobalt, nickel, etc.) used in the 
manufacturing process. The structure of the inclusions and their effect on the diamond 
lattice have been studied by x-ray methods (see, for example, Phaal and Woods 1966). As 
well as producing anomalous x-ray spikes projecting from the reciprocal lattice points of the 
synthetic diamond, the inclusions, on account of their ferrornagnetic properties, give rise to 
a spread of local magnetic field and hence to a broadening of the nitrogen electron-spin-
resonance lines. For commerically available specimens, which have not been heated in any 
way except for the cleaning processes used after manufacture, the linewidths vary between 
approximately 5 Oe and 30 Oe, depending on the type of additive used. Dyer et al. (1965) 
reported linewidths of 3·9 Oe in synthetic diamond powder which had been grown with the 
non-ferromagnetic additive Brightray-S (78% Ni, 21% Cr, I% Fe). It is unlikely that this 
width was caused by dipolar broadening, but rather by a significant ferromagnetic effect from 
aggregates of additive in the grown diamond which did not reflect the original composition 
of the Brightray-S. Smith and Angel (1967) obtained a reduction from 8·0 to 3·0 Oe in 
MBS 35/40 synthetic diarnondt by heating the specimen in vacuo to 1500°C. Under these 
conditions the larger aggregates melted and exerted sufficient pressure on the surrounding 
diamond to produce a distribution of small cracks along the {Ill} cleavage planes through 
which the metal could evaporate. It was shown that, for a bulk specimen, approximately 
70% of the ferromagnetic additive was removed by the heating process and that the residual 
width could reasonably be attributed to aggregates of additive which remained in the 
diamond after the heat treatment. 
In recent experiments it has been possible to reduce the width to 0·5 Oe, and so to ap-
proach closely to the narrowest lines obtained from natural diamond. The reduction was 
achieved by crushing a bulk sample of synthetic diamond, which consisted of stones with 
a mean diameter of 460 fLm, past a 240 mesh sieve (66 /Lm). The sample was then heated 
in vacuo (50 /Ltorr) to about 1500°C and cleaned in boiling aqua regia. Intermediate line-
widths of about I Oe were observed in specimens which had been crushed, sieved and cleaned 
in aqua regia but not heated. It is reasonable to suppose that if the sample were crushed to 
smaller dimensions the width might be reduced even further. 
t' Synthetic diamond with dimensions in the range 420-500 p.m manufactured by the General 
Electric Company, U .S.A., for use in saw blades using a metallic bond. 
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As the broadening effect of the ferromagnetic additive is not confined to the nitrogen 
resonance, but extends to all other resonances, more precise electron-spin-resonance 
measurements can be made on synthetic diamond using the treated samples, provided that 
the limitation of small stones is acceptable. It has been possible, for example, to observe 
a variation with temperature of the linewidth of the single isotropic resonance at g=2·0310 
which was first reported by Loubser and van Ryneveld (1966) and which they attributed to 
dispersed. nickel. The width between maxima on the derivative of the absorption varied 
from 5·7 ±0·4 to 1·2±0·1 Oe over the range 213-133°K, and appeared to be a linear func-
tion of inverse temperature over this range. Above 213°K the intensity was nearly two 
orders of magnitude less than its value at 96°K, and the resonance could not be detected 
with certainty. In addition the low-field satellite of the nitrogen resonance tended to 
interfere with the measurement at the· higher temperature, although its effect could be 
reduced by using higher values of microwave power so that the nitrogen lines were pre-
ferentially saturated. Below 133°K and as the temperature approached 96°K the linewidth 
tended towards a constant value determined by the small amount of additive still present in 
the diamond. 
The success of the method presented here in reducing the widths of the nitrogen and nickel 
resonances in synthetic diamond provides further support for the suggestion that aggregates 
of ferromagnetic additive are responsible for the broadening. The results of semi-quan-
titative measurements by spectroscopic analysis on a range of the treated samples also agree 
with this conclusion. It would now be interesting to enquire if the variation in linewidth 
between various natural stones containing substitutional nitrogen is due to ferromagnetic 
impurities. 
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